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The methods are described for producing unstable paramagnetic excited states in rare gas
cryocrystals Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe through the trapping, in the cryocrystals growing from the gas
phase, the products of the gas discharge taking place in the same or other rare gas. The
paper presents a technique and results of an observation and investigation of excited states in
rare gas cryocrystals with electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR!. The discovered
unstable paramagnetic centers are interpreted as being local metastable excitednp5(n11)s
atomic-type states in rare gas cryocrystals which are subject to the action of the anisotropic electric
field resulted from the crystal surroundings distorted by the center. An account is given of
the mechanisms for formation of observed paramagnetic excited states in cryocrystals which arise
owing to the excitation energy of the metastable3P2 atoms of Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe and He 23S1

and 21S0 atoms that form in the discharge in an appropriate gas and trap in the growing
cryocrystal. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00110-8#
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1. INTRODUCTION

The rare gas cryocrystals, Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe, are
simplest solids in nature, being composed of closed-shel
oms that are bound to each other by weak Van-der-W
forces and having, as a rule, the structure of tightly pac
face-centered cubic lattice. At the same time, the electro
excitations in these crystals are distinguished by abunda
of properties and complicated behavior.1–6 Thus, the free ex-
citons in these simple Van-der-Waals atomic crystals app
to be, contrary to expectations, not mere Frenkel-type e
tons but of a more complicated intermediate type that,
many instances, is even closer to Wannier-type excitons.
self-trapping of these excitons, though, can bring into form
tion at once of even two types of point motionless excito
molecular two-atom type, Rg2* ~m-STE!, and atomic type,
Rg* ~a-STE!, with electron shells and energy levels close
excimer molecules and free excited atoms, respectively
the corresponding rare gas. It is also remarkable that all th
types of excitons—both free and self-trapped types~molecu-
lar and atomic!-are capable of existing in the same crys
simultaneously. This is due to the fact that there exist
activation barriers against the self-trapping of free excito
into both the molecular and atomic types of motionless
citons. The self-trapping processes involve the excit
phonon interaction and local relaxation deformations of
crystal lattice, which causes in particular the formation
cavities~bubbles! containing excited atoms, Rg* .

These interesting phenomena have attracted conside
attention of many researchers worldwide who undertook
tensive studies of electronic excitations in rare gas cryoc
tals, in recent decades. The results are detailed in book1–3

and extensive review articles alike, e.g.,4–6.
It is worth noting that in all studies conducted the e

cited states in rare gas cryocrystals were obtained by e
sure of a cryocrystal grown on a cold surface to ionizi
6931063-777X/98/24(10)/15/$15.00
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radiation: electrons, ions,a-particles and hard enough ele
tromagnetic radiation~VUV or x-rays!, while the properties
of these electronic excitations in the cryocrystals were exa
ined with optical spectroscopy methods~luminescence, ab-
sorption, reflection, photoelectron emission!.1–6

In recent years, researches7–12 have been performed
wherein an entirely new method was used for producing
cited states in rare gas crystals. This consists in introduc
and trapping the excited products from the rare gas disch
in the cryocrystal of either the same or other rare gas gr
ing from the gas phase on a cold substrate, thereupon
excited states in cryocrystal arising under the action of
trapped particles are studied. In these papers,7–12as powerful
a method as the electron paramagnetic resonance~EPR! is
applied for the first time to the study of electronic excitatio
in rare gas cryocrystals. The present review is mainly
voted to the results of this work. The findings of investig
tions into electronic excitations in rare gas cryocrystals
tained by conventional methods, that is, with ionizin
irradiation of rare gas cryocrystals along with the optic
methods of their examination, are available from books a
reviews, e.g.,1–6.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The technique employed in7–12 differs from the known
ones as follows. The solid samples under study are obta
by gas condensation on a thin-walled bottom, used here
the substrate, of a quartz finger filled with liquid helium, th
bottom being located at the center of the microwave cav
of an EPR spectrometer. Both the gas discharge and the
trix gas flow passing through a separate inlet tube avoid
the gas discharge, can be cooled down to the liquid nitro
temperature. The products of the high-frequency gas
charge without intermediate feeding tubes are aimed i
vacuum directly onto the substrate, which prevents th
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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from decay on the walls of the tubes. Thus, the sample
obtained directly in the cavity of the EPR spectromet
which makes it possible not only to carry out the EPR o
servation of the sample during the condensation but als
detect and study in the sample short-lived centers that
related to the gas discharge products.

The experimental set-up consists of a 3-cm EPR sp
trometer with a microwave cavity cooled by liquid nitroge
vapors, a gas filling and purification system, a hig
frequency oscillator for exciting an electrodeless gas d
charge, measuring instruments, and pumping facilities.7–12

Figure 1 shows the main part of the experimental set-
the microwave cavity of the 3-cm EPR spectrometer, a lo
temperature gas discharge device and the substrate cool
liquid helium, on which the sample is condensed.

Here1 is the cylindricalH011 mode microwave cavity of
the X-band EPR spectrometer,2 is the bottom of the quartz
finger3, filled with liquid helium, and4 is a waveguide. The
bottom2 of the quartz finger is a low-temperature substr
for the gases being condensed. An electrodeless h
frequency gas discharge is excited in the glass tube5 with an

FIG. 1. The main part of the experimental set-up, including the microw
cavity of the EPR spectrometer, the gas discharge system, the gas inle
for matrix gas, and the quartz finger cooled by liquid helium~LHe! with the
sample condensing on the bottom of the quartz finger as on a substrat~for
notations see the text!.
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outlet 6 of 0.2–0.6 mm diameter. The matrix gas could
supplied to the substrate2 by a glass tube7 and further by a
quartz tube8 inserted into the cavity~channel B!. The end of
the quartz tube8 is located close~3 mm! to the bottom 2 of
the quartz finger, which facilitates effective freezing out
the matrix gas.

The whole device presented in Fig. 1 is cooled externa
with liquid nitrogen vapor (LN2) and its temperature can b
varied from 77 to 300 K.

A high-frequency~14-MHz! oscillator is used to main-
tain the discharge. The high-frequency power is fed throu
a coaxial cable to the coil9 wound over the gas discharg
tube5.

The experimental procedure is as follows. Pure rare
~Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe, He! in channel A was passed through th
liquid-nitrogen-vapor-cooled gas discharge tube5, in which
an electrodeless high-frequency discharge was exci
Ground-state rare gas atoms together with gas disch
products passed through the outlet6 of the discharge tube5
into the evacuated cavity and reached the bottom2 of the
quartz finger3 filled with liquid helium at 1.2–4.2 K. The
pure additional matrix gas, also cooled by liquid nitrog
vapors (LN2), was passed through the tubes7 and8 ~channel
B!, avoiding the gas discharge, onto the substrate. The E
spectra of the sample were recorded continuously during
condensation, i.e., growth of the rare gas cryocrystal w
gas-discharge products trapped in the sample. The sh
lived centers were separated from the stable centers
switching off the discharge, i.e., switching off the voltage
the coil 9 during recording the EPR spectrum. High-puri
rare gases were used with the following impurity conten
0.004% Ne, 0.007% Ar, 0.0009% Kr, 0.0003% Xe, a
0.01% He.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND INTERPRETATION

3.1. Pure rare gases Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe. Experimental results

In all experiments described in Sec. 3.1, a rare gas~Ne,
Ar, Kr, Xe! supplied to the substrate2 was passed only
through the tube5 ~channel A! with the gas discharge run
ning, while the second channel, B,~the tubes7 and8, Fig. 1!
was free from a gas, i.e., closed, and no excess matrix
was fed through it in the runs of Sec. 3.1.

Figures 2–6 show the EPR spectra of unstable param
netic centers which form in a cryocrystal of a pure rare-g
~Ne, Ar, Kr, Xe! being passed through the gas discha
zone, i.e., through the tube5 only ~Fig. 1! that is cooled in
these experiments to the liquid-nitrogen temperature, 77
These spectra~Figs. 2–6! were observed only during a con
tinuous flow of a rare gas from the tube5 onto the cold (T
51.2– 4.2 K) substrate2 along with the products of the ga
discharge taking place in this tube. The EPR signal dis
peared at the instant when the gas discharge was turned
i.e., the EPR spectrum record was cut off immediately. Th
the paramagnetic centers responsible for these spectra
short lifetimes. According to estimates based on the ti
constant of the recording system of the EPR spectrome
the lifetime of these centers is no more than 0.1 s.

e
be
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It was found that these paramagnetic centers are lo
ized in a frozen rare gas. Thus, when the discharge is tu
on in the tube5 and in the presence of a rare gas flow fro
this tube into the cavity, but in the absence of liquid heliu
in the quartz finger3, i.e., when no cryocrystals are forme
the EPR signals indicated above are completely absent.
testifies that the observed short-lived paramagnetic cen
are located in the cryocrystals, not in the gas phase. Th
also confirmed by an examination of the properties of th
centers, which are discussed below.

The EPR spectra, obtained at comparatively low g
flow rate through the gas discharge~no more than 0.5
mmole/h!, were found, for the cryocrystals of pure neon a

FIG. 2. EPR spectrum of unstable paramagnetic centers in a neon cryo
tal. The gas is let only through the gas discharge tube5 ~Fig. 1!. The gas
flow rate to the substrate2 is Q50.3 mmole/h; magnetic resonance fr
quencyf res59379.31 MHz~a!, f res59339.00 MHz~b!. The side-line inten-
sity, in Fig. 2b reduces as compared to Fig. 2a.
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argon, to be completely identical both in appearance~i.e., as
in Fig. 2! and in all quantitative characteristics~also see Ref.
8!. Nor were any differences observed between the spe
obtained at the substrate temperaturesT51.2 and 4.2 K. The
parameters of these spectra coincide completely within
measurement error for neon and argon cryocrystals and
given in Table 1. Theg-factor quoted there refers to th
middle ~brightest! line in Fig. 2. The other designations a
clear from this figure.

The relative strengths of the center and satellite lines
the spectra shown in Fig. 2 change from run to run both
neon and argon, from the maximum strength of the sate
lines to the point they are completely unobservable. T
variability of the central line to side line intensity ratio ind
cates that the side doublet and the center line belong to
ferent paramagnetic centers.

As the gas flow through the discharge tube increas
and when the flow to the substrate2 exceeds 0.7 mmole/h
new lines appear in the spectra of the short-lived center
the neon and argon cryocrystals, and in the process the
shown in Fig. 2 are preserved. Figure 3 gives the mid

ys-

FIG. 3. EPR spectrum of unstable paramagnetic centers in a neon c
crystal with increased gas flow to the substrateQ50.7 mmole/h; T
54.2 K, f res59338.94 MHz.
low gas
TABLE I. The parameters of EPR spectra of unstable paramagnetic centers in rare gas cryocrystals at
flow rate to the substrate (T54.2 K).

Rare gas No. of runs g-factor

dH1 dH2 DH1
a DH2

b

Gauss

Ne 7 1.99987~12! 5.19~8! 5.24~8! 0.1–0.2 0.1–0.2
Ar 4 1.99986~12! 5.21~8! 5.18~8! 0.1–0.2 0.1–0.2
Kr 5 1.99986~12! - - 0.15–0.25 -
Xe 4 1.99983~12! - - 0.2–0.3 -

Note: a—hereDH1 is the width of the central line;b—hereDH1 is the widths of the side lines.
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region of the EPR spectrum for neon for an increased
flow rate. Two closely spaced lines are seen, with line
coinciding with the center line in Fig. 2 and having ag-factor
equal to that given in Table. The spacing between these l
amounts to 1.7 G. Figure 4a shows the EPR spectrum fo
also for an increased gas flow rate. Here line1 coincides with
the center line in Fig. 2, and the new line is separated from
by 1.6 G. Thus, as the gas flow grows, the same changes
occur in the EPR spectra of short-lived centers for neon
argon, as follows from the similarity of the spectra in Figs
and 4a. In some experiments, however, for the same gas
rate as in Fig. 4a two more lines appeared between the
center lines shown in this figure, and all four lines had co
parable strengths~see Fig. 4b!.

The EPR spectra of Kr and Xe cryocrystals obtained
the same conditions as for the spectrum in Fig. 2, i.e., w
a rare-gas flow rate is low, consist each of one line~see Figs.
5a and 6a!, which lines, as indicated by Table, are identic
in g-factor, within the accuracy of the experiment, to o
another and to the middle lines in the spectra of Ne and
These lines are also close in linewidths for all the four r
gases. One can, thus, believe that the principal unstable p
magnetic center is of a common nature to all the four ra
gas cryocrystals produced under similar conditions, i.e.
modest flow rate through the gas discharge.

In EPR spectra of Kr and Xe cryocrystals no side lin
provided by the other unstable center were observed, a
was in Ne and Ar~Figs. 2 and 4a!. As indicated above
sometimes these side lines could not be observed in Ne
Ar also. At present one cannot be sure whether the cen
that give side lines are absent in Kr and Xe cryocrystals

FIG. 4. EPR spectrum of unstable paramagnetic centers in an argon c
rystal with increased gas flow to the substrate atT54.2 K and
Q52.2 mmole/h,f res59346.60 MHz~a!; f res59340.93 MHz~b!.
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whether these centers in the experiments were too scarc
be spectroscopically observable.

Shown in Figs. 5b and 6b, are the experimental res
for Kr and Xe obtained with the gas discharge in tube 5
room temperature, i.e., without liquid-nitrogen cooling t
tube. These spectra differ from those in Figs. 5a and
although they are equally short-lived, i.e., disappear imm
diately when the discharge is turned off. In the spectrum
Xe, the number, location and intensity of lines changed fr
one experiment to the next. But they were close to one
other within the confines of the spectrum of Fig. 6b we
located aroundg52.0, and the entire spectrum disappear
immediately once the discharge was turned off.

It should be noted that the excess lines arising with
increased gas flow rate vary in their characteristics~g-
factors, location, linewidths! with the kind of the rare gas
used ~Figs. 3, 4a, 4b, 5b, and 6b!, and reveal no such a
similarity they do in the spectra of the rare gases with
low gas flow rate, presented in Figs. 2, 5a, 6a, and Tabl

All the excess lines occurring with an increased gas fl
rate onto the substrate are unstable just as the lines pres
in Fig. 2 and Table are, and disappear along with the prin
pal lines when the discharge is turned off.

Using the EPR line microwave saturation method, t
lower boundary for the lifetimet of the unstable para

oc-

FIG. 5. EPR spectrum of unstable paramagnetic centers in a krypton cr
rystal at T54.2 K, Q50.2 mmole/h; f res59382.04 MHz ~a!; Q
50.5 mmole/h,f res59368.63 MHz~b!.
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magnetic centers was determined in all cryocrystals, Ne,
Kr, and Xe.8 These lifetime values are found to be in th
interval 1021 s>t>1024 s for certain of these centers, and
the interval 1021 s>t>1022 s for others.8

3.2. Interpretation of the experimental results for pure Ne,
Ar, Kr, and Xe

To elucidate the nature of the observed short-lived pa
magnetic centers, it is necessary to consider the produc
the discharge in a rare gas that may enter the cryocrysta
this gas being condensed, as well as the possible actio
the gas discharge on the cryocrystal already frozen onto
substrate, and to compare the results of this examination
the properties and characteristics of the EPR spectra sh
in Figs. 2–6 and in Table I.

In order to reach the cold substrate2 on which the
sample is condensed, the gas-discharge products must t
a distance;3 cm through vacuum. If they are rare-gas ato
their thermal velocities are of order 104 cm/s, i.e., only par-
ticles with a lifetime>1024 s can reach the substrate. Th
only neutral products of the discharge in the rare gas wh
satisfy this condition are excited metastable atoms of this
in the lower 3P2 and 3P0 states~for free 3P2

0 atoms, the
lifetimes have the values13 t~Ne!520 s, t~Ar!560 s,
t~Kr!585 s, t~Xe!5150 s, and for3P0

0 atoms, the lifetimes
range from 400 s for neon to 0.08 s for xenon!. The entry of
charged particles, i.e., electrons and ions, from the gas
charge into a growing cryocrystal of rare gas, as well
bombardment by these particles of the cryocrystal alre
formed, is impossible, since observation of the EPR spe
of short-lived centers is carried out as the cryocrys

FIG. 6. EPR spectrum of unstable paramagnetic centers in a xenon
crystal at T54.2 K, Q50.04 mmole/h, f res59370.15 MHz ~a!; Q
50.6 mmole/h,f res59366.92 MHz~b!.
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condenses. Therefore, the strong magnetic field of the E
spectrometer,H053300 G, is turned on all the time; it is
transverse to the flow of these charged particles, defl
them to the side, and prevents them from reaching the s
strate2, i.e., the sample. Thus, for 1-keV electrons in a 330
Gauss magnetic field, the orbit radius is 0.32 mm, and s
considerably less for thermal-energy ions (r i,0.1 mm), i.e.,
all charged particles from the gas discharge~both electrons
and ions! are locked up firmly with magnetic field in the ga
discharge zone9, and cannot reach the substrate2.

Finally, the solid cryocrystal of a rare gas alrea
formed on the substrate, as well as the gas being conden
can be both subjected to irradiation by light from the g
discharge, including VUV. The action of the light from th
discharge in a rare gas on the cryocrystal of this gas or ga
the instant of condensation can produce only the short-li
3P1 and 1P1 atoms. These excited atoms cannot cause
formation of the observed EPR spectra, since the radia
lifetimes of the3P1 and1P1 atoms are too short: for all rar
gases, they are of order 1028– 1029 s. Such lifetimes should
result in the EPR linewidths no less than 5–50 G, wher
the observed spectra have linewidths of the order of 0.1
~see Table I and Fig. 2!; this requires a lifetime of the para
magnetic center of the order of 5•1027 s. At the same time,
it is known that the lifetime, for example, of the3P2 atoms
of neon in a cryocrystal of this gas is no less th
631024 s.14 As indicated above, the lifetimes of the un
stable centers observed in the present studyt>1024

21022 s. Therefore, the paramagnetic centers based on
3P2 rare gas atoms trapped in cryocrystals should satisfy
requirement of a fairly small EPR linewidth, consistent wi
that observed experimentally. However, these3P2 atoms,
like 3P0 atoms, cannot be practically formed under action
radiation from the gas discharge since the radiation tra
tions 1S0→3P2 , 3P0 to these metastable states from t
ground state1S0 are forbidden. Hence, the radiation from th
gas discharge cannot be responsible for the formation of
paramagnetic centers producing the observed EPR spec

Thus, the observed centers~Figs. 2–6! can only be due
to the entry into the rare gas cryocrystal of atoms of this
in the3P2 state directly from the gas discharge. Atoms in t
3P0 state, which can also reach the crystal from the d
charge, should be excluded from the consideration, si
they are diamagnetic and cannot form paramagnetic cen
in the cryocrystal.

Hence, it must be taken as proved that the cause of
formation of the observed short-lived paramagnetic center
the trapping, in a growing rare-gas cryocrystal, of excit
atoms of this gas in the metastable3P2 state. This atom is
paramagnetic and, as was noted above, can have a s
ciently long lifetime in the cryocrystal to provide the expe
mentally observed small EPR linewidths,DH1,2;1021 G.

However, a significant difficulty arises here. This is b
cause all the lines in the observed EPR spectra haveg-factors
that are very close tog52.0 ~Table I!, whereas the3P2 state
has theg-factor of 1.5, and its lines should be at entire
different magnetic fields~i.e., for g51.5,H res54400 G, and
for g52.0, H res53300 G, as is the case experimentally!. It
was found experimentally that the EPR spectra

o-
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completely absent in magnetic fields close to 4400 G.
explain this discrepancy the following was suggested.7–12

Presumably, the trapped3P2 rare gas atom is stabilized i
the cryocrystal of the same gas in such a manner that
effective crystal electric field acting on it is anisotropic a
of low enough symmetry. The action of the crystal elect
field of the tetragonal symmetry on the energy levels of
P-state atom is shown in Fig. 7~see Ref. 15, § 11.5, Fig
11.2!. It is seen from the figure that a crystal field of lo
enough symmetry lifts the degeneracy of theP-state energy
levels and causes, in the case of the tetragonal symm
field, for example, the splittingd betweenPz(mL50) and
Px ,Py(mL561) states. If the splittingd is sufficiently
large, then at liquid helium temperature~1.2 to 4.2 K! almost
only the lowermL50 level will be populated, which has th
g-factor defined, in the tetragonal field, as~see Ref. 15, §
11.6! gzz5gi5ge , gxx5g'5ge22l/d. Herege is the spin
g-factor of the free electron, the exact value beingge

52.00232,l is the fine structure constant for the free3P
atom of the rare gas at hand, which appears in the spin-o
interaction hamiltonian,Ĥ5lL̂•Ŝ. The constantl therewith
is evaluated from the equationl5Dso /S(L11)5Dso/3,
hereDso is the total splitting of the fine structure for the3P
atom considered,L andSare correspondingly its total orbita
and spin moments; for the3P-state,L5S51. This treatment
is strictly correct for the atom in a state with the normal, i.
@L,S#-coupling. However, it is known that the rare gas ato
in the state withnp5(n11)s electron configuration show th
departure from the@L,S#-coupling, this actually being inter
mediate between@L,S# and @ j , j #, that is @J8, j #-coupling.
The Ne 2p53s 3P-atom therewith still follows the interva
rule and definitely shows@L,S#-coupling. Because of this
the calculation ofl is quite justified for Ne with the formula
l5Dso/3. Based on the total spin-orbit splitting for the N
2p53s 3P-atom, Dso50.097 eV,13 one gets
l~Ne!50.032 eV. Starting with Ar, the considerable depa
ture from the@L,S#-coupling for thenp5(n11)s rare-gas
atom is beginning to emerge, which rises for Kr and Xe
the atomic mass increases. However, this expressionl
5Dso/3, can likely be used in estimating expectedg-factors
for these atoms in a crystalline field; here, taken from R
13, Dso is also the total splitting for three lower levels of th
np5(n11)s configuration of the free rare-gas atoms. In th
eventl~Ar!50.06 eV, l~Kr!50.24 eV, l~Xe!50.42 eV. If
the splitting caused by an anisotropic crystal field is large
thatd@2l for all the cryocrystals~i.e., Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe!,
then it follows from the above expressions thatgi5g'5ge

FIG. 7. Shift of the energy levels of theP-state atom in the octahedra
crystal field followed by the splitting in the tetragonal field.
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52.0, i.e., the g-factors of the np5(n11)s 3P2-atoms
trapped in the corresponding cryocrystals turn isotrop
equal to 2.0 and are close in magnitude~i.e., g5gisotr

52.0), which agrees with and explains the result of the
periments~see Fig. 2 and Table I!.

The spectrum consisting of two side lines in Figs. 2 a
4a can be explained as follows. If an atom in the3P2 state is
localized in the position in the crystal where the effecti
electric crystal field has axial symmetry, the state w
mL50 in Fig. 7 splits in a zero magnetic field into two sp
sub-levels withms561 and 0~see Ref. 15, § 10.3!. For this
case, the levels of the atom in the magnetic field and the E
transitions are shown in Fig. 8. Thus, the transitio
ms50↔ms511 and ms50↔ms521 will move apart
along the magnetic field to give rise to two noncoincide
EPR lines symmetric relative to 2.0, i.e., the side lines o
served in the experiment. From this figure, taking the val
for dH15dH25dH1,255.2 G from Table I, one can deter
mine the splitting (3/2)D of the levelsms561 and 0 for Ne
and Ar in a zero magnetic field: (3/2)D5dH1,2gb/h52.8
3106

•dH1,2 Hz514.6 MHz. The fraction of3P2 atoms
trapped at the sites with the crystal field of that kind is a
parently small and can vary from run to run, which accou
for the variability of the side lines in Fig. 2.

One may suppose that most of the3P2 rare gas atoms are
trapped in the substitutional position of the face cente
cubic ~FCC! crystal of the rare gas and give rise to the i
tensive central line in the EPR spectra in Fig. 2, and a les
part of the3P2 atoms are trapped into octahedral interstit
sites of this crystal to give the side lines. The fraction of t
latter atoms is likely to vary from experiment to experime
depending on hard-to-control variations in experimental c
ditions.

Note that, in an undistorted FCC crystal, these trapp
sites have a crystal electric field of very high~cubic! sym-
metry, so that splitting of theP-state cannot result, as evide
from Fig. 7. A low-symmetry ~anisotropic! crystal field

FIG. 8. Splitting of the levels of an atom with spinS51 in an axial electric
crystal field and appearance of side lines in the EPR spectrum.
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providing the observed EPR spectra of trapped atoms w
g52.0 appears presumably due to crystal lattice distorti
caused by the outers shell of this np5(n11)s 3P2 atom.
Distortion of a rare gas FCC crystal lattice by a rare gaP
atom trapped therein as well as local rearrangement of
lattice were considered in Refs. 3, 16, and 17. In the ab
works, it is shown that the origin of the anisotropic crys
field which act on the trappednp5(n11)s P-atom and,
hence, is able to provide a splittingd, Fig. 7, is as follows.
The np5(n11)s Rydberg state of a rare gas atom has
radius much greater than the groundnp6-state of a lattice
atom has, thus the (n11)s-electron of the trapped atom
gives rise to outward displacement of the surrounding lat
atoms, resulting in a considerable rearranging of the nea
surroundings of the Rydberg excited atom. Such a rearra
ing of this surroundings breaks the cubic symmetry and p
duces a local electric field of low symmetry acting on t
np5(n11)s P-atom. This moving apart of the closed-she
np6 atoms of the crystal lattice that surround the trapp
excitednp5(n11)s atom is triggered by the repulsion force
that are due to the requirement, according to Pauli’s p
ciple, for thes-electron wave function of the trapped excite
atom be orthogonal to the wave functions of the surround
lattice atoms. Such a shift of the lattice atoms results in
formation of a cavity around the trapped excited atom, p
ting it in a so-called bubble.1–3 A thorough theoretical study
of this issue have been undertaken and the estimation o
bubble radius of 4 Å for the 2p53s excitation in Ne cryoc-
rystal was obtained. In Ref. 17, a theoretical treatmen
given of formation around the 2p53s excitation in the Ne
crystal of, first, bubbles with symmetric elastic moving ap
the surrounding Ne atoms of the lattice, second, bubbles
has induced the plastic distortion of the surroundings cons
ing in the production in the nearest lattice surroundings
defects in the Frenkel pair form, that is, vacancies and in
stitial atoms. It is stated in the paper, that the bubbles w
plastic distortion have lower energy than the pure ela
bubbles. In the Ne cryocrystal, the bubbles with two vac
cies in the first coordination sphere and interstitial Ne ato
in the next more distant spheres are deduced17 to have the
lowest energy. Regular bubbles with only elastic distort
around the np5(n11)s state are of cubic symmetry.17

Though the plastic deformations with vacancies arising
the first coordination sphere around thenp5(n11)s excita-
tion, cause a lower symmetry distortion of th
surroundings,17 thus creating an anisotropic electric crys
field acting on the trapped excited atom. It is worth noti
that this local electric field acting on thenp5(n11)s-atom
should be not only quite anisotropic but strong as well. T
latter quality is due to the fact that it is not the mere Va
der-Waals interaction that contributes to the local elec
field ~this interaction therewith should be much greater
the excitednp5(n11)s P-state, resulting from its large po
larizability, than that one which is characteristic of two ra
gas atoms,np6 ground-state of the crystal lattice including!,
but, for Rydberg atoms, the much stronger chemical bond
between a trappednp5(n11)s excited atom and anp6 lat-
tice atom should also appear. This is precisely the str
chemical bonding that gives rise, under proper conditions
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diatomic excimer molecules of rare gases: Rg(1S0)
1Rg(3P2)→Rg2* (3Su

1). This chemical bonding, of course
should contribute in some measure to the interaction betw
the np5(n11)s-atom trapped in rare gas crystal and its a
isotropic crystal surroundings. This may provide, for t
atom, a great enough splittingd to meet the condition
d@2l. In so doing, not only does the magnitude ofl in-
creases, as is evident from the foregoing, with increas
mass of the rare-gas atom in the range between Ne and
but the interaction energy between the trappednp5(n11)s
atom and crystal surroundings also increases including b
Van-der-Waals~because the polarizability of the ground
state and metastable3P2 atoms alike enhances! interaction
and chemical bonding. This, probably, provides the con
tion d@2l for the atoms of all rare gases, resulting
g52.0 and closing together ofg-factors of Ne, Ar, Kr and
Xe with low gas flow rates to the substrate~see Table I!.

The process of distortion of the lattice by theP-atom
may proceed through metastable intermediate variants of
configuration of the neighborhood with certain delays
these configurations. Each of these configurations of the
mediate neighborhood should be associated with a diffe
symmetry of the crystal electric field acting on the3P2 atom.
This probably accounts for the appearance, as the experim
tal conditions change~increasing the gas flow rate onto th
substrate2 or the enhancement of discharge temperature!, of
new lines in the EPR spectra for Ne, Ar, Kr, and Xe~Figs.
3–6!, because of variation ind and consequentlyg-factors of
the EPR lines. Indeed, an increase in the flow rate of a
gas or in its temperature may result in heating of the sam
growth of the size of its crystallites, and appearance
trapped3P2 atoms for which the process of distortion of th
surroundings now takes place far from the surface of
sample, in the interior of the crystals and at a higher te
perature. This may cause a change in the conditions of lo
rearrangement of the lattice around certain groups of3P2

atoms and may give rise to the additional lines in the spe
of Figs. 3–6.

It is possible that a contribution to the destruction of t
cubic crystal environment of the3P2 atoms trapped in rare
gas crystal in the described experiments comes also from
dynamic Jahn–Teller effect.18

It is noteworthy that the large lifetimest>1022

21024 s found in this work~see Sec. 3.1! eliminate the
possibility of explaining the observed EPR spectra
being due to rare gas excimer molecules, Rg2* (3Su

1), trapped
in cryocrystals. Indeed, the lifetimes,t@Rg2* (3Su

1)#,
of these molecules in the rare gas cryocrystals
shown6 to be t~Ne2* !5531026 s, t~Ar2* !51.231026 s,
t~Kr2* !53.231026 s, t~Xe2* !5931026 s, respectively, i.e.,
much shorter than the lifetimest found in this work for
paramagnetic centers for whicht>102221024 s.

Thus, it was demonstrated that the unstable param
netic centers observed are due to the rare gasnp5(n
11)s 3P2 atoms which, once trapped from the gas discha
in a growing cryocrystal, become localized in it, deform a
rearrange their surroundings and are subject to the actio
an anisotropic electric field of this distorted surroundings.
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a result, the local paramagnetic metastablenp5(n11)s
atomic-type excited states observed by EPR and descr
above arise in the cryocrystals.

It should be noted that the self-trapped excitons
np5(n11)s atomic type are known to form efficiently unde
the action of ionizing radiation in Ne cryocrystals and w
somewhat lesser efficiency in Ar cryocrystal. In irradiat
cryocrystals of the heavy rare gases, Kr and Xe, though, o
self-trapped excitons of molecular type, m-STE Rg2* , are
observed, while self-trapped excitons of atomic type, a-S
are not found. The explanation is as follows:1–6 in Kr and Xe
cryocrystals, the activation barriers against self-trapping i
a-STE are very high, while with self-trapping into m-ST
these are significantly lower. With Ne and Ar, the a-ST
self-trapping barriers are well below these barriers in Kr a
Xe, which makes possible the self-trapping into a-STE in
and Ar. A possibility for the local excitednp5(n11)s
atomic-type states to form in Kr and Xe cryocrystals in t
experiments described above is likely to be due to
method of producing the excited atomic-type states wh
differs fundamentally from the free exciton self-trapping
these cryocrystals. The point is that, in experiments
scribed above, the excitednp5(n11)s 3P2 rare gas atoms
are inserted directly into a rare gas cryocrystal growing fr
the gas phase and trapped in the cryocrystal. This pro
does not involve an overcoming the self-trapping activat
barrier and in this regard the localization of thenp5(n
11)s atomic-type centers should proceed in Kr and Xe c
ocrystals as unhindered as it does in Ne and Ar.

Figure 9, line1, shows the temperature dependence
the signal amplitude obtained for the central line of the sp
trum for Ne in Fig. 2. It can be seen, that the number
observed unstable centers that form in the cryocrystal is
dependent of the temperature, i.e., the equilibrium numbe
these centers is invariant to the temperature with the gas

FIG. 9. Temperature dependences of the EPR signal amplitude,A(T), for
the unstable centers which form in growing pure Ne cryocrystal as it tr
Ne gas discharge products~line 1, triangles!, and for the centers which form
in growing Ne~line 2, filled circles!, Ar ~line 3, open circles! and Kr~line 4,
squares! cryocrystals as they trap He gas discharge products.
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rate and discharge condition remaining constant. Preci
the same independence from temperature was observe
the side lines of the spectrum for Ne in Fig. 2, and for
lines of the spectra presented in Figs. 3–6. It must be ad
to the above, that the experiments show the lifetimest of all
unstable paramagnetic centers investigated in the pre
work to be independent of temperature. Thus, with both
lifetimes of the paramagnetic centers and the flow rate
np5(n11)s 3P2 atoms from the gas discharge, the indepe
dence from temperature of the equilibrium number of the
centers~Fig. 9, line 1! agrees well with the mechanism pro
posed: the observed unstable centers are formed throug
trapping and localizing in a growing cryocrystal the rare-g
3P2 atoms from the gas discharge.

3.3. Excitation energy transfer from the trapped metastable
excited He 2 3S1 atom to the Ne cryocrystal

In this study, investigations have been carried out wh
pure. He was passed through the gas discharge~channel A in
Fig. 1! while pure Ne was fed to the substrate through
separate inlet tube~channel B! avoiding the gas discharg
active part. A new effect has been found: the formation i
neon cryocrystal of local metastable excited states arisin
helium gas discharge products are trapped in the grow
cryocrystal.9,10

The EPR spectrum of the neon cryocrystal trapping
gas discharge products are shown in Fig. 10. These spe
were observed during the neon condensation and disappe
at the instant when the discharge was turned off. For s
plicity the term ‘‘edge-side lines’’ shall be used to denote t
outer broad side lines in Fig. 10, and the term ‘‘side lines’’
refer to the inner narrow side lines.

There is absolute coincidence between both line po
tions and linewidths of the three middle lines in the He–
spectrum ~Fig. 10! and the corresponding pure Ne line

sFIG. 10. EPR spectrum of unstable paramagnetic centers in a neon
crystal, which arise as a result of a He gas discharge product trapped i
growing Ne cryocrystal;f res59381 MHz.
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shown in Fig. 2. Indeed, theg-factor and linewidth of the
central line of the He–Ne spectrum recorded here appea
be 1.99986~12! and 0.15~3! G, respectively, and exactly th
same as those for the pure Ne cryocrystal, 1.99987~12! and
0.10~3! G. The side-line linewidths as well as separatio
between central and side lines are also the same; for the
Ne these are summarized in Table I. However, there
significant difference between the spectra of the Ne cry
rystal obtained by condensation of the pure Ne pas
through the discharge active part, and the spectra of solid
trapping He gas discharge products. The latter contains a
of additional strong edge-side lines of unstable centers,
cated around central line and separated from it byDH1 and
DH2 , for the high-field and low-field lines, respectively. Th
separation in magnetic field between each edge-side line
the central line is a factor of about 2 above the distan
between each of the two weaker inner side lines and cen
line.

The fact that three middle lines of the He–Ne spectr
recorded here~Fig. 10! are clearly those of the pure Ne spe
trum means that these spectra are due to centers of the
type and permits an explanation of the nature of the He–
spectrum in the same way as have been done in Sec. 3.
pure Ne. Thus, the centers being discussed in the pre
section can be interpreted also as being atomic-type exc
2p53s states which become localized in the FCC Ne crys
lattice, shift the nearest matrix atoms outwards, rearra
their surroundings and are subjected to the action of the
isotropic electric field of this environment which, being r
arranged, is no longer of cubic symmetry.

The nature of the strong edge-side lines, which oc
only when a neon cryocrystal is trapping the He gas d
charge products, will be discussed below. It is believed t
these are also related to the 2p53s centers, but with the sur
roundings distorted in a different way.

While the nature of the neon cryocrystal excited sta
recorded here is believed to be clear, the mechanism of t
production is to be determined. Indeed, in the experiments
pure rare gases~Sec. 3.1!, the excited Ne3P2 atoms~as well
as Ar, Kr and Xe atoms!, which are trapped in the growin
cryocrystal of the same kind and rearrange the nearby cry
lattice, form directly in the gas discharge, whereas in
present study the gas flows aimed onto the substrate co
no excited Ne atoms at all, including3P2 atoms. Apart from
ground-state He atoms, the only incoming He gas discha
products at the growing Ne cryocrystal are the metastable
23S1 and He 21S0 atoms. Other excited helium atoms ha
too short life times to reach the substrate from the gas
charge. Charged particles from the discharge can also
excluded from consideration, since they are deflected fr
the substrate by the strong magnetic field of the EPR sp
trometer~see Sec. 3.2!.

Thus, the unstable paramagnetic centers observed
which are probably the atomic-type 2p53s excited states of
the neon cryocrystal, originate from the excitation energy
incoming metastable He atoms from the gas discharge.

Figure 9, line2, shows a plot ofA(T)/A(T1) as a func-
tion of T, where A(T) is the EPR signal intensity of th
central line of the He–Ne spectrum~see Fig. 10! and T1
to
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54.22 K. In these experiments, the substrate temperature
correspondingly, the temperature of the sample growing
the substrate2 ~Fig. 1! is lowered by the pumping of liquid
helium vapor. The sample temperature is detected by m
suring the gas pressure in the liquid helium bath.

It can be seen from Fig. 9, line2, that the experimenta
dependenceA(T)/A(T1) can be fairly well approximated by
A(T)/A(T1)5exp(2E/kT) with the ‘‘activation energy’’
E512 K50.001 eV. Using either increasing or decreasi
sample temperature, many such experimental dependenc
the temperature range 2.2–4.2 K were recorded. Taking
account the statistical scattering of the experimental data,
‘‘activation energy’’ can be estimated asE512(6)
K50.0010~5! eV.

The lifetimet of the 2p5 3s3P2-state in the neon cryoc
rystal was found to be independent of temperature.

Our explanation of the effect found in the present sect
is as follows.9,10

The energy level of the He 23S1 atom appears to be
located in theX-excitation energy band of the Ne cryocry
tal, near the top of this band. This permits one to supp
that there exists an effective energy transfer from the m
stable He 23S1 atom to the neon cryocrystalX-exciton band.
It is believed that the most probable way of producing 2p53s
atomic-type states in neon cryocrystal is the quasi-resona
excitation energy transfer from the metastable He 23S1 atom
to the neon cryocrystalX-exciton band followed by the self
trapping of theX-exciton into the 2p53p ten-level state
which then decays to the lower 2p53s four-level excited
state whose lowest3P2 level is just that observed in th
experiment. It is well known from the optical investigation
that the self-trappedX-exciton is actually the 2p53p atomic-
type state decaying to the 2p53s state with luminescence in
the visible region.9,10

The excitation energy~19.82 eV! transfer from the He
23S1 atom to the neon cryocrystalX-exciton band should be
a quasi-resonance process, since the center of the band
19.2 eV while the band half-width is about 0.6 eV. Thus, t
energy transfer from the He 23S1 atom is not of a completely
resonant nature. The fact that the ‘‘activation energy’’, i.
the ‘‘defect of resonance’’~or energy misfit!, of the energy-
transfer process is so small (E50.001 eV) can be explained
as being due to the broad wings of theX-exciton band. Tem-
perature dependence of the probability of such an ene
transfer seems likely to be determined by the neon cryoc
tal phonon spectrum and the shape of the high-energy w
of the band in the region close to 19.8 eV.10

The above mechanism of production of the Ne 2p53s
centers, which explains their existence as being the resu
trapping the metastable He 23S1 atoms in the growing neon
cryocrystal, enables an explanation of the additional ed
side lines separated byDH1 andDH2 from the central line in
the EPR spectrum of the 2p53s centers shown in Fig. 10
The origin of these lines is presumably similar to that of t
weak side lines centered around the central line at the
tancesdH1 and dH2 , which has already been discussed
Sec. 3.2. Each of these pairs of lines possibly results fr
the action of an axially symmetric anisotropic crystallin
electric field on the 2p53s atomic-type center, which is du
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to the outward shift, the distortion and the rearrangemen
the 2p53s-center nearest surroundings in the neon cryocr
tal. When a3P2 neon atom is trapped in the neon cryocrys
directly from the neon discharge, as it has a large radiu
causes the neighboring matrix atoms to shift outwards, t
producing a rearrangement of its nearest surroundings.
is the reason why the axial field occurs, which gives rise
the weak side lines displaced from the central line bydH1

anddH2 . On the other hand, when metastable He atoms
trapped in the neon cryocrystal there may be additional
formation of the Ne lattice in the vicinity of the 2p53s
atomic-type state which are produced according to
mechanism described earlier in this section. This deform
tion can be provided by the energy produced during theX-
exciton self-trapping and by the fact that the radius of
2p53p-state, which is intermediate in the process
2p53s-state formation in neon cryocrystal, is even larg
than that of the3P2 Ne atom. This additional lattice defor
mation occurring around some of the local excitatio
formed gives rise to new paramagnetic 2p53s-centers yield-
ing the strong edge-side lines centered around the centra
at the distancesDH1 andDH2 from this ~Fig. 10!.

3.4. Internal ionization of Ar and Kr rare-gas cryocrystals by
the excitation energy of trapped metastable excited He
atoms

All energy levels of Ar and Kr atoms lie far below th
lowest excited He level. Therefore, the excitation ene
cannot be transferred from the trapped metastable excite
atom to the exciton bands of Ar and Kr cryocrystals throu
either resonance or quasi-resonance processes which i
case for the Ne cryocrystal, as described in the previous
tion.

In the present section, detection and investigation
reported of a new phenomenon: internal ionization of
rare-gas cryocrystals~Ar and Kr! by He gas discharge ex
cited products~the metastable 23S1 and 21S0 He atoms!
trapped in the growing cryocrystals followed by the form
tion in these cryocrystals of the local metastable exci
np5(n11)s atomic-type states.

The experimental set-up used here is shown in Fig
The matrix gas~Ar, Kr! flow passes through a separate in
tube 7–8 ~channel B! avoiding the gas discharge and
cooled to liquid-nitrogen temperature. The high-frequen
~14 MHz! strong continuous He gas discharge in channe
is used.

Figures 11 and 12 show the EPR spectra of the grow
argon and krypton cryocrystals trapping He gas discha
products. These spectra were observed only during the A
Kr gas condensation and disappeared at the instant whe
He discharge was turned off. On the other hand, no E
spectra were observed in experiments where He flow
passed through the tube5 with the radio-frequency discharg
running but with no Ar or Kr gas being fed onto the substr
through the inlet tube. It was found that the He gas discha
used cannot provide any EPR spectra before the Ar~Kr!
condensation as well as after the Ar~Kr! flow is turned off
despite a solid Ar~Kr! layer condensed on the substrate2 in
of
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a long time run. This is also true of the experiments with
gas discharge and Ne cryocrystals which are describe
Sec. 3.3. These results are strong demonstration that the
stable centers observed in Refs. 7–12 cannot be due to
action of the light from the gas discharge on the rare
cryocrystals.

The fact that the lines of the spectra recorded here
clearly those of the pure Ar and Kr spectra~Figs. 5a and 6a!
means that the present spectra and the pure-gas spectr
due to centers of the same type and permits one to give
explanation of the nature of the present centers in the s
way as has been done previously~Sec. 3.2!. Namely, the
centers observed here can be interpreted as being metas
excitednp5(n11)s atomic-type states which become loca
ized in a face-centered cubic Ar~Kr! crystal lattice, shift the
nearest matrix atoms outwards, rearrange their surround
and are subject to the action of the anisotropic electric fi
of this environment which, being rearranged, is no longer
cubic symmetry.

FIG. 11. EPR signals of unstable paramagnetic centers, which arise a
He gas-discharge products are trapped in a growing Ar cryocrystal.
spectrometer gains for the low- and high-temperature signals are the s
Both lines haveg-factors of 1.99986~12!.
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After the discovery in Ar and Kr cryocrystals of the EP
spectra presented in Figs. 11 and 12 which appear as He
discharge products are trapped in the growing cryocryst
the dependence of the production probability of the lo
excitednp5(n11)s atomic-type state in the cryocrystals o
the sample-temperature has been studied. Toward this
the signal intensity of the above spectra was measured
function of the substrate temperature.

Shown in Fig. 9 are the temperature dependences o
EPR line intensities that are typical of Ar~line 3! and Kr
~line 4! cryocrystals. The EPR lines are like that depicted
Figs. 11 and 12. The EPR signal intensities are measure
A(T)/A(T0) units, where, for the Ar and Kr cryocrystals,T0

is the lowest temperature point at which the sample is
sufficiently stable. This gives the measure of the lowest p
sible temperatureT0 which somewhat changes from run
run.11,12

It is evident from Fig. 9 that the temperature depende
of the EPR signal intensity, i.e., the temperature depende
of the production probability of the atomic-typenp5(n
11)s excitations in Ar and Kr cryocrystals, can be we
fitted by a linear functionA(T)/A(T0)52a(T2T0)1b.
The experiments carried out show the line slope, or the m
nitude of a, to vary within narrow limits comparable, pre
sumably, to those of experimental error. A set of six expe
ments with Ar yieldsa(Ar) changing from 0.33 to 0.44, an
average quantity beinga(Ar) 50.39, while three Kr runs
give a50.31– 0.57 anda(Kr) 50.46. In these experiments,b
ranges between 1.66–1.93, for Ar (b(Ar) 51.78), and be-
tween 1.82–2.38, for Kr (b(Kr) 52.11). If one considers the
trapping of metastable He 23S1 atoms in neon cryocrystal
~see Sec. 3!, the temperature dependence has been show
be exponential ~‘‘Arrhenius-like’’ ! A(T)/A(T1)5exp
3@2(E/k)(1/T21/T1)#, whereE512(6) K50.0010~5! eV.

Thus, the temperature dependences of thenp5(n11)s
center production probability are closely related for the

FIG. 12. EPR signals of unstable paramagnetic centers, which arise a
He gas-discharge products are trapped in a growing Kr cryocrystal.
spectrometer gains for the low- and high-temperature signals are the s
Both lines haveg-factors of 1.99986~12!.
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and Kr cryocrystals while quite distinct from that of the N
cryocrystal both in the trend and shape.

Examining experimental results outlined, the followin
mechanism of formation of the metastablenp5(n11)s states
in the growing Ar and Kr cryocrystals subjected to the acti
of He discharge products can be proposed.

There is no question the metastable He 23S1 and 21S0

atoms, in the present study, are trapped in great numbe
the growing Ar and Kr cryocrystals, for the trapping proce
goes on in these cryocrystals as it evidently does in Ne~Sec.
3.3!. Excitation energies of the metastable He ato
E(23S1)519.82 eV andE(21S0)520.62 eV are consider
ably larger than the energy gaps of the Ar and Kr cryocr
tals: Eg(Ar) 514.16 eV and Eg(Kr) 511.61 eV ~Ref. 1,
p. 27!. Therefore, the trapped metastable He 23S1 and 21S0

atoms transfer their excitation energies to the Ar or Kr c
ocrystal to produce an internal ionization of this cryocrys
when a hole, i.e., Ar1 or Kr1 ion, arises in the valence ban
while a free electrone appears in the conduction band. It
known1 that in the rare gas cryocrystals the holes beco
self-trapped in a very short time (10212210213 s) after their
production to give rise to the molecular ion
Rg11Rg→Rg2

1. Occupying first a vibrationally excited
level, the molecular ion relaxes to the lowest vibrational le
els transferring its energy to the phonon spectrum of
cryocrystal. At some time a free electron in the conduct
band encounters a hole to recombine with it and produce
excited Rg2** molecule which may, on occasion, dissocia
yielding an excited atom: Rg2

11e→Rg2**→Rg*1Rg. The
process is known to occur both in the rare gases and in t
cryocrystals.1 This reaction of dissociative recombinatio
may be one way to produce ultimately the metastable exc
3P2 atomic-type states in Ar and Kr cryocrystals observed
the present study.11,12

A plausible mechanism of production, in Ar and K
cryocrystals, of the excitednp5(n11)s states observed is
discussed below in greater detail.

The process of formation of the 3p54s states in Ar
cryocrystals, having trapped the metastable He 23S1 and
21S0 atoms from the helium gas discharge, can be concei
of as follows.11,12

The trapped He 23S1 and 21S0 atoms transfer their ex
citation energies to the Ar cryocrystal, with the abov
mentioned internal ionization of the cryocrystal, as a con
quence, this results in the formation of a free electron in
conduction band and a hole Ar1 in the valence band; the
hole becomes rapidly self-trapped~in a time of
10212– 10213 s), i.e., turns to the vibrationally excited mo
lecular Ar2

1 ion. Provided that, after a short time, a free ele
tron moving in the conduction band encounters and reco
bines with an Ar2

1 hole that has had no time to rela
vibrationally, the reaction of dissociative recombination
possible: Ar2

11e→Ar2**→Ar1Ar*(3p54p). The reaction
is followed by the excited atom decay Ar* (3p54p)
→Ar* (3p54s) to form the 3p54s 3P2 state observed by
EPR. This is likely to be a mechanism of formation, in A
cryocrystals, of the metastable excited 3p54s atomic-type
states as the excitation energy is being transferred from
metastable He atoms to the cryocrystal.
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Suppose that the time a free electron moving in the c
duction band takes to approach an Ar2

1 molecular ion is suf-
ficiently long that the ion has relaxed to the lowest vib
tional state. Then the energy released during the Ar2

11e
recombination is allowed to transfer to the exciton band w
n51.11,12 This exciton then can either decay to the grou
state or become self-trapped to the two-center excimer s
Ar2* , which also decays to two ground-state Ar atoms. Th
processes cannot lead to the formation of the atomic-t
3p54s state. That is why the process of production of t
atomic-type 3p54s state through the recombination of th
vibrationally relaxed Ar2

1 molecular ion should be far les
probable than the dissociative recombination of the vib
tionally excited Ar2

1 ion. Which of the two processes occu
in a particular experiment depends on the growing cryocr
tal temperature. With increasing sample temperature the
brational relaxation rate of the Ar2

1 molecular ion rises,
whereas the mobility of electrons in the conduction ba
grows smaller leading to an increase with sample temp
ture in the time separation between the Ar2

1 ion production
and its recombination with an electron. All these reaso
have the effect of reducing the probability of the dissociat
recombination and consequently the yield of 3p54s centers,
which underlies the temperature dependence found for
~Fig. 9!. The probability of the excitation energy transfer
the exciton band withn51 followed by decay to two
ground-state Ar atoms increases with increasing sample
perature.

In the Kr cryocrystal, the processes must be somew
different from those described above for Ar.11,12 Metastable
He atoms trapped in the growing Kr cryocrystal will als
perform the internal ionization of the cryocrystal to produ
in a short time (10212210213 s) a vibrationally excited self-
trapped hole, Kr2

1 , and a free electron in the conductio
band. At low temperatures when a molecular ion Kr2

1 recom-
bining with an electron should be vibrationally excited, t
most likely mechanism of the energy loss is that through
excitation energy transfer to the exciton band withn51,
G~1/2! followed by the self-trapping to the 4p55s state and
production of the excited3P2 state detected in the exper
ment by EPR. The energy gap betweenG~1/2! and G~3/2!
subbands of the exciton withn51 must hamper non
radiative transitions from the first subband to second in
process.11,12 It seems possible that the dissociative recom
nation, Kr2

11e→Kr2**→Kr1Kr*(4p55s), can also contrib-
ute to the observed signal, giving metastable 4p55s state. As
the sample temperature increases, the vibrational relaxa
of the Kr2

1 molecular ion speeds up while the movement
electrons in the conduction band slows down. This brin
about the recombination, Kr2

11e, in which case the excita
tion energy is likely to be transferred to the exciton ba
with n51, G~3/2! with subsequent decay to the ground st
either immediately from the subband withn51, G~3/2! or
through the self-trapped excimer Kr2

1 state. This will lead to
a decrease in the yield of the metastable excited3P2 states as
the cryocrystal temperature increases. The processes
cussed above are responsible for the fall in the 4p55s
center yield in the Kr cryocrystal with increasing tempe
ture. It is of interest that the temperature dependences o
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probability of thenp5(n11)s center formation for Ar and
Kr cryocrystals are similar in appearance~Fig. 9!, notwith-
standing certain distinctions between mechanisms of prod
tion of these metastable atomic-type centers.

Thus, the metastable excited He atoms, He (23S1) and
He (21S0), from the He gas discharge become trapped in
growing Ar or Kr cryocrystals and transfer their excitatio
energy to the cryocrystal to form, in the process of inter
ionization, a Rg1 ion and a free electron in the conductio
band, whereupon the fast~of 10212 s) self-trapping reaction
of a hole follows: Rg11Rg→Rg2

1. Thereafter either the dis
sociative recombination reaction Rg2

11e
→Rg2**→Rg1Rg@np5(n11)s# or recombination Rg2

11e
→Rg1Rg to produce ground-state atoms could take pla
The former is likely at lower temperatures while th
latter—at higher temperatures when the vibrational rel
ation rate of the Rg1 molecular ion increases and the mob
ity of free electrons in the conduction band decreases. Th
the reason for the observed temperature dependence.11,12

3.5. Additional check experiments

This section considers the possibility that the unsta
centers in rare gas cryocrystals observed and discusse
Refs. 7–12 can be due to any atomic or molecular param
netic impurity ions matrix isolated in the cryocrystals. U
charged impurity atoms and molecules should be exclude
once from consideration, since they are known to give o
stable paramagnetic centers in the matrices of solid
gases, as was shown in many works~for example, on H, D
and N atoms19,20!. At the same time, matrix-isolated ion
may in principle give rise to unstable paramagnetic cen
with limited lifetime t, since the ions may be suggested
recombine, after a time lapse oft, with free electrons exist-
ing in the matrix to form uncharged diamagnetic particle
However, both ions and electrons were demonstrated ab
to be unable, in the described experiments, to travel from
gas discharge onto the growing cryocrystal, because they
locked in the discharge zone with the magnetic field of
EPR spectrometerH53300 G forcing them to follow small-
radius trajectories~thus, for O1 ion the orbit radius is unde
0.1 mm!.

At the same time, uncharged atoms and molecules
sented as natural impurities in the rare gas discharge
reach the substrate and trap within the growing cryocrys
Thus, the processes may be imagined to occur as follo
uncharged impurity atoms or molecules passing onto
growing cryocrystal are subject to ionization, near the s
face or in the near-surface layer, by VUV radiation from t
gas discharge, whereupon these ions, along with electr
are trapped in the cryocrystal to give rise to the obser
EPR spectra following which the recombination, after a tim
lapse oft, of the ions with trapped electrons takes place w
the result that uncharged diamagnetic particles appear;
might provide a nonstability of the observed EPR spec
The present section is concerned with experiments exam
ing if the above mechanism might be responsible for
EPR unstable signals observed in the rare gas cryocryst

It should be noted first that, if the matrix-isolated par
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magnetic ions which after a certain time become unchar
and diamagnetic through recombination with electrons m
the unstable centers observed, then the EPR signals
yield cannot disappear completely once the discharge
turned off but at least a portion of the signal must remain a
be stable. The reason is that a rare gas cryocrystal b
condensed contains enough abundance of electron traps
impurity molecules and atoms, and lattice defects. Th
traps bind electrons to inhibit them from recombining w
ions, so the later become stable matrix-isolated paramagn
particles in the cryocrystal and yield stable EPR spec
However, in all experiments, all lines of unstable param
netic EPR spectra under study disappear completely afte
discharge is turned off. This testifies against the hypothe
about the impurity paramagnetic ions.

As a final check on the suggestion that unstable E
spectra observed are due to impurity paramagnetic ions
cialized experiments were run. In these experiments,
growing rare gas cryocrystal which trapped gas discha
products was added with great deal of effective electron tr
which were to result in large numbers of completely sta
ions, thereby stabilizing the observed signals which had b
quite unstable until then. As an acceptor to create effec
electron traps, the oxygen was chosen because of the
electron affinity of both the molecule and the atom:Ea(O2)
50.440(8) eV,Ea(O)51.465 eV.21 A deposited cryocrys-
tal of a rare gas has been demonstrated22 to contain practi-
cally always a sufficient number of electron traps, the natu
O2 impurity ~in small amounts! among them, to stabilize
completely a variety of matrix-isolated ions. However,
certain cases23 an amount of Cl2 with the electron affinity of
Ea(Cl2)52.38 eV was added to the matrix as an electr
acceptor to enhance the number of stabilized ions in the
gas cryocrystals. In the first stage of the check study be
discussed in the present section, gaseous O2 was added to the
pure Ne or Ar passed through the channel A~channel B was
shut!. The EPR unstable signals such as those depicte
Fig. 2, which are characteristic for the pure Ne and Ar, w
detected; these signals disappeared completely once th
discharge was turned off, i.e., no evidence of stable E
spectra was observed. The addition of oxygen in the
discharge resulted only in decreased signal amplitude. Ba
on the interpretation discussed in Sec. 3.3, this could be
plained by the de-excitation of the rare gas3P2 atoms at
collisions with O2 molecules in the gas discharge, whic
would tend to the Penning ionization of the molecules.
should be noted that O1 ions are particularly promising
when trying to provide an explanation for the observed
stable signals as being matrix-isolated paramagnetic
which subsequently recombine with electrons. First, O
oms, like the stable matrix-isolated N atoms which are ch
acteristically easy to observe in the EPR spectra, are
doubtedly present in the gas discharge and, to be sure
also trapped and matrix-isolated in the cryocrystal~though
the observation of their EPR spectra have not been succ
ful!. Yet, only the Ne gas discharge provides VUV photo
with the energy high enough~16.8 eV! to ionize oxygen
atoms (Ei513.6 eV) near the cryocrystal surface while,
the case of Ar, Kr and Xe, the gas discharge produ
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photons of too low energy~11.7 eV, 10.6 eV and 9.6 eV
respectively! to do this. Second, O1 ion is promising again in
this consideration because of its 2s22p3 4S3/2 state, as is the
case for the nitrogen atom also, which providesg52.0 for
the free O1 ion even without the action of the crystal field
However, in the considered experiments, the addition of2

to the gas discharge did not resulted in both stabilization
rise of the observed spectra in Ne and Kr.

In subsequent experiments, the gaseous O2 was added
through the channel B~Fig. 1! so that it had no action on th
gas discharge, whereas only pure rare gas~Ne or Ar! was
passed through the channel A and gas discharge. Show
Fig. 13 is the amplitude of the pure Ne central line~Fig. 2!
plotted against the O2 pressure in the channel B~Fig. 1!.
From this figure it is noticed that here, too, the unsta
signals show no increase in amplitude on addition of oxyg
into the growing Ne cryocrystal, by passing the gas d
charge, as might be hoped for, but a rapid decline. This
fluence of O2 is fully reversible—as the oxygen flow rat
through the channel B decreases, the EPR signal grow
amplitude, following the same curve as in Fig. 13, and, th
regains its initial value completely as the oxygen flow com
to an end.

Figure 14, spectrum a, shows the central signal~see Fig.
2!, the oxygen flow being cut off, recorded after a four-hou
run in which the oxygen has been introduced into the gro
ing neon cryocrystal through the channel B and dependen
like that depicted in Fig. 13 have been taken. As this to
place, the maximum O2 flow rate onto the substrate2
through the channelB was something of an order of magn
tude greater than the flow rate onto the substrate of the
gas through the channel A. The signal amplitude in Fig.
spectrum a, returned to that of the pure Ne at the onse
experiment, before O2 was let in. Also seen in Fig. 14, spec
trum a, are three lines of the N(4S3/2) spectrum which are
due to uncontrollable small amounts of nitrogen in the g
discharge. Such spectra of the N-atoms matrix-isolated

FIG. 13. EPR signal amplitude of the unstable paramagnetic centers
neon cryocrystal as a function of the oxygen pressure in the channel B~Fig.
1! through which the additional O2 flow is fed to the substrate2.
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neon cryocrystal have been observed earlier.20 The spectrum
b in Fig. 14 was taken just after the discharge was turned
It is evident from the figure that the signal like that depict
in Fig. 2 disappears completely after the discharge is tur
off, i.e., remains fully unstable after such a prolonged exp
ment, in spite of great quantity of effective electron tra
such as O2 molecules in the cryocrystal. This permits one
rule out totally the suggestion that the unstable paramagn
centers which were observed in rare gas cryocrystals pre
matrix-isolated ions, whatever they may be. In Fig. 14, sp
trum b, the lines of the matrix-isolated N atoms which a
kept constant testifies to reliability of this inference.

Mention may be made that, in the present study,
possibility of the observed spectra owing to matrix-isola
positive ions ~cations! is investigated. With negative ion
~anions!, they should, once matrix-isolated, yield stable EP
signals much as uncharged paramagnetic particles do, s
these fixed negative ions cannot recombine in a low temp
ture matrix.

4. CONCLUSION

Thus, the arguments of Sec. 3.2, the addition check
periments wherein an electron acceptor O2 was admitted, and
the temperature investigations~Fig. 9! essentially exclude al
sorts of alternative explanations of the unstable paramagn
centers observed in the rare gas cryocrystals Ne, Ar, Kr,

FIG. 14. EPR spectra of a neon cryocrystal recorded after a four-hours
in which the gaseous neon was passed through the gas discharge, cha
~Fig. 1!, while the additional oxygen was fed through the channel B with
flow rate changing during the run. Record a—EPR spectrum taken as
neon discharge in the channel A runs and the oxygen flow in the chann
is cut off; record b—EPR spectrum recorded just after the spectrum a
taken and the discharge in channel A turned off. The unstable signal
g52.0 disappears completely, while the week signals of N-atoms trappe
the neon cryocrystal remain unchanged, which relates to the well kn
stability of the spectrum of nitrogen atoms matrix-isolated in Ne.
ff.
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Xe that are subject to action of the products of gas discha
in either these gases or He trapped in the growing cryoc
tal. Consequently, it is proved that the unstable paramagn
centers observed by EPR present the metastable ex
np5(n11)s atomic-type states which are localized in th
cryocrystal, deform and rearrange their nearest surroundi
and are subject to the action of the anisotropic electric fi
caused by these deformed surroundings.

Figure 9 ~lines 1 and 2!, shows a surprising phenom
enon: completely dissimilar temperature dependences for
equilibrium concentration of the same centers in the sa
substance. The only explanation is that the unstable cen
of the same nature and in the same substance are in
formed in various ways. The reasonable and compatible
planation for this complicated effect which is given abo
~Secs. 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4! is a weighty argument in support o
correctness of this explanation. Distinction between tempe
ture dependences for the same centers allows one to exc
also the possibility that they are some radiation-induc
paramagnetic centers formed in the quartz substrate u
the action of the gas discharge radiation. In that case,
could not explain the observed distinction between tempe
ture dependences. The fact that the centers disappear
the Ne, Ar or Kr flow through the channel B is cut off~see
Secs. 3.3 and 3.4!, whereas the substrate is still exposed
the He gas discharge radiation, is also a strong evide
against this suggestion.

Special experiments were also carried out, using
set-up depicted in Fig. 1, to try to discover unstable E
spectra close tog52 ~like that described above! in pure H2

and N2 cryocrystals trapping products of the gas discharge
the same gases, H2 or N2. No unstable EPR spectra close
g52 were detected in these pure cryocrystals in the ru
This is a further evidence for the above interpretation of
nature of the unstable paramagnetic centers in the rare
cryocrystals which were observed.
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Relaxation processes in a phonon–impuriton systems of superfluid3He–4He mixtures are studied
on the basis of the system of kinetic equations. The obtained general energy–momentum
relations are valid for any ratio of the times of phonon–impuriton interaction to the times of
equilibrium stabilization in the phonon and impuriton subsystems. In the hydrodynamic
and kinetic modes of phonon rates, the effective diffusion coefficient for the dissipative mode as
well as the velocity and attenuation of sound in the acoustic mode are calculated. ©1998
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Fundamentals of the kinetic theory of superflu
3He–4He mixtures were formulated by Khalatnikov an
Zharkov.1 Subsequent investigations2–7 formed the basis for
a comprehensive theory of propagation of first and sec
sounds and dissipative processes in the entire temper
range in which a quasiparticle description of these quan
solutions is valid. However, superfluid3He–4He mixtures
display a dissipative~diffusion! mode along with acoustic
mechanisms of relaxation of hydrodynamic parameter8,9

This mode mainly describes relaxation of temperature
3He concentration and is a unique mode of quantum mixtu
of helium isotopes. This mode was studied in Refs. 8 an
under hydrodynamic conditions at relatively high tempe
tures by using hydrodynamic equations for superfl
mixtures.10 In our earlier publication,11 we analyzed the dis
sipative mode on the basis of the kinetic equation for a ga
impuriton in the hydrodynamic approximation at ultralo
temperatures, when the contribution from thermal excitati
can be neglected.

In the present communication, we shall analyze the
fusion mode in superfluid3He–4He mixtures by taking into
account impurity quasiparticles and thermal excitations
HeII in a wide temperature range, in which the kinetic mo
can be observed in the system of thermal excitations al
with the hydrodynamic mode.

An analysis of dissipative processes in the system
quasiparticles in superfluid3He–4He mixtures will be carried
out on the basis of kinetic equations for the quasipart
distribution functionf a (a53,4):

] f 3

]t
1~v3•¹! f 35J33~ f 3!1J34~ f 3 , f 4!,

~1!
] f 4

]t
1~v4•¹! f 45J44~ f 4!1J43~ f 4 , f 3!.

Here f 3 and f 4 are the distribution functions of quasiparticle
in 3He and thermal excitations in HeII, respective
7081063-777X/98/24(10)/4/$15.00
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v35]«3 /]p3 , v45]«4 /]p4 the corresponding velocities
andJab (a,b53,4) the collision integrals. The ratio of th
total densityrn5r3n1r4n of the normal component to th
densityr4 of 4He in the mixture is assumed to be small
Eqs.~1!, so that the superfluid background can be treated
in equilibrium. We linearize Eqs.~1! in the small deviation
d f a of distribution functions from the equilibrium state, i.e

f a5 f 0a1d f a , a53.4 ~2!

and seek the solution ford f a in the form

d f a52 f 0a8 ga , ~3!

where f 80a is the derivative of the functionf 0a with respect
to energy. As a result, we obtain from Eq.~1! the following
system of equations for the Fourier components of the fu
tions ga :

~v2k•v32 i I 332 i I 34!g32 i I 34g450,
~4!

~v2k•v42 i I 442 i I 43!g42 i I 43g350,

where I ab are integral collision operators. Proceeding fro
this system of equations, we calculate the parameters of
diffusion mode as well as the velocity and attenuation
second sound in the superfluid solutions in the hydrodyna
approximation in the rates of impuriton interactionsvt33

!1 and of the rapid longitudinal relaxationvt44!1 in the
phonon subsystem. In this case, we assume that the timt
andtz of the phonon–impuriton interaction, which describ
the momentum and energy relaxation respectively, are a
trary. Equations~4! lead to

~v2k•v32 i I 332 i I 341I 34R4I 43!g350, ~5!

R45~v2k•v42 i I 442 i I 34!
21. ~6!

The problem of determining the energy–momentum
lationsv5v(k) satisfying Eq.~5! is equivalent to determin-
ing the poles of its resolvent
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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R35v2k•v32 i I 332 i I 341I 34R4I 43. ~7!

In the hydrodynamic approximation for the impuriton sy
tem, we must project~7! onto the subspace of invariants
the collision operatorI 33 and find the poles of the expressio

PcR3Pc5Pc~v2PcVPc!
21Pc , ~8!

V5k•v31 i I 341I 34R4I 432 ik•v3Pnk•v3t33. ~9!

Here we have introduced the projector operators onto
subspace of invariants of impuriton collisions, i.e.,

Pc5uJN&^JNu1uJpz&^Jpzu1uJE&^JEu ~10!

and onto the subspace orthogonal to it:

Pn512Pc . ~11!

The basis vectorsuJ& are defined as

uJN&5
u1&

^1u1&1/2, uJpz&5
up3z&

^p3zup3z&
1/2, uJE&5

uē3&

^ē3uē3&
1/2,

~12!

where ē35e32^e3u1&/^1u1&. The vectorsuJpx& and uJpy&
are disregarded since thez-axis is chosen along the vectork.
The scalar product is introduced as follows:

^F3uC3&52E F3* ~p3!C3~p3! f 038 dG3 . ~13!

While deriving Eq. ~9!, we used the correc
t-approximation6

I 3352
Pn

t33
~14!

and assumed that the parametersb5v3
2/v4

2,vt33,r4n /r3n

are small. We find the matrix of the operatorR3 in the basis
uJ&. The equality of the determinant of the matrix to ze
leads to the dispersion equation definingv(k) in the form

S v

k D 2

5
u2N

2

11b11
1

u2E
2 ~11b01!

2

~11b11!~11b00!
, ~15!

where

u2N
2 5

n3

rn
S ]Pf

]n3
D

T,n4

, u2E
2 5

S̄2T

CVrn
, ~16!

b005 i
k2k3

vCV
2

1

vCVT
R11, ~17!

b115 i
k2h3

vrn

4

3
2

1

vrn
R22, ~18!

b015
1

kS̄T
R12. ~19!

Here CV5C31C4 , S̄5S41S35S41(2/3)C3 , na and Ca

are the number of atoms of the speciesa per unit volume and
the heat capacity of thea component of the mixture, respec
tively, S4 is the entropy of thermal excitations,Pf the
pressure of the impuriton gas,k3 and h3 are the thermal
e

conductivity and first viscosity of the impuriton gas,11 and
the matrix elements ofR are complex functions of thermo
dynamic parameters and interaction rates.

The matrix elements ofR appearing in~17! are calcu-
lated according to the algorithm worked out in Ref. 6. As
result of relatively simple but cumbersome calculations,
obtain

R115v2C4T@A0022jA011j2A11#,

R125v2A3r4nC4T@A012j~A021A11!1j2A12#,

R225v23r4n@A1122jA121j2A22#, ~20!

where

A0k5Qk

i t

ikv4t1~12b!Q0
, k50,1,2,

A115Q1X, A125Q2X2
1

3v4k
, A225q0A12,

A135Q3X,

X5
i tq01~12b!/kv4

i tkv41~12b!Q0
,

the variablesj5kv4 /v and q05(v1 i /t)/kv4 , and the
functions of angular variables are defined as

Q05
1

2
ln

q011

q021
, Q15q0Q0 , Q25q0Q1 ,

Q35q0
2Q221/3, Q45q0Q3 .

Relations~15!–~20! make it possible to solve the prob
lem of determining the energy–momentum relations for
diffusion mode as well as the second sound. In an analys
the acoustic mode, it is sufficient to putv}k in the general
relations~15!–~20!. The obtained equations coincide in th
case with the results obtained in Ref. 6 for the propagation
second sound in the hydrodynamic, transient, and kin
modes in the phonon–impuriton system.

In order to analyze the diffusion mode, we must intr
duce into expressions~15!–~20! the relations betweenv and
k typical of dissipative modes:12

v}2 ik2. ~21!

In the case of a purely impuriton system (r4n50,
C450), relations~15!–~20! lead to the results obtained i
Ref. 11:

v52 ik2D3 , ~22!

where

D35
k3

C3

u3N
2

u3
2 , ~23!

u3
25u3N

2 1u3E
2 , u3N

2 5
n3

r3n
S ]Pf

]n3
D

T,n4

,

u3E
2 5

S̄3
2T

C3r3n
. ~24!
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In this limit, the obtained mode corresponds to a therm
wave in normal liquids, which describes dissipative rela
ation of temperature and density of particles to equilibriu

In the opposite limiting case of complete equilibrium
a phonon–impuriton system, the general relations~15!–~20!
lead to

v52 ik2Deff . ~25!

Here

Deff5
k

CV

u2N
2

u2
2 1D

u2E
2

u2
2 S 12

kT

kT*
D 2

, ~26!

wherek5k31k4 is the total thermal conductivity of the ga
of quasiparticles,D the diffusion coefficient of the mixture
kT* 5n3 /cS̄, and kT is the thermal-diffusion ratio for the
mixture. Relations~25! and ~26! are valid in the entire tem
perature range to which the quasiparticle description is
plicable, and correspond to the results obtained in Refs.
from an analysis of the complete phenomenological sys
of hydrodynamic equations. It should be noted thatDeff also
defines the effective thermal conductivity of mixtures in no
equilibrium steady states, i.e.,

keff5k1D
u2E

2

u2N
2 CVS 12

kT

kT*
D 2

~27!

and coincides with the expression presented in Ref. 10.
The general expressions~15!–~20! derived above also

make it possible to study the kinetic mode in a system
quasiparticles, which is intermediate between the limits~22!
and ~25!. In this case, we assume that the phonon rates
isfy the relationsvt@1, vtz@1, r3n@r4n . and relations
~15!–~20! give

v52 ik2D32 i
1

tk
, ~28!

where

1

tk
5

C4

C3

u3N
2

u3
2

2

tz
. ~29!

The last term in~28! does not depend on the wave vect
and is inversely proportional to the time of relaxation
phonon–impuriton collisions. This corresponds to relaxat
in the system due to direct absorption of phonons by
impuriton system and is similar to the mechanism descri
by Adamenko and Tsyganok4 for a phonon–roton system. I
the phonon mean free path is much larger than the cha
teristic sizes of the problem, the relaxation in the dissipat
mode is determined only by the impuriton subsystem, a
relation ~28! is transformed into~22!.

In order to study relaxation processes in the kine
mode, we consider the relaxation of the initiald-shaped de-
viation of any hydrodynamic parameterw5w(z,t) ~this can
l
-
.

p-
9

m

-

f

t-

n
e
d

c-
e
d

c

be either the temperature or the concentration of3He) asso-
ciated with the mode~28!:

w~z,t !5
1

A4pD3t
expS 2

z2

4D3t DexpS 2
t

tk
D

[wD~z,t !expS 2
t

tk
D , ~30!

where the functionwD(z,t) describes hydrodynamic diffu
sion relaxation. In the case of purely diffusive motion,13 the
total deviation of the relaxing quantity from its equilibrium
value in the entire volume is independent of time:

SD~ t !5E
2`

1`

wD~z,t !dz51. ~31!

Processes of direct absorption lead to an additional
probably stronger relaxation, and the quantitySD(t) is not
conserved in this case. Thus, these processes can play a
nificant role in the relaxation of temperature and concen
tion in superfluid3He–4He mixtures with small inhomogene
ities of the system.

Such a situation arises during stratification of metasta
supersaturated3He-4He mixtures when small nuclei of a new
phase are formed at the initial stages of separation.14 The
growth of a nucleus should be described by using formu
~28! and ~29! for the kinetic mode as well as the gener
expressions~15!–~20! which are valid for an arbitrary rela
tion between the phonon mean free path and the charact
tic sizes of inhomogeneities in superfluid3He–4He mixtures.
Among other things, calculations based on formula~28!
proved that atT50.2 K, phonons determine the growth o
only large drops having a size larger than 600mm. However,
the contribution of phonons must be taken into account e
at T50.3 K in the description of the growth of much small
nuclei of diameter 80mm.

Thus, we have obtained general energy–momentum
lations ~15!–~20! which are valid for arbitrary ratios of the
times t,tz of phonon–impuriton interaction to the times o
equilibrium stabilization in the phonon and impuriton su
systems. The effective diffusion coefficient of the dissipat
mode is calculated in the hydrodynamic, transient, and
netic modes relative to phonon rates@relations~26!, ~28!, and
~22!, respectively#, and the velocity and attenuation of soun
in the acoustic mode are determined.
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Study of stimulated dynamics and pinning of Abrikosov vortex lattice in type II
superconductors in an a.c. magnetic field

J. G. Chigvinadze and G. I. Mamniashvili

Institute of Physics, Georgian Academy of Sciences, 380077 Tbilisi, Georgia*
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A dynamic mechanical method using a weak low-frequency magnetic field is proposed for
investigation of stimulated dynamics and pinning in the Abrikosov vortex lattice in type II
superconductors. It is shown that the application of a weak a.c. field facilitates depinning
of Abrikosov vortices and additional dissipation of energy by liberated vortices. As the frequency
of the field increases, a mode in which the vortices virtually do not oscillate is attained, i.e.,
dissipation ceases, while pinning is extremely effective. The observed effects can be successfully
explained on the basis of the Gor’kov–Kopnin theory. ©1998 American Institute of
Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00310-7#
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INTRODUCTION

The studies of dynamics of the vortex state in type
superconductors were always considered to be signifi
both from theoretical and practical points of view, and b
came even more important after the discovery of HTSC.

The Abrikosov vortex lattice~AVL ! is a special type of
elastic continuum possessing interesting vibrational prop
ties. In view of high superconducting transition temperatu
and their layered structure, HTSC exhibit much higher m
bility of the vortex lattice~as compared with type II super
conductors!, which is hampered by pinning associated w
various structural defects. This leads to specific phase t
sitions ~such as two- and three-dimensional melting! in the
B,T plane (B is the magnetic induction andT the tempera-
ture! in the vortex lattice, which are determined by the re
tion between the anisotropic amplitude of oscillations a
the amplitude of thermal depinning.

In this case, the study of AVL dynamics is especia
important since the high mobility of vortices complicates t
practical application of HTSC materials. A large number
investigations involving resistive and magnetic method
measurements on macroscopic scale provided valuable in
mation on AVL dynamics.1,2

Among macroscopic methods, the static mechan
method of magnetic moment measurement providing the
macroscopic proof of the possibility ofdx22y2-symmetry of
the order parameter and the measurement of intrinsic pin
anisotropy associated with it are worth mentioning.3 It
should be noted that pinning anisotropy of Abrikosov vor
ces due to dislocations was observed by the static mecha
method in TaNb alloy.4 The experimental pattern is simila
to that observed by Ishidaet al.3 The direct dynamic me-
chanical method of investigation of losses, which provid
information on interaction of vortices in type II superco
ductors, is even more sensitive method of investigation
7121063-777X/98/24(10)/5/$15.00
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losses.5 Mechanical methods were used to study relaxat
processes accompanying the formation and decay of AVL
traditional type II superconductors as well as HTSC. It w
established that above a certain transition temperature
Tc , which is associated with possible melting of AVL,6,7 the
logarithmic nature of characteristic relaxation depende
changes to a power dependence with exponent 2/3.

A comparison of the results of macro- and microsco
investigations like NMR provides valuable informatio
about the structure and dynamics AVL. The efficiency
NMR technique as a tool for studying complex vortex stru
tures in condensed media can be illustrated by considerin
an example the unique properties of the vortex state in ro
ing superfluid3He.8 Considerable progress has been repor
in recent years in NMR studies of the AVL dynamics. A
very low temperaturesT!Tc , the NMR spectrum reflects
the local magnetic field distribution associated with the e
istence of a stable AVL, while the vortex lattice dynamics
manifested as a narrowing of the NMR lines and in the p
cesses of relaxation of nuclei. The temperature depende
of the spin–spin and spin–lattice relaxation rates of nuc
makes it possible to determine the characteristic correla
times of AVL as well as its melting point.

An interesting method based on dephasing of the nuc
spin echo9 was proposed recently for studying the AVL dy
namics stimulated by an external low-frequency~lf ! and
pulsed magnetic fields. This method has been used for a
time for studying the dynamics of domain walls in magne
and makes it possible to study of the effects associated
the hyperfine field anisotropy and to obtain quantitative e
mates of local inhomogeneities and mobility of domain wa
besides providing valuable information about the identific
tion of the NMR spectrum.10 The DW dynamics stimulated
by the applied lf and pulsed fields was also studied intens
by macroscopic methods.11
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this communication, we propose an original techniq
for studying the stimulated dynamics and pinning of AVL
a weak ac magnetic field. As the first application of th
technique, we present the results of direct measuremen
losses in an ac magnetic field. The measuring technique
be described as follows. The superconducting cylindri
sample is suspended on a thin elastic thread in a cons
magnetic fieldH0.Hc1 at right angles to the cylinder axi
producing Abrikosov vortices. The changes in the atten
tion and frequency of vibrations caused by Abrikosov vo
ces are measured.5 In fields H0,Hc1 , the frequencyv and
the logarithmic damping decrement are independent of
vibration amplitudew. However, as soon as the fieldH0

exceeds the valueHc1 and Abrikosov vortices~pinned at the
lattice defects! are formed in the bulk of the superconducto
vortex pinning leads to the formation of an additional m
ment which makes the frequency and damping of the s
pended system dependent on the vibration amplitude. In
ticular, the amplitude dependence of the frequency
attenuation acquires a critical amplitude beyond which
vibrational frequency begins to decrease and the attenua
begins to increase. Measurement of these dependences
vides information about the pinning force as well as the d
sipative processes accompanying the AVL movement. It w
shown by Galaiko12 that the interaction between free an
pinned vortices plays a significant role in this case. As
vibrational amplitude of the suspended system increases
concentration of free and pinned vortices changes, thus l
ing to an amplitude dependence of dissipative processe
the mixed state. In the measuring technique adopted by u
weak ac field (h.1.5 Oe) is applied parallel to the mai
field H0 generating Abrikosov vortices. This leads to an a
ditional dissipation of the vibrational energy of the su
pended mechanical system.

The sample, made of a thermodynamically reversi
TaNb single crystal, had the form of a cylinder of diame
2.5 mm and lengthl 55 mm and was attached to the vibr
tional system having a moment of inertiaJ584.85 g•cm2,
eigenfrequencyv50.49 s21, and lower critical fieldHc1

565 Oe. The external field in which the effect of a weak
field on the critical state of a type II superconductor w
measured amounted toH0580 Oe and exceeded~though not
significantly! the lower critical field. It was mentioned abov
that the ac fieldh is just a small correction;1.5 Oe toH0 .

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that more significant var
tions of dissipation are observed for lower frequencies of
applied fieldh. In the absence of a fieldh, the attenuation
and vibrational frequency depend on the vibrational am
tude of the suspended system. These dependences are
gous to those described by us earlier5 and are associated wit
the existence of Abrikosov vortices, thus pointing toward
detachment of vortices from pinning centers for vibration
amplitudesw exceeding a certain critical valuewc .

It follows from Fig. 1a that, for comparatively high fre
quencies 180 kHz< f <240 kHz, the logarithmic damping
decrementd of the suspended system is independent of
frequencyf and has the same magnitude as in the absenc
e
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an ac field (d5d0). The value ofd begins to increase upo
a further decrease in frequency, and is four times larger t
d0 in fields ;10 kHz.

The application of a weak ac magnetic fieldh of fre-
quency f leads to a variation of the amplitude effects
frequencyv and attenuationd observed forf 50. The am-
plitude dependence ofv or, to be more precise, the fre
quency variationDv depends on the frequencyf of the ac
field in a manner analogous to the variation of the vibratio
dampingd shown in Fig. 1. The dependence ofDv on the ac
field frequencyf is shown in Fig. 2~Dv is the difference
between the cyclic vibrational frequency of the cylinder f
an amplitudew50.02 rad and its value forw50.1 rad). It
can be seen that the changeDv is observed for the value o
frequencyf of the ac field below 180 kHz. In this respect,
differs from the dynamics of damping incrementd which
remains unchanged in the interval from 240 to 170 kHz a
starts increasing only forf 5160 kHz ~see Fig. 1b showing

FIG. 1. Logarithmic damping decrementd of the vibrations of a suspende
system as a function of the ac magnetic field frequencyf ~a!. The same
dependence on a magnified scale in the frequency range 120–240 kH~b!.
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the results of more meticulous measurements in the ra
120–240 kHz!.

Thus, our experiments show that the application o
weak ac field facilitates depinning of Abrikosov vortices a
additional dissipation of energy by liberated vortices. The
considerations are confirmed by an analysis of amplitude
fects in the presence of a weak ac field. It was found that
critical amplitudewc at which vortices are detached fro
pinning centers in vibrational experiments decreases abru
with the ac field frequency~Fig. 3; cf. Fig. 4!. The curve in
Fig. 3 shows that the value ofwc decreases sharply below th
lower observability limit of our experiments (231022 rad)
at low frequencies~approximately tof .50 kHz). As the
frequency f of the ac field becomes higher, the anglewc

increases and attains the value of the critical amplitude
served in zero ac field at frequenciesf 5220– 240 kHz. Fig-
ure 4 shows for comparison the amplitude dependenc
damping~at f 5180.2 kHz) at which the value ofwc is so
large that it is approximately equal to the critical amplitu
in zero ac field.

FIG. 2. The dependence ofDv on the ac field frequencyf ~Dv is the
difference in the cyclic frequencies of the vibrations of a suspended sy
for amplitudesw50.02 and 0.1 rad!.

FIG. 3. The dependence of the critical anglewc on the ac field frequencyf .
ge
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e
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We shall use the Gor’kov–Kopnin theory13 for interpret-
ing the obtained results. We are speaking of the experim
with a cylinder vibrating in a dc magnetic field on which
weak ac field is superimposed. We shall consider the c
when the frequencyv of the ac field is quite high:v.vp

(vp is the limiting frequency at which flux lines are detach
from pinning centers!. We shall also assume that the di
placementu of vortices is smaller than the separation b
tween pinning centers. In this case, vortices perform recip
cating motion about pinning centers. As long as vortices
free, they can drift slowly as a result of vibrations of th
cylinder and hence dissipate the energy of its vibrations.

The average energy dissipation is independent of the
field frequencyv at low frequencies, when the displaceme
u is independent ofv. As the value ofv increases, however
the situation changes. Since the drag force acting on vort
is proportional to the velocity~and hence the frequency!, the
amplitude of displacement of a vortex from the pinning ce
ter starts decreasing starting from a certain frequency.
size of pinning centers is quite large~of the order of and
larger thanj54.531026 cm; see the electron micrograp
presented in Fig. 5 for a thermodynamically reentra
Ta70Nb30 single crystal used in these experiments!. For this
reason, the displacement of vortices soon becomes of
order of or smaller than the size of a pinning center, and
vortex remains pinned all the time. Naturally, energy dis
pation decreases abruptly in this case.

In order to estimate the frequency at which the dep
dence of displacement onv starts being manifested, we writ
the Gor’kov–Kopnin equation~equation of motion of vortex
lattice in an ac field13,14!:

s f

B2

c2 Fnz3
]u

]t G5~c112c66!@nz3¹ div u#1c66@nz

3¹2u#1c44Fnz3
]2u

]z2G , ~1!

whereu is the displacement of vortices,nz the unit vector in
the direction of the magnetic field~z-axis! in Fig. 6, s f the

m
FIG. 4. The dependence of logarithmic damping decrementd of the vibra-
tions on the vibrational amplitudew in an ac fieldh.1.4 Oe.
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conductivity of the superconductor in the mixed state dur
the motion of vortices,H the constant field,B the magnetic
induction, andcab are elastic moduli of the vortex lattice:

c115
B2

4p

]H

]B
1

1

8p E
0

B

B82
]2H

]B82 dB8,

c445
BH

4p
, c665

1

8p E
0

B

B82
]2H

]B82 dB8. ~2!

It was shown by Gor’kov and Kopnin13 that together
with the boundary condition at the sample surface in
form

FIG. 5. Electron micrograph of a thermodynamically reentrant Ta70Nb30

single crystal~magnification 98 000!.

FIG. 6. Experimental setup for estimating the dependence of vortex
placementu on the ac field frequencyf .
g

e

vk~c112c66!div u1c66v i

]uk

]xi
1c44

]uk

]z

5vz

B0Hk

4p
2vk

B0~Hz2H0!

4p
, ~3!

wherev(v i ,vz) is the vector normal to the sample surfac
Eq. ~1! leads to an equation for the distribution of the ac fie
in the sample in the form of Maxwell’s equations with mod
fied values ofs and m. The displacementu of vortices oc-
curs along they-axis and depends only ony. From Eq.~1!,
we obtain

s f

B2

c2

]uy

]t
5c11

]2uy

]y2 . ~4!

For y50 ~component along they-axis!, we obtain from
the boundary condition~3!

c11

]uy

]y
5

B0H2

4p
. ~5!

Presentinguy in the form uy5Re(e2 ivtuy), we obtain
from ~4!

]2u~y!

]y2 1
ivs fB

2

c2c11
u~y!50.

This leads to the following expression foru(y):

u~y!5Ae2~11 i !y/d ik,

where

d5S 2c11c
2

B2vs f
D 1/2

5
c

A2pm ivs f

;

andm i5B0
2/4pc11 is the effective permeability of the vorte

system. From Eq.~5!, we obtain

A52
B2

4pc11
d ik

12 i

2

H2

B0
52m id ik

12 i

2

H;

B0
.

Hence

u~y!52m id ik

12 i

2

H;

B0
e2~11 i !y/d ik.

For the estimate of the frequencyv at whichd;d ik(v), we
obtain

f 05
v0

2p
5

c11c
2

pd2s fB
2 .

1

p

c11

B2 r f

c2

d2 .

Using the experimental results and Eq.~2!, we find that
the quantityc11/B2 is of the order of unity in fields of the
order of 250–300 Oe (H'2Hc1). This gives

f 05
1

p

r f109@V•cm#

d2@cm#
@s21#.

In the present case,r f.431027 V•cm for H0

580 Oe, andd52.5 mm. Hence

f 0'10 kHz,

which is in good agreement with the frequency at whi
energy dissipation starts to decrease.
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Hence it can be assumed that the decrease in en
dissipation is associated with the increase in drag obstruc
the displacement of vortices in an ac field. As the separa
between vortices and pinning centers decreases, their e
tive trapping at pinning centers becomes stronger, which
turn, leads to a decrease in energy dissipation to its valu
zero frequency.

We also studied the dependence of damping on the
field h for various frequenciesf andv052.05 s21 ~Fig. 7!. It
was found that upon an increase in the amplitude of the
field, the dissipation remains nearly constant for smallh, and
then decreases sharply upon an increase inh.

In order to explain this result, we again turn to th
Gor’kov–Kopnin theory.13,14 The displacement of vortice
increases with the ac magnetic field. In a quite strong
field, the displacement of vortices becomes of the orde
the sample size. Since the amplitude of the ac field does
exceed 0.01H0 , we assume that the vortices are displac
towards the sample surface and leave it after overcoming
Bean–Livingston barrier.15 It can naturally be assumed th
the vortices remain pressed against the sample wall for m
of the time upon a further increase in the field strength, a
are not displaced during vibrations of the cylinder. Hence
damping will naturally decrease~by the way, the exit of vor-
tices from the sample would also decrease the damping!. An
estimate similar to that given above for the ac field stren
for which the vortex displacement becomes of the order
the cylinder diameter shows that the dissipation decrease
values ofh of the order of tens of oersteds, which is in go
agreement with the experimental results.

CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have proposed a new dynamic
proach for studying the stimulated dynamics and pinning
the Abrikosov vortex lattice with the help of a weak low
frequency field.

It is shown that the application of a weak ac field faci
tates the depinning of Abrikosov vortices and an additio

FIG. 7. The dependence of logarithmic damping decrementd of the vibra-
tions on the ac fieldh.
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dissipation of the energy by the liberated vortices. This
confirmed by an analysis of the amplitude effects.

The effects observed by us can be explained satisfa
rily by the Gor’kov–Kopnin theory.

Like the investigations of the stimulated vortex lattic
dynamics by dephasing of the nuclear spin echo, the
namic mechanical approach used by us also allows di
observation of the relaxation processes in the Abrikosov v
tex lattice. Moreover, this technique supplements the NM
investigations since it is convenient for studyingB,T phase
diagrams over a wide range of parameters,6 slow relaxation
processes with characteristic times of the order of 1 s and
more,7 pinning potentials,16 etc. Apparently, the NMR tech
nique is more convenient for studying rapid relaxation p
cesses with characteristic times of the order of 1021 s and
below.17,18 It should also be noted that the values of pinni
potential obtained by using mechanical16 and NMR
methods9,17 are close~of the order of 0.2 and 0.1 eV, respe
tively!.

It would be interesting to study the damping under
stimulating low-frequency force in the same samples. T
would considerably improve the reliability and accuracy
the results.

The authors are obliged to N. B. Kopnin for his help
interpreting the experimental results.
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HF energy losses at the minima of magnetic field dependences of absorption in HTSC
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Peculiarities of the electromagnetic power absorption are investigated at extreme points of
magnetic field dependences in high-Tc superconductors. A linear dependence of absorption on the
magnetizing field at the points of minima on the curves is established. It is shown that the
main contribution to absorption at these points comes from hf losses directly in grains. The relative
value of losses at the minima on magnetic field curves can be used for estimating the grain
quality. © 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00410-1#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hysteresis effects in magnetic field dependences of c
cal current,1–5 magnetic susceptibility,3,6 and electromagnetic
energy losses in microwave7 and rf fields8 has attracted the
attention of researchers even from first steps of investiga
of physical features of high-Tc superconductors~HTSC! of
the YBa2Cu3O72x type. An analysis of these dependenc
confirmed the strong influence of the granular structure
HTSC on their transport and magnetic properties. It w
found that intergranular medium is mainly responsible
the value of transport current and electromagnetic los
while the magnetic flux trapping in the sample is main
determined by superconducting grains.

Many authors paid special attention to an analysis of
extreme point on the magnetic field dependence in a decr
ing magnetic field~the peak of critical current or the mini
mum of the imaginary component of magnetic susceptibi
as well as electromagnetic losses!. It was found that these
experimental points on the critical current and magnetic s
ceptibility curves3 ~or electromagnetic absorption on th
scale of external dc magnetic field! coincide. The influence
of the magnetizing field~i.e., the maximum valuesHm of
magnetic field attained before its decrease! and the working
temperature1–8 as well as the temperature and magnetic p
history of the sample in a given experiment2,4,5 on the posi-
tion of the extremum has been determined. The results
these experiments led to the conclusion that the existenc
an extremum in a decreasing field is determined by the m
mum possible compensation of the applied field in the in
grain medium by the opposite field created by field lines
the magnetic flux trapped by superconducting grains. In
case, the action of the applied magnetic field on weak in
grain links is strongly suppressed. However, the critical fi
or electromagnetic absorption being measured at the e
mum never attains its initial value~prior to the application of
the magnetic field!. Besides, the point corresponding to t
zero value of sample magnetization does not coincide w
the position of absorption minimum in a decreasing magn
field, although these two special points are close.9

The authors of the publications mentioned above
7171063-777X/98/24(10)/4/$15.00
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tribute the lack of complete compensation of local fields
the intergrain space at the peak of the critical current cu
or at the minimum of the electromagnetic field absorpti
curve on magnetic field dependences in a decreasing m
netic field either to the spread in the geometrical size a
orientations of individual grains in the sample,10 or to the
variation of the magnitude and direction of local magne
fields in the intergrain space over a wide range.2,11 The effect
of magnetic flux trapped by the grains on their critical cu
rent or electromagnetic field absorption in grains was co
pletely disregarded. This research aims at the evaluatio
the effect of magnetic flux trapped by grains on the abso
tion of high-frequency~rf! electromagnetic field directly in
grains and the estimation of the effect of the dissipative fi
of the trapped flux on the losses in the intergrain space
absorption minima on magnetic field dependences.

2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

The absorption powerP of the rf field~the tangent of the
loss angle tand5P51/Q in the sample! was measured by
the inductive technique. The experimental setup made it p
sible to measure the change in lossesP as a result of the
introduction of a superconducting sample into the field of
coil. Measurements were made at a frequency of 2.525 M
at liquid nitrogen temperature (T577 K) during sample
cooling in zero magnetic field~ZFC mode!.

A dc magnetic field up to 165 Oe was created by Hel
holtz coils. The direction of the ac component of the rf ma
netic field created by the measuring inductive coil in all t
experiments was collinear to the applied dc magnetic fie
The ac magnetic field strength did not exceed 0.01 Oe.

We recorded three types of magnetic field dependen
of absorptionP in the sample: upon an increase in the a
plied magnetic fieldH to Hm , during its subsequent de
crease, and also the losses in the sample with a trapped
netic flux in zero magnetic fieldH50. We could reverse the
direction of the applied field; the direction of the field
which initial measurements were made was assumed to
positive (H), while the opposite direction was regarded
negative (2H).
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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The field dependencesP(Hm) of absorption in a sample
with a trapped magnetic flux were measured after switch
off the magnetic field which was initially varied smooth
from zero to a certain valueHm . The value of the magnetiz
ing field Hm was increased in each next measuring cy
0→Hm→0. When the direction of the magnetic field wa
reversed to2Hm ~magnetization reversal!, the maximum at-
tained value of the positive magnetizing field (Hm

5165 Oe) was preserved, and only the value of reverse m
netization field (2Hm) was varied.

Special attention was paid to the minimum values
losses in a decreasing magnetic fieldH as well as in samples
with a trapped magnetic flux during magnetization rever
(2Hm).

The experiments were made on YBa2Cu3O72x ceramic
samples prepared at the Institute of Single Crystals, Natio
Academy of Sciences of the Ukraine, according to the st
dard technique of solid synthesis under various condition
preparation.

3. DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The solid curve in Fig. 1 shows a typical hysteresis lo
of rf losses in an HTSC ceramic sample, which was obtai
in a magnetic field first increasing from zero to 165 Oe, a
then decreasing to zero and in the region of ‘‘negative’’ v
ues ofH. After the value of2165 Oe was attained, the fiel
was again returned to zero value. The direction of field va
tion in this cycle is shown by arrows.

The dashed curves show magnetic field dependence
losses in the sample with a trapped magnetic flux during
magnetization to 165 Oe in the forward direction and up
magnetization reversal to2165 Oe.

A typical feature of the magnetic field dependence
absorption in a decreasing magnetic field is the presence

FIG. 1. Typical shape of magnetic field dependence of absorption
YBa2Cu3O72x ceramic samples. The insets show schematically the m
netic flux distribution in a grain at the absorption minima in a decreas
magnetic field~a! and in a sample with a trapped magnetic flux duri
magnetization reversal~b!.
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minimum. It was found in numerous investigations1–10 that
the minimum on this curve is due to mutual compensation
local fields in the intergrain space~i.e., on the surface of
grains!, which are induced by the applied magnetic field a
by the total dissipative field of Abrikosov vortices trapped
grains, which has the opposite direction. Using the mo
developed by Evetts and Glowacki2 on the basis of the
Bean’s concept on the critical state, we find that the magn
flux trapped by a grain at the minimum of the curve has
spatial distribution shown schematically in the inset
~Fig. 1! below the minimum under investigation. The loc
magnetic field at the surface of grains is equal to zero in
case. Figure 1a corresponds to the case when only a part
granule goes over to the critical state, i.e., the magnetic fi
has not yet penetrated to the center of the granule.

The absorption of the rf field at the minimum is the su
of the absorptionP0 in the superconductor in zero magnet
field ~see Fig. 1! and the componentPmin due to the effect of
the trapped magnetic flux.

Blinov et al.12 were the first~to our knowledge! to obtain
the magnetic field dependence of absorption in a sample
a trapped magnetic flux during magnetization reversal. Th
authors paid attention to a strong difference between
dependence and a similar curve obtained during magne
tion in the forward direction. The presence of a minimum
this dependence was interpreted from the point of view
the spatial distribution of the local magnetic field in the ma
netized sample. The fields induced by magnetic flux
trapped during forward (Hm) and reverse (2Hm) magneti-
zation of the sample in this case are compensated at
surface of grains. The distribution of the magnetic fl
trapped in a grain at the point of absorption minimum in t
range of negative values ofHm is shown in the inset b to
Fig. 1. The total local field at the boundaries of grains
naturally assumed to be zero in this case, while the ma
tude of losses at this minimum is determined by the to
lossesP0 andPmin8 .

As the maximum attained valueHm of the magnetic field
increases, the position of the rf absorption minimumHmin in
a decreasing magnetic field as well as the position of
minimum Hmin8 in a sample with a trapped magnetic flu
during magnetization reversal are displaced towards hig
values of magnetic field~Fig. 2a!. The displacement of the
positions of the minimumHmin ~solid curve! coincides with
the dependences obtained in Refs. 1, 7–9, and 11, but
fields used in the experiments do not attain saturation.
minimumHmin8 ~dashed curve! is characterized by higher val
ues and is displaced more rapidly. Figure 2b shows the
crease of losses at both minimaPmin ~solid curve! and Pmin8
~dashed curve!, i.e., in a decreasing field and in the trapp
field during magnetization reversal, respectively, as a fu
tion of the magnetizing fieldHm . The dependenceHmin(Hm)
as well as thePmin(Hm) dependence do not attain quas
stationary level in the magnetization field range under inv
tigation, which suggests~see Refs. 7, 9, and 11! that the
external field does not penetrate to the center of grains un
these conditions.

It can be seen from Fig. 2b that the dependen
Pmin(Hm) and Pmin8 (Hm) are almost linear. The values o
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losses at the minimum of the curve recorded in a decrea
magnetic field are approximately twice as large as rf losse
the minimum of the absorption curve recorded on a sam
with a trapped magnetic flux during magnetization revers
i.e., Pmin'2Pmin8 in the entire range of magnetization field

In order to verify the validity of the relationPmin

'2Pmin8 , we analyzed the dependencePmin(2Pmin8 ) for a large
number of HTSC samples for a fixed value of magnetiz
field Hm5165 Oe~Fig. 3!. During sample synthesis, we va
ied the technological processes of sample preparation~such
as the temperature and duration of annealing, pressure
temperature of compression!, and introduced impurities o
silver, Y2BaCuO5, etc. For this reason, the samples we
characterized by different values of rf losses before and a
the application of the magnetic field and different forms
magnetic field dependences of absorption.

Figure 3 shows the values of 2Pmin8 and Pmin for more
than 200 HTSC ceramic samples. The dashed straight
with a slope of 45° is drawn from the origin, while the th
oretical ~solid! regression line is plotted by using the lea
square method.

FIG. 2. Positions of the minima (Hmin , Hmin8 ) ~a! and the magnitude of
losses (Pmin ,Pmin8 ) ~b! at these points as functions of the maximum attain
magnetization field: in a decreasing field (s) and in a sample with a trappe
magnetic flux during magnetization reversal (n).
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The high coefficient of correlation (r 50.98) suggests
that rf losses at the minima under investigation are conne
through a stringent relation, while random variations of t
grain size and orientation, which determine the spread in
local intergrain field, play the role of an auxiliary correctio
to the main absorption. It is worth noting that, according
geometrical concepts of regions with trapped magnetic fl
according to Bean, the density of the magnetic flux trapp
in a granule at the minimum of the absorption curve in
decreasing magnetic fieldHmin ~see the inset a to Fig. 1! is
twice as high as the density of trapped flux at the minim
Hmin8 ~see inset b to Fig. 1!. Thus, using the Kim–Anderson
model concerning the dependence of critical current on m
netic induction and taking into account the fact that los
are inversely proportional to the critical current density,13 we
can easily assume that losses in gains depend linearly on
density of magnetic flux trapped in the sample.

This naturally leads to the conclusion that losses at
minima of magnetic field dependences is mainly due to
sorption directly in grains, and hence characterizes, in f
the quality of grains in a HTSC ceramic sample. At the
points of magnetic field dependences, rf losses in the in
grain medium are minimized and can be regarded as a s
correction to losses in grains, which is responsible for a
viation from the equalityPmin52Pmin8 . It can be naturally
assumed that the magnitude of this correction to main los
in grains is determined by technological conditions
sample preparation. We can estimate the nature of its va
tion by analyzing, for example, the behavior of the loss
under investigation in samples with different densitiesr. For
this purpose, the ratioPmin/2Pmin8 in Fig. 4 is shown as a
function of densityr for more than 50 samples. Approxima
tion of the obtained experimental values by a second-deg
polynomial indicates the existence of a peak for the den
r;4.5 g/cm3. Consequently, the samples having such a d
sity are probably distinguished by the best quality grains, i

FIG. 3. Dependence of absorptionPmin at the minimum in a decreasing field
on the double losses 2Pmin8 at the minimum in a sample with a trappe
magnetic flux during magnetization reversal~see text!.
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by the lowest probability for the existence of twinnin
planes, cracks, and other crystal lattice defects.

4. CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of peculiarities of rf losses of electroma
netic energy at the minima of magnetic field dependence
absorption in a decreasing magnetic field and a compar
of these losses with those at the minima in samples wit
trapped magnetic flux during magnetization reversal indic
the dominating effect of losses directly in grains at the
points of the curves. The influence of statistical spread
local magnetic fields in magnitude and direction in the int
grain space on rf absorption at the minima under invest
tion is slightly exaggerated in existing publications.

In spite of the generally accepted opinion that rf ene

FIG. 4. Dependence of the ratioPmin/2Pmin8 of losses at the minimum in a
decreasing field to the double losses at the minimum in a sample
a trapped magnetic flux during magnetization reversal on the sam
densityr.
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losses in HTSC ceramic samples in magnetic fields
mainly associated with losses in the intergrain medium,
absorption takes place predominantly in grains for cert
values of magnetic fields on magnetic field curves. The m
nitude of these losses at pointsHmin andHmin8 can be used to
estimate the quality of grains.

The analysis of the behavior of rf losses in samples w
a trapped magnetic flux during magnetization reversal in
cates that Bean’s model is applicable for the case of mag
tization reversal in ceramic samples also.
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Description of ordering, temperature dependence of susceptibility, and magnetostriction
of a one-sublattice spin system with S51 and strong biquadratic exchange
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The magnetic ordering model is considered for a single-lattice spin subsystem withS51 and a
large biquadratic exchange whose energy has the same order of magnitude as the bilinear
exchange interaction energy. The expression for free energy is obtained in the microscopic
approximation, and the phase states are defined and analyzed. The Landau potential is
represented as a power expansion in the model microscopic free energy. This expression is used
to describe the peculiarities of the temperature dependences of the magnetic susceptibility
and magnetoelastic deformation. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
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Conventional Heisenberg exchange interaction bilin
in spins can be supplemented in many systems by a stro
interaction, e.g., biquadratic~in spins! exchange~BE! inter-
action. In some cases~see, for example, Ref. 1!, the intensity
of BE is not small according to some indications, but co
parable with and even higher than that of bilinear exchan
Exchange interaction biquadratic in spins can change qu
tatively the properties of magnets. The main property o
system with a strong BE is the possibility of the existence
the so-called quadrupole phase~QP!,2 which is described by
a ~rank two! tensor order parameter and has zero magnet
tion. Other manifestations of BE are described in Ref. 3.

Thermodynamic properties of a one-sublattice isotro
magnet with ferromagnetic bilinear exchange and BE h
been described by many authors~see, for example, Refs
3–7!. A more general case, when three- and four-spin
change interactions were also taken into account, is con
ered in Ref. 8. However, the problem has not been sol
completely. For example, various possible configurations
quadrupole spin states atT50 analyzed in Ref. 8 were erro
neously called domains. The calculations made by Chen
Levy4,7 are valid for equilibrium states and cannot be us
for calculating nonequilibrium free energy defined in t
form of a function of order parameters. Appropriate proc
dure of computation of the nonquilibrium free energy a
Landau potential is described in Refs. 9–11 and in Refs
and 8 as applied to the problem under investigation,
some of the solutions analyzed in these publications are
stable. This can easily be verified by introducing a sm
perturbation containing, for example, thezz-component of
the spin quadrupole moment operator. Such an instabilit
not a feature of the system itself, but appears due to
approximations used. The mean-field approach for a s
system with BE presumes the presence of a vector magn
field as well as a tensor quadrupole mean field. Since
system is isotropic,
7211063-777X/98/24(10)/5/$15.00
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and the phase transition between ferromagnetic, and qua
pole states occurs as a first-order transition, it appears
the directions of fields, and hence the orientation of or
parameters for these states, can be arbitrary. However
mutual relation between the directions of spontaneous l
ering of the symmetry for different states deserves spe
attention.

Indeed, Andreev and Grishchuk2 proved that a QP pos
sesses a magnetic susceptibility, i.e., the magnetic field
plied in the quadrupole state induces a magnetization wh
direction is determined by the field. But the same field a
determines a definite orientation for the quadrupole or
parameter which was initially orientationally degenera
since the average magnetization now determines the qu
zation axis, and the directions of principal axes of the qu
rupole moment are no longer invariant relative to this ax
although they are not determined completely by this a
alone. Thus, if we require that the magnetization of the qu
rupole phase in the external field and the spontaneous m
netization of the ferromagnetic phase~FP! have the same
direction, i.e., are oriented by the same applied field spec
ing quasi-mean values for the FP, we find that the orienta
of the quadrupole moment in the QP and the orientation
the magnetic moment in the FP are interrelated.

The mean tensor field taken into account during the f
mation of the QP does not contain a vector field, can
presented in terms of the components of the quadrupole
der parameter, and hence cannot determine the magne
tion in the FP completely. It will be shown below that corre
interpretation of the interrelation between these fields le
to a complete description of the problem. These consid
ations will be important for our analysis since we shall stu
the possibilities for the existence in the system of QP and
~which are transformed into each other! under various con-
ditions.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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We shall consider a simple one-sublattice spin sys
with S51 with isotropic bilinear and biquadratic exchan
interactions. A thermodynamic analysis of possible types~in-
cluding QP and FP! of spin ordering will be carried out, an
temperature dependences of magnetic susceptibility and
tice deformations will be analyzed. Since the application o
magnetic field is required and the mean-field approximat
is used for calculating the magnetic susceptibility and m
netostriction, we shall use an approach that makes it poss
to take, into account correctly the mutual orientation of t
order parameters in the QP and FP in an applied magn
field.

HAMILTONIAN

We consider a spin system with the Hamiltonian

H5J(
fg

Sf–Sg1B(
fg

~Sf–Sg!
2, ~1!

whereSf and Sg are spin operators,f and g are the vectors
specifying positions of spins withS51, andJ andB are the
bilinear and BE constants such thatJ,0 and B,0. The
negative values of the constantsJ andB ensure the stability
of the one-sublattice magnetic structure.

Denoting the components of the quadrupole moment
erator Qab5(1/2)(SaSb1SbSa), by Qab , we can write
Hamiltonian~1! in the form

H5@J2~1/2!B#(
f,g

~Sf–Sg!1(
a,b

Bab(
f,g

QfabQgab ,

~2!

wherea,b5x,y,z, and the coefficientsBab are defined as
follows: Bab52B if aÞb, andBab5B if a5b.

Loktev and Ostrovskii12,13 described spin systems wit
S51 by introducing for spin an intrinsic system of coord
nates, in which

^c fSxfc f&5^c fSyfc f&5^c fQfxyc f&50, ~3!

whereuc f& denotes the function of the ground state of thefth
spin, andx,y,z are the axes in the intrinsic system of coo
dinates. In the magnetized state in which the mean va
S̄z5^c fSzfc f& differ from zero, the functionuc f& of the
ground state is defined unambiguously and has the form12,13

uc f&5cos fiu1&1sin wu21&, ~4!

where u1& and u21& are the eigenfunctions of the operat
Sz . Such a form of the function allows us to describe fer
magnetic as well as quadrupole states considered in In
duction. In an external magnetic fieldhiz, the ferromagnetic
state corresponds to the function~4! with w50, for which
S̄z51. The magnetization of the quadrupole state in the fi
is given by

S̄z5
h

2~J2B!
. ~5!

For h→0, the quadrupole state corresponds to funct
~4! with w5p/4.

The susceptibility of the quadrupole state differs fro
zero and can be written in the form
m

at-
a
n
-
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e
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-
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-
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d

n

x2152~J2B!. ~6!

The behavior of magnetization and susceptibility in t
quadrupole spin state is the same as for an isotro
antiferromagnet.2

FREE ENERGY

We shall describe the system corresponding to Ham
tonian ~1! at finite temperatures by using the system of c
ordinates defined by relations~3!.

It should be borne in mind, however, that statistical c
culations of nonequilibrium free energy in terms of the Gib
partition function, which were made in Refs. 3, 4, and 7, a
based on the theorem on the extremum of approximate e
librium free energy,14 which is a function of extrinsic param
eters. The replacement of the extrinsic parameters, say, o
external magnetic field by the exchange field carried out
these authors is not substantiated since the exchange fie
a function of an intrinsic parameter. For this reason, the L
dau potential used in such calculations contains fourth-or
invariants of the external magnetic field,15,16 which contra-
dicts the thermodynamic theory of phase transitions.17 Con-
sequently, following Refs. 6 and 8, we shall calculate fr
energy in accordance with the thermodynamic definition
free energyF5E2Ts, whereE and s are the energy and
entropy, which are functions of order parameters. This
proach to the calculation of nonequilibrium free energy
substantiated sufficiently well in Refs. 9–11 and its applic
tion in Refs. 6 and 8 is justified.

Wave eigenfunctions of spin in the mean field meth
applied to system~1!, which satisfy relations~3!, can be
written in the form8,12,13

uc1&5coswu1&1sin wu21&, uc2&5u0&,

uc3&52sin wu1&1coswu21&. ~7!

In the basis of these functions, only thez-components of
spin differ from zero, and the quadrupole moment has a
agonal form. Consequently, free energy is a function of
thermodynamic parameters

M5
1

N (
f

S̄zf ; dzz5
1

N (
f

Q̄fzz;

dyy5
1

N (
f

Q̄fyy ; dxx5
1

N (
f

Q̄fxx , ~8!

whereN is the number of spins.
The energy of interaction for system~1! as a function of

thermodynamic mean values~8! has the form

Ẽ5
E

N
5@J2~1/2!B#M21B~dxx

2 1dyy
2 1dzz

2 !. ~9!

Denoting byP1 , P2 , andP3 the probabilities of the spin
statesuc1&, uc2&, anduc3& which can be defined in terms o
the ratio of number of particles in each of these states to
total number of particles, we can write the conventional e
pression for entropy per particle:
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s52(
i 51

3

Pi ln Pi . ~10!

CalculatingS̄z ,Q̄zz,Q̄yy ,Q̄xx in basis~7!, we find that
parameters~8! can be expressed in terms ofw, P1 , P2 , and
P3 :

M5~P12P2!cos~2w!;

dxx512
1

2
~P11P3!1

1

2
~P12P3!sin~2w!,

dzz5P11P3 ; ~11!

dyy512
1

2
~P11P3!2

1

2
~P12P3!sin~2w!.

Using formulas~11! we can write the expression for en
tropy in the form of a functions ofM , dzz, dxx , anddyy .
Consequently, the free energy of system~1! can be written in
the form

F̃5
1

N
F5Ẽ2Ts5S J2

1

2
BD M21BFdzz

2 12S 12
1

2
dzzD 2

1
1

2
~dxx2dyy!

2G1TF1

2
~dzz1AM21~dxx2dyy!

2!

3 lnS 1

2
~dzz1AM21~dxx2dyy!

2D D1
1

2
~dzz

2AM21~dxx2dyy!
2!lnS 1

2
~dzz2AM21~dxx2dyy!

2! D
1~12dzz!ln~12dzz!. ~12!

For the free energy~12!, we can obtain the following
solutions of the equations of state, determined from the m
mum value ofF̃ in M , dzz, dxx , anddyy : ~1! the solution
with MÞ0, dzzÞdyy5dxx corresponding to the ferromag
netic phase;~2! quadrupole solutions withM50 and ~a!
dxx5dyyÞdzz, ~b! dzz5dyyÞdxx , and ~c! dzz5dxxÞdyy ,
corresponding to the quadrupole phase, and~3! the solution
with M50, dzz5dxx5dyy52/3, corresponding to the para
magnetic phase~PP!. An analysis carried out by us as well a
the results obtained in Refs. 4–7 shows that foruBu!uJu,
only solutions~3! and~1! exist forT.Tc andT,Tc, respec-
tively, the transition between them being of the second or
As the value ofuBu increases but still remains smaller tha
uJu, this transition becomes of the first order. ForuBu.uJu,
the phase transition from state~3! to ~1! occurring upon a
decrease inT is replaced by a first-order transition from~3!
to ~2c! at T5TQ . The magnetic field oriented along th
z-axis alone is insufficient for the selection of solution~2c!
from the three solutions~2! since in order to determine
uniquely the orientation of the quadrupole moment, we m
exclude degeneracy in the plane perpendicular to the fi
Using this theory, we can consider a hypothetical system
states atT,Tc , T,TQ , emerging upon the variation ofB
for a constantJ. In this case, a transition between the FP a
QP occurs forB5J and is of the first order. Naturally, th
discussion has a sense only for theoretical analysis of
i-

r.

st
d.
of

d

e

results without any comparison with experimental da
Since we are dealing with a first-order transition, the app
cability of the system of coordinates forM to quadrupole
moment is only of illustrative interest. It is important, how
ever, that the tensor of quadrupole moment in the QP co
sponds to an oblate ellipsoid, while the same tensor of qu
rupole moment in the FP corresponds to a prolate ellips
If a magnetic field is applied to the QP, the quadrupole m
ment is oriented so that the magnetic field lies in the plane
the oblate ellipsoid, and the tensor of quadrupole momen
the QP in the magnetic field becomes biaxial. If a magne
field is applied to the FP, the direction ofM , and hence the
extended axis of the ellipsoid, will be oriented along t
field, and the tensor will remain uniaxial.

Taking into account what has been said above, it is c
venient to describe the behavior of these phases in a un
system of coordinates by considering an auxiliary Ham
tonian stabilizing the spatial degeneracy of system~1! and
having the form

H5(
f

@~2hSzf1Ã~Szf!
21B̃~Sxf!

21C̃~Syf!
2!#, ~13!

where the fieldh and the parametersÃ, B̃, C̃,0, uÃu.uB̃u
.uC̃u; h→0 and Ã, B̃, C̃→0 define quasi-mean value
~Bogoliubov’s method! for M along thez-axis and the prin-
cipal values for quadrupole moment so that the normal to
plane of the oblate ellipsoid in QP lies along they-axis.

LANDAU POTENTIAL

Using the equalitydzz1dxx1dyy52 following from Sz
2

1Sx
21Sy

252, we expand the energy~12! into a series inM ,
Dzz5dzz22/3 andDxx5dxx22/3, confining our analysis to
the fourth power in small parametersM , Dzz, andDxx :

F5S J2
1

2
B1

3

22 TD M21
32

25 TM41~2B13T!~Dzz
2

1Dxx
2 !1

32

2
T~Dzz

4 1Dxx
4 !1~2B13T!DzzDxx

2
32

2
T~Dzz

2 Dxx1Dxx
2 Dzz!132T~Dzz

3 Dxx1Dxx
3 Dzz!

1
33

2
TDzz

2 Dxx
2 1

32

22 TM2~Dxx
2 1Dzz

2 !1
32

2
TM2DzzDxx

2
32

23 TM2Dzz. ~14!

Thus, the Landau potential of system~1! is a function of
the vector order parameter and two components of the te
order parameter.

If the value ofB is comparable withJ in the order of
magnitude, the thermodynamic model~14! for the state with
MÞ0, DzzÞ0, DxxÞ0 is strongly nonlinear.18 This means
that the Landau potential for the FP, which can be presen
as a function ofM alone, contains, in contrast to~14!, higher
powers inM since ifB;J, we cannot use the approximatio
of direct proportionality of the quadrupole order parameter
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the square ofM . The terms describing an interaction of th
quadrupole origin are symmetric to the transpositionDzz

→Dxx , which permits the solution withDzz5Dxx for
M50. For MÞ0, the last term in~14! implies that Dzz

ÞDxx andDzz.Dxx .
The coefficients of the Landau potential~14! have sin-

gularities which are manifested in the reversal of signs of
coefficients of second-degree invariants ofT, which take
place for

Tc52
22

3
@J2~1/2!B#, TQ52

2

3
B.

For T50 andJ5B, the energy of the quadrupole sta
is equal to the energy of the ferromagnetic state, and he
one state is transformed into the other when this equa
holds and atT50. However, the equalityTc5TQ holds for
J5B. Consequently~see above!, only one of the phases i
realized in model~1! for any values of the parametersJ and
B and for JÞB: either the FP foruJu.uBu, or the QP for
uJu,uBu.7 This peculiarity of the model does not depend
the number of terms in the expansion of free energy and
probably disappear when fluctuations are taken into acco
It is still interesting to consider the cases when the QP
FP exist in a crystal withJÞB in different temperature in-
tervals and replace each other. For example, a possible
to eliminate the above-mentioned peculiarity is to take i
account in~1! isotropic three- particle interactions of the typ

D(
f,g,l

~Sf–Sg!~Sg–Sl!. ~15!

As a result, potential~14! will contain the terms(2/3)DM2

and DM2Dzz, and hence the coefficients of the invarian
M2 andM2Dzz will be renormalized. In this case, the pha
transition atT50 occurs ifJ5B2D. For these values o
exchange parameters,TQÞTc , andTQ.Tc for D,0. This
means that for certain values ofD and B, there exists an
interval of values ofJ in which an increase in temperatu
leads first to a first-order phase transition from the FP to
QP, followed by a first-order phase transition from the QP
the PP.

MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY AND MAGNETOSTRICTION

Following Ref. 1, we take into account magnetoelas
interactions in potential~14! as well as the Zeeman term

F25a1M21a2M41b1~Dzz
2 1Dxx

2 !1b2~Dzz
4 1Dxx

4 !

1b3DzzDxx1b4~Dzz
2 Dxx1Dxx

2 Dzz!1b5~Dzz
3 Dxx

1DzzDxx
3 !1b6Dzz

2 Dxx
2 1 f 1M2~Dzz

2 1Dxx
2 !

1 f 2M2DzzDxx1 f 3M2Dzz1gM2~Uzz1Uxx!1h~Uzz

1Uxx!~Dzz1Dxx!1c~Uzz
2 1Uxx

2 !2hM, ~16!

where the coefficientsa, b, and f correspond to the coeffi
cients of the relevant terms in expression~14! taking into
account possible three-spin interactions. In the general c
these coefficients can be regarded as arbitrary since
were obtained in~14! in the mean field approximation. Suc
e

ce
ty

ill
nt.
d

ay
o

e
o

c

se,
ey

a form of the Landau potential allows us to simplify consi
erably the expressions obtained as a result of calculation
would be expedient to carry out a thermodynamic analysis
model ~16! in the most general form.

Magnetoelastic interactions of the spin–spin type are
noted by constantg, while constanth is of the one-particle
origin.19 Minimizing potential~16! in Uzz andUxx , we find
that magnetostriction in~16! is directly proportional toM2,
Dzz, andDxx . The lattice is deformed in the (z,x) plane, so
that the following equality holds:

Uzz5Uxx52
gM21h~Dzz1Dxx!

2c
. ~17!

In order to simplify the problem, we neglect in the p
tential ~16! the magnetoelastic interactions associated w
the orientation of magnetization relative to the crystal
graphic axes. It follows from~17! that in view of one-particle
magnetoelastic interactions in QP in whichM50, while
Dzz5DxxÞ0, lattice deformation differs from that in mag
nets with a strong one-ion anisotropy19 since the former are
associated with the emergence of a quadrupole order
exhibit an anomalous dependence on temperature.1 Depend-
ing on the relation between the constantsg and h, such a
magnetostriction can be stronger than lattice deformation
the FP.

In addition, the application of a magnetic field to such
system gives rise to strains which are proportional toh2 as in
the case of anisotropic magnets. Such a magnetostriction
described in Refs. 15, 16, and 20 with the help of generali
susceptibilities of the Landau potential. In view of the qu
dratic dependence of strain on the field, however, it is ex
dient to calculate the derivatives (]2Uzz)/]h2 and
(]2Uxx)/]h2. Taking into account relation~17! and differen-
tiating twice the equations of state for potential~16! with
respect to the field,

]F2

]M
50,

]F2

]Dzz
50,

]F2

]Dxx
50, ~18!

we obtain the following limiting equations inh ~for h→0!:

]2Uzz

]h2 U
h→0

5
]2Uxx

]h2 U
h→0

52
g

c
x22

h

2c S ]2Dzz

]h2 U
h→0

1
]2Dxx

]h2 U
h→0

D . ~19!

Herex is the magnetic susceptibility forh→0:

x5
1

2@a11 f 3D1~2 f 11 f 2!D2#
; ~20!

]2Dzz

]h2 U
h→0

1
]2Dxx

]h2 U
h→0

52
2 f 314~ f 212 f 1!D

2b11b316b4D16~2b212b51b6!D2 x2. ~21!

In formulas ~20! and ~21!, D stands forD5Dxx5Dzz,
which is valid for a state withM50 sinceh→0.
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It follows from ~20! that the reciprocal susceptibility in
the PP for whichM50 andDzz5Dxx50 is proportional to
T (x21>a1), i.e., obeys the Curie–Weiss law.

If the QP precedes the FP,DÞ0, and the dependenc
x21(T) is nonlinear. The contribution to the denominator
the expression forx can strongly depend onD since the
parametersf 1 , f 2 , and f 3 are not small and have differen
signs. Substituting~20! into ~21! and ~19!, we obtain

]2Uzz

]h2 U
h→0

5
]2Uxx

]h2 U
h→0

5F2
g

c
1

h

c

f 312~ f 212 f 1!D

2b11b316b4D16~2b212b51b6!D2Gx2.

~22!

In the paramagnetic state for whichD50, this expres-
sion can be written in the form

]2Uzz

]h2 U
h→0

5
]2Uxx

]h2 U
h→0

5F2
g

c
1

h

c

f 3

~2b11b3!Gx2.

~23!

Thus, the temperature dependence of the second de
tives of strain with respect to the field has two singulariti
The first singularity is associated with the vanishing of t
reciprocal susceptibilityx21 at T5Tc for a150, while the
second is the vanishing of the denominator in the parenth
in ~23! (2b11b350) at T5TQ . It should be emphasize
that the second singularity is realized for a strong BE and
the presence of quadrupole-elastic interactions.

The phase transition from the PP to the QP occurs a
first-order transition. The transition temperature is high
than TQ , and hence the equalityD50 does not hold at
T5TQ . However, numerical calculations made in Refs.
show that the difference betweenTQ and the phase-transitio
temperature amounts to only a few percent. For this rea
the singularity on the temperature dependence of the se
derivatives of deformations with respect to the field is n
only asymptotic; the values of the second derivatives w
respect to the field increase considerably in this tempera
interval in view of the small difference betweenTQ and the
phase- transition temperature.

CONCLUSION

Completing the thermodynamic analysis of the magne
ordering in the one-sublattice spin system withS51 and a
strong BE, we can single out several important peculiari
distinguishing such systems from Heisenberg magnets
bilinear exchange. The first peculiarity is associated wit
strong nonlinearity of the Landau thermodynamic potent
which can lead to a nontypical temperature dependenc
a-
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es
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nd
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of

magnetization. The second peculiarity is the deviation fr
the Curie–Weiss law for magnetic susceptibility, which
due to the emergence of quadrupole order. The third pe
liarity concerns the anomalies in the temperature depende
of lattice deformations for temperatures higher than the m
netic ordering temperature, which are also associated w
the emergence of the quadrupole order. The fourth pecu
ity is the existence of a singularity on the temperature dep
dence of the second derivatives of deformations with resp
to the field, which is possible with one-particle mechanis
of magnetoelastic interactions in the case of quadrupole
dering.
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Optical absorption edge in a – Fe2O3: The exciton–magnon structure
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Transmission spectra of synthetic and natural hematite (a-Fe2O3) crystals are measured at
temperatures 10, 25, and 300 K in the wavelength range 500–1100 nm, and the absorption spectra
are computed. Pure exciton and exciton–magnond–d transition bands are revealed, the
corresponding wavelengths at 10 K beingl051020 nm andl15965 nm respectively. The half-
widths and oscillator forces areg0584 cm21, f 05431029, g1560 cm21, f 151.431027

for 10 K, g0585 cm21, f 05531029, g15110 cm21, f 152.131027 for 25 K. The mechanisms
of band formation for weakly allowedd–d transitions in hematite are analyzed. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00610-0#
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The interest towards low-temperature properties of
oxides of 3d-elements, which has been stimulated in rec
years by the advances made in the physics of oxide su
conductors, has spread to a considerable extent toward
temperature dependence of the optical characteristics
magnetically concentrated crystals, including iron oxides

An iron ion in oxides can be in different charge stat
separated by relatively small energy intervals. This is ma
fested in the existence of iron compounds with different
grees of oxidation and different levels of stability, i.e., Fe
Fe2O3, and Fe3O4. Moreover, different electron configura
tions separated by even narrower energy intervals may
exist in the same charge state of iron ion in iron–oxyg
atomic groups. This leads to a variety of phases~crystalline,
magnetic, ferroelectric, etc.! with much lower energy differ-
ences within the same chemical compound, as well a
noticeable interconfigurational fluctuations which may
thermally activated or of quantum-mechanical origin1,2

These peculiarities of the electron structure of iron oxid
determine their low-temperature properties to a consider
extent.

Direct information about the electron energy spectrum
iron–oxygen atomic groups can be obtained from opti
measurements. It should be interesting to carry out inve
gations of hematite (a-Fe2O3) as a standard and most stab
insulating oxide of iron.3

Optical absorption of hematite begins in the near inf
red spectral region and is formed byd–d transition bands
between energy levels for the electron configurationd5 of
the Fe31 ion, which are split by the intrinsic crystal field.4,5

The main spectral structure is associated with electron t
sitions involving magnons, phonons, or with simultaneo
excitation of two magnetic cations, since double forbidde
ness~in parity and spin! considerably weakens pure excito
one-particled–d transitions. Bands of such a pure excito
absorption corresponding to the transition6A1g(6S)
→4T1g(4G) have been observed in the transmission spe
of Y3Fe5O12,6 FeBO3,

7 and Fe3BO6.
8 In this work, we shall

endeavor to reveal pure excitond–d transition bands in
7261063-777X/98/24(10)/4/$15.00
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hematite and to study the temperature dependence of its
tical absorption edge.

SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Samples ofa-Fe2O3 crystals in the form of thin plates
cut from natural mineral hematite~plate thickness
t56 mm), as well as synthetic single crystals~cuts parallel
to the ~111! plane with a surface density of defects of th
order of 102– 103 cm22, plate thickness 23 and 170mm!
were investigated.

Transmission spectrat~l! were measured experimen
tally at helium (T510 K), hydrogen (T525 K), and room
temperatures in the wavelength range 500<l<1100 nm.
Measurements were made by the double beam method9 using
a double prism monochromator DMR-4, a standard heli
cryostat with fused quartz windows and a halogen incand
cent lamp KIM-12-100 as the source of light. Photomultip
ers FEU-79 and FEU-83 cooled by liquid nitrogen were us
as radiation detectors. The photocathodes of the amplifi
were located quite far from the sample surface to prev
distortion of the transmission spectrum being recorded by
possible luminescence ind-compounds.

Because of the brittleness of hematite, the sample
thickness 6mm was not detached during measurements fr
the glass substrate to which it was glued for mechanical p
cessing. The distortions caused by the presence of the
strate and glue were weakened by introducing into the co
parison channel a compensating couple made of TF-4 g
plates with a high refractive indexn'1.72 ~the latter were
joined by using the same glue with which the sample w
fastened to the substrate!.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION OF SPECTRA

The spectral dependences of the absorption coeffic
a~l! of hematite shown in Fig. 1 were calculated from t
data on transmittance of thin samplest56 and 23mm taking
into account the reflection coefficientR:10
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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a5
2 ln~12R!2 ln t

t
.

The spectra recorded in the region of bandsA andB ~tran-
sitions6A1g to 4T1g and4T2g , wavelengthsl5860 and 640
nm, respectively! are in accord with the results obtained
Refs. 11–13.

If by the absorption edge we mean the spectral regio
which the relationat;1 is still satisfied for quite bulky
samples (t510 mm), i.e., the transmittancet;0.3 and the
absorption coefficienta;1000 cm21, the absorption edge in
hematite corresponds to the wavelengthl;1 mm. Note that
the effect of temperature variation on the absorption edg
a-Fe2O3 is much weaker than that due to the presence
impurities: the absorption of the natural sample~the mineral
contained Ti, V, Si, Al, Mn, Ca, Mg, Cr, Ni, P and S impu
rities in descending order of concentration! is about 1.5 times
~curve 4! stronger than in a synthetic single crystal~curves
1–3!. In this case, a comparison of absorption in samp
with thickness 23mm ~Fig. 1! and 170mm ~Fig. 2! shows
that the influence of lattice defects is apparently compara
with the temperature effect. The absorption in a thin sam
is slightly higher in accordance with an increase in the re
tive contribution from the defect-enriched surface layers.

The effect of interference on the shape of the transm
sion spectrum was negligible, since the value oft did not
exceed 0.2 in the entire range of measurements.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the weakly manifes
structure of theA-band includes the low-temperature sing
larity A1 in the form of a small ‘‘hump’’ on the long-wave

FIG. 1. Absorption spectra ofa-Fe2O3 crystals at temperatures 10 K~curve
1!, 25 K ~curve 2!, and 300 K~curve 3, 4!. Curves1–3 correspond to a
synthetic single crystal of thickness 23mm, and curve4 to a natural hema-
tite mineral of thickness 6mm. A, B, and C are many-particle transition
bands. Curves1 and2 in the inset are in the region of the exciton–magn
bandA1 .
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slope in curves1 and2, which can be seen clearly in the ins
to Fig. 1. By disregarding the background~right slope of the
A-band!, we were able to determine the spectral position
the band A1 ~its peak at T510 K corresponds to
l'965 nm), as well as the number of dispersed electr
corresponding to it:14

Ne5
mc

2p2e2 E
0

`

n~v!a~v!dv,

wherem ande are the electron mass and charge,c andv the
velocity and frequency of light, andn is the refractive index
of the material. In the approximation of the Lorentz oscill
tor force f , the quantityNe must be equal toN f , whereN is
the total number of electrons that can participate in the f
mation of theA1-band. Assuming that five such electron
correspond to each Fe atom, we obtain the valuef 51.4
31027 at 10 K andf 52.131027 at 25 K. The maximum
absorption in the band is equal to 93 cm21 at 10 K and
77 cm21 at 25 K. The corresponding half-widths ar
60 cm21 and 110 cm21. The error in determining the oscil
lator parameters is estimated at;20%.

Such a value off could be associated with a pure excito
transition. However, such an interpretation is not quite
accord with the nature of the absorption spectrum as a wh
in the vicinity of theA1-band, and necessitates the quest
an alternative interpretation. Assuming that the frequenc
of d–d transitions in oxide compounds of Fe31 with octahe-
dral symmetry (a-Fe2O3 also possesses this symmetry! dif-
fer only on account of the difference in the component
cubic symmetry in the crystal field~parameterDq),3,4 which
is determined by the separation between Fe31 and O22, we
analyzed the available data onr and frequencyv of the pure
exciton transition6Aig→4Tig in corundum~crystalline ana-

FIG. 2. Absorption spectra of aa-Fe2O3 single crystal of thickness 170mm
at temperatures 10 and 25 K. The inset shows the pure exciton bandA0 .
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log of hematite3! with iron impurity (r 51.92 Å,15 and
v59450 cm21)16 and in Y3Fe5O12 (r 52.02 Å,17 v
59807 cm21).6 It was found that in the linear approximatio
for the functionv(r ) for hematite~the value ofr averaged
over oxygen surroundings is equal to 2.025 Å!,18 we can
expect the valuev59825 cm21 (l51018 nm).

The transmittance range was extended to 1100 nm
investigating samples of large thickness~Fig. 2!, and the
weak bandA0 shown in the inset was detected after elimin
tion of the background. The spectral position ofA0 was de-
termined as (101863) nm at 25 K and (102063) nm at 10
K. Within the limits of the error~associated mainly with the
procedure of background elimination!, these results coincide
with the above estimate so that we can identify theA0 band
as a consequence of a pure exciton transition6A1g(6S)
→4T1g(4G). Calculations of the oscillator force for the ban
A0 also lead to the values characteristic of such transitio
431029 and 531029 at temperatures 10 and 25 K, respe
tively. The maximum absorption in the band is equal
2.6 cm21 at 10 K and 2.7 cm21 at 25 K. The corresponding
values of half-width are 84 and 85 cm21. Identical methods
are used for eliminating the background and determining
oscillator parameters for the bandsA0 andA1 .

The doublet structure with a separation of about 5
between the components, which is manifested in the as
metric form of the bandA0 , is close to that observed i
Y3Fe5O12

6 and may be a result of splitting of the excite
level T1g of this transition, in particular under the effect o
the trigonal component of the crystal field.19

The identification of the original lineA0 allows us to
make certain assumptions about the origin of the other c
ponents of the bandA also ~Fig. 1!. Thus, the low-
temperature singularityA1 , which has a higher intensity tha
A0 and is separated from it by 693 cm21, is probably asso-
ciated with the simultaneous excitation of an exciton an
magnon: the frequency position ofA1 , with respect toA0 is
in good agreement with the energy of the two-magnon b
in the Raman spectrum ofa-Fe2O3 according to the data
obtained by Hartet al.20 ~the half-value of this energy, i.e
the magnon frequency at the edge of the band, is 690 cm21),
and an increase in the oscillator force by an order of mag
tude is associated with the removal of spin forbiddennes
transitions of this type.5,21

A further increase in the frequency leads to the part
pation of the crystal lattice vibrations in absorption~three
optical phonons with frequencies 305, 435, and 525 cm21

have been detected in infrared spectra22!, as a result of which
the parity forbiddeness is relaxed and the absorption
creases, attaining a peak near 860 nm. The structure o
bandA, which is determined by combinations of magno
and phonons participating in the absorption process, is
resolved easily even at 10 K, although the singularity at 9
nm can be attributed to the participation of two phonons
895 nm to two magnons, at 865 nm to a magnon and th
phonons, and so on. The band width depends on the m
mum number of quasiparticles participating in the given o
tical transition. For the observed half-width of 2400 cm21

this number may be six or more. The large value of
oscillator force for the entire bandA (;1.531024 according
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to our estimates!, which exceeds the value off for a pure
exciton transition by more than four orders of magnitud
points towards a strong exciton–phonon interaction in hem
tite.

Broadening of the crystal field transition due to stres
emerging in the crystal during mechanical polishing of t
samples may also make a certain contribution to the width
the observed bands.23 The mechanism of such a broadenin
in hematite may be the surface amorphization with the f
mation of a thin layer having its own phonon spectrum. T
assumption is confirmed by the IR spectra of amorph
a-Fe2O3

22 containing only two phonon bands with freque
cies 410 and 950 cm21, which differ considerably from the
frequencies for crystalline hematite.

TheB-band, which is observed only at low temperatur
~starting from nitrogen temperatures24! and is close to the
A-band in width and intensity, is associated withd–d tran-
sitions from the ground state6A1g(6S) to the excited level
4T2g(4G) next to 4T1g(4G) involving both phonons and
magnons~Fig. 1!. We were not able to detect the pure exc
ton band corresponding to this transition~as in other oxides
of d5 elements6–8,13,25,26! probably due to a high backgroun
absorption level (a;1000 cm21 in hematite!. In theB-band,
we can find a doublet with splitting close to the magn
frequency,20 the intensity being redistributed towards th
low-frequency component upon a decrease in temperatu

The degenerate level4Eg , 4A1g(4G) is the next on the
energy scale for the electron configurationd5, but a transi-
tion to this level in oxides is expected at wavelengths sho
than 500 nm6,7,27and with the same oscillator force as in th
first two transitions.27 Hence the weak peakC (l
'560 nm) cannot be associated with this transition. App
ently, this peak is a part of theB-band structure, and its
observed frequency shift relative to theB-band can be pre-
sented in principle as a set of phonon and magnon frequ
cies.

In the intervall.700 nm, the absorption coefficient o
hematite decreases slightly only in the interval between ro
and nitrogen temperatures,12 which correlates with the pro
cess of freezing out of phonons, while the decrease ina for
l,700 nm continues even during cooling from 25 to 10
which may be attributed to the effect of high-intensi
temperature-dependent absorption bands at shorter w
lengths. Such a band with a strong temperature depend
is located in the vicinity of 400 nm. It is observed in th
spectra of transmission, reflection and magneto-optical
fects, and was attributed to transitions of 3d electrons to the
4p shell,12 charge transport from the 2p shell of oxygen to
the 3d shell of iron,12,13,28or to the two-excitond–d transi-
tion in Fe31.10,26 For the excitation of both excitons in th
same sublattice, a 1.5–2 orders of magnitude increase in
sorption is envisaged in the latter mechanism upon an
crease in temperature from 10 to 100 K~as it was observed
by Fujiwara et al.29 during investigations of the crystal
MnF2 and RbMnF3). For a considerable bandwidth, this ma
lead to the temperature dependence of the absorption
observed in hematite.

Thus, it can be concluded from the above analysis of
absorption edge ofa-Fe2O3 that the weakA0 line observed
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at low temperatures is associated with pure excitond–d
transitions and is the original line for the bands connec
with the 6A1g(6S)→4T1g(4G) transition, the exciton–
magnon band~it is assumed to be the low-temperature ba
A1), and the strong absorption bandA formed as a result o
many-particle transitions involving excitons, phonons a
magnons.

The authors are obliged to N. F. Kharchenko, V.
Fomin, V. I. Kut’ko and V. S. Kurnosov for fruitful discus
sions of the results.
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The tunnel resistance of highly stable, mechanically controlled break junctions of Al, Au, Cu,
Pb, Ni, Pt, and Pt–Ir, have been recorded as a function of the electrode spacing over
6–7 decades. Clear deviations from the expected exponential behavior have been observed.
Comparison with previous experimental and theoretical studies indicate that the discussed
deviations in some cases are most probably due to the shape of, rather than to interactions
between, the two electrodes. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00710-5#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Over the last decade, the scanning tunneling microsc
~STM! has developed into one of the most generally u
instruments for the study of surfaces and small structures1–5

The atomic resolution in topographical measurements
consequence of the strong dependence of the tunnel cu
on the distance between the tip and sample. The simples
crudest approximation describing the tunnel current is a
nar model of the barrier, leading to an exponential decre
of the tunnel current as a function of increasing electro
spacing. If the interaction between the tunneling electron
the opposing electrode, at which a charge builds up, is in
porated as a first order correction~image potential!, the bar-
rier height and width are found to reduce, but the gene
result stays the same for low bias voltages.6

Some experimental investigations of the tunnel curr
as a function of distance between tip and sample have b
presented in the past. Gimzewski and Mo¨ller7 have studied
the transition from tunneling regime to point contact for
clean Ir tip and polycrystalline Ag surface. They observ
the onset of a plateau in the tunnel resistance at small
sample distances~<2.5–3 Å before a jump to contact!,
which was subsequently explained theoretically by Lan8

He modeled the system by two flat jellium electrodes with
single tip atom present at one of the surfaces, and found
the tunnel current as a function of electrode separation
eled out at a conductance value ofh2e2/h ~h being of order
unity! as the situation came close to a one-atom size con
A tight-binding calculation by Ferrer, Martı´n-Rodero, and
7301063-777X/98/24(10)/7/$15.00
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Flores9 produced comparable results. Du¨ring, Züger, and
Pohl10 studied the approach of an Ir tip to an Ir sample, a
found only a weak onset for a plateau at small separatio
Ciraci and Tekman11 showed theoretically that, depending o
material and tip-specific features, the tunnel resistance m
saturate at very small distances, but can also increase al
linearly up to contact when plotted on a logarithmic sca
On the other hand, Kranset al.12 observedfaster than expo-
nential behavior at a Pt mechanically controllable bre
junction, which they explained from attractive forces b
tween the front atoms of the two tips. However, in all the
experimental and theoretical investigations of tip-sample
proach, deviations from exponential tunneling behavior w
observed over at most two decades of the tunnel resista
just before the jump to contact.

In a recent theoretical article, Laloyauxet al.13 calcu-
lated the tunnel current for different 3D geometries of the
two electrodes~tip and sample! by solving the exact Schro¨-
dinger equation numerically for the electron tunneling pro
lem in such a multidimensional configuration. They studi
the tunnel current as a function of tip-sample distance
sharp~hemispherical! and blunt~cylindrical! tips above a flat
surface, and also studied the influence of the presence
Gaussian boss or dip at the sample surface. Their res
showed that certain tip-sample geometries can lead to
nificant deviations from the exponential relation betwe
tunnel current and tip-sample distance over more than f
orders of magnitude of the tunnel current, whereas the ab
described electron-mediated tip-sample interactions, wh
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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arise because the potential barrier between the electrode
lows the wave functions to overlap at very sm
separations,14 have never been predicted nor observed
cause deviations for more than two orders of magnitude

In this work we shall present experimental observatio
of deviations from exponential tunneling behavior over
wide range of tunnel resistances between 10–20 kV and 1–5
GV, which can be attributed to a dependence of the tun
current vs. distance relation on the 3D junction geometry.
The results will be compared to the theoretical results
Laloyaux et al.13 To ensure that the tip in our experimen
had a well-defined apex, we discarded all measurem
which did not show a well-defined jump to a one-atom po
contact at relatively small distances. We also obser
current-distance curves which showed characteristics at
utable to strong mutual interactions between the electro
These last results are discussed in detail elsewhere.15

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The observation of possible deviations from exponen
tunneling behavior requires a highly stable tunnel junct
with an adjustable tip-sample~or tip-tip! distance. Therefore
we used the mechanically controllable break~MCB! junction
technique16 for our experiments. MCB junctions have a
ready proven their high stability and adjustability in a stu
of the transition from weak link to superconducting tunn
junction16 and in one-atom point contact experiments.12 The
stability of our setup is illustrated by the fact that we found
possible to reproduce current-distance characteristics se
times over periods of more than 60 min. A drawback of t
MCB-technique is that it is difficult to calibrate the tip
sample displacement, because it depends on the spe
sample arrangement and on the way the sample breaks

The setup we have used is drawn in a somewhat sim
fied way in Fig. 1. The sample~a 50mm metallic filament! is
glued onto a phosphor-bronze bending beam covered w
thin insulating layer of kapton foil, using two small drops
Stycast 2850 FT epoxy. The sample is then cut for ab
90% of its diameter at the midpoint between the two drops
epoxy. After that, the sample is mounted in the setup~Fig.
1!, and is cooled to 4.2 K in high vacuum surroundings. T
sample is then broken by turning the spindle, thus crea
two clean electrodes. The tunnel distance~or contact size!
can be adjusted using a differential screw connected to
spindle. Both spindle and differential screw are driven
using fork-blade mechanisms, enabling us to decouple
setup from the outside world if desired. Fine adjustment a
scanning of the distance is done by means of the pi
driver. Mounting of a backspring~see Fig. 1! turned out to
increase the stability of our setup strongly. External vib
tions were suppressed by suspending the cryostat from
ceiling using elastic cords~‘‘bungy cords’’!.

In order to be able to observe deviations from expon
tial behavior of the tunnel resistanceRT as a function of the
tip distancez, we must ascertain thatz is proportional to the
vertical displacementy of the center of the beam when it
bent. Therefore, the relation betweenz and y will be dis-
cussed in considerable detail here.
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When the beam is bent, the surface of the beam ben
the filament will be stretched, leading to an increase in
distance between the two fixation points, and thus to an
crease ofz. Assuming that the tips just touch when there
no vertical displacement, the increaseDs due to surface
stretching can be expressed as17

Ds5
Fh

16EI
~2ld2d2!, I 5

wh3

12
. ~1!

Here,d is the distance between the two anchoring points~see
Fig. 1!, F is the vertical force exerted on the bending bea
E is the modulus of elasticity of the beam, andh, l, andw are
its thickness, length and width. Using an expression for
vertical displacement from Ref. 17,Ds can be re-written as

y5
Fl 3

48EI
⇒Ds53y

hd

l 2 S 22
d

l D . ~2!

The beams we use have dimensionsl 3w3h528310
30.4 mm, and the distanced is about 0.5 mm.

Bending of the beam also leads to a non-zero slopea at
the fixation points~Fig. 1!. This causes an additional contr
bution Dz , to the distance between the tips, as well as
vertical displacementDy

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the MCB-setup. The sample consists of a
~50 mm! metallic wire, which is glued with two drops of Stycast 2850 FT o
top of a phosphorbronze bending beam that is covered with an insula
layer. The wire is cut to more than 80% of its diameter, and can be bro
in vacuum at low temperatures by turning the spindle. A differential scr
mechanism that is also attached to this spindle can be used to bring
junction into the tunnel regime, or to establish a small contact. Very sm
tip-tip displacements can then be realized in a controlled way by applyin
voltage over the piezo ring. The backspring can be used to obtain ‘‘ne
tive’’ bending angles, but was also found to increase the stability of
setup strongly.
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Dz5d~12cosa!12p sin a, Dy52« sin a, ~3!

where« stands for the distance between the point where
wire has been broken and the middle of the section of
wire between the two anchoring points, andp is the vertical
distance of the wire at the anchoring points to the plane
flexure. For the case of a wire lying on top of a bendi
beam, this distance will be half the beam thicknessh. The
slopea is given by17

a5
3yd

l 2 S 22
d

l D ~4!

and has a small value in all experiments (a50.008 rad for
y52 mm). Therefore,Dz'(1/2)da212pa. Forp5h/2, the
second term equalsDs . The term (1/2)da2 is proportional to
y2, which in principle leads to a nonlinear relation betwe
the separationz5Ds1Dz , of the two tips, andy. However,
in our setup, this term is two orders of magnitude sma
than both the other term in~3! andDs . In an experiment,y is
typically varied over less than 1mm around a value of 2 mm
and the change in slope]z/]y over this range is less tha
1.531024 %. Neglecting the nonlinear term, a value of 3
for the ratioy/z is found, which is the estimated attenuatio
of the applied vertical displacement to the induced tip-
distance.

The vertical displacementDy is zero when the wire is cu
exactly in the middle («50), but can be quite large whe
the wire breaks close to one of the fixation points«
5d/2),

Dy'2«a53y
d2

l 2 S 22
d

l D , ~5!

which is of the same order of magnitude asz. BecauseDy

}y, the distance between the two tips will nevertheless
proportional toy, albeit the tips do not approach horizontall
However, when preparing the samples, extreme care
taken to ensure that the notch was as close as possible t
midpoint between the two gluing points, leading to no or ju
a small vertical displacement of the electrodes with resp
to each other.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In the above it has been shown that bending of the be
leads toz}y. There are however other effects that may
fect the shape of measured current-distance characteris
First of all, the experimentally measuredRT(z) curve may
deviate from its real shape due to thermal drift. However,
found that this effect was only significant in our experime
during the first hour after filling our cryostat with liqui
helium.

Furthermore, we found that material flow~‘‘backward,’’
i.e., the tunnel distance increases while the piezo voltag
kept constant! was a rather large effect shortly after breaki
the sample. It was found to depend strongly on the no
depth, and turned out to be larger for ‘‘soft’’ materials lik
Au, Al and Pb, than for Ni, Pt or a Pt-Ir~3%! alloy. Figure 2a
shows the drift of the tunnel resistanceRT for an Al-sample
which was previously cut for about 80% of its diameter. T
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change inRT was as large as two orders of magnitude ov
5–6 min ~which is the typical measuring time! shortly after
the break, but dropped to an acceptable level of a lin
change ofRT(t) of 2–5% in 6 min after waiting for 3 h, and
became negligible after a period of 10 h. The total ‘‘bac
flow’’ of sample material can be estimated to be'100
–1000 Å, starting from the moment of break. The amount
wire elongation shortly before the break is approximat
5–10mm.

Another material-flow effect can be observed when o
is changing the tip shapes by making a deep excursion of
electrodes into each other, creating a point contact wit
diameter of 100–300 Å for a short time. The deformation
at least partially elastic, and after separating the electro
RT tends to decrease~see Fig. 2b!. However, this effect is
much smaller than the one described above, andRT saturates
after 10–15 min for ‘‘soft’’ materials, and after 3–5 min fo
Pt and the Pt–Ir~3%! alloy.

A flow of the bending beam material may also be i
volved in the effects observed, but its contribution must
very small due to the fact that the cross-sectional area of
bending beam is about four orders of magnitude larger t
the one of the notched filament, and almost all of the bend
takes place within the elastic deformation limits of the bea

After a jump to a one-atom contact, the electrodes c

FIG. 2. ~a! Drift of the tunnel resistanceRT of an Al-sample directly after
break (T54.2 K). Each curve represents a period of about 6 min. star
10 ~1!, 20 ~2!, 30 ~3!, 60 ~4! and 180~5! min after breaking. After three
hours, the change inRT has become less than 5% over a period of 6 min.~b!
Drift of the tunnel resistanceRT of a Pb-sample, measured directly after th
electrodes have been pressed together for a short time (T54.2 K). The drift
decreases quickly and is negligible after 12 min.
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also suffer an irreversible change in atomic configuration
that case, however, a new equilibrium situation is reac
within seconds.

All the effects described above can influence the sh
of the measured current-distance characteristics. Howe
by waiting long enough for electrode material to relax in
an equilibrium configuration, it was possible to diminis
these effects to a negligibly small magnitude.

It was shown above that, theoretically, the transfer fr
vertical displacement to tip-tip displacement should not
viate noticeably from linear behavior. In Fig. 3a the tunn
resistanceRT of Pt, Au and Cu MCB-junctions is plotted o
a logarithmic scale as a function of the applied piezo volta
which in turn is proportional to the vertical displacementy.
All curves are displayed ‘‘as recorded’’, demonstrating t

FIG. 3. ~a! Logarithmic plot of the tunnel resistance as a function ofz-piezo
voltage for MCB-junctions of Pt~1!, Au ~2!, and Cu ~3!, at T54.2 K.
Curves1–3 show almost perfect exponential behavior over at least se
orders of magnitude;~b! Logarithmic plot of the tunnel resistance as
function of z-piezo voltage for MCB-junctions of Al~1!, Pt ~2!, Pt–Ir ~3%!
~3! and Pb~4!. atT54.2 K. Curves1, 2, 4 display a slow bending~decrease
of the slope! over the same range. Curve3 shows on some parts an increas
and on some parts a decrease of the slope. All these types of behavior
predicted theoretically by Laloyauxet al.13 The curves were recorded star
ing from a large distance~high RT), decreasing the electrode spacing unti
jump to contact took place. For curve4, the scans were reversed short
before the jump, showing the small piezo-hysteresis in our setup. A s
part of curve4 has been enlarged by a factor ten. The achieved displacem
is estimated to be'1 Å per decade change inRT . Because the electrod
separation to piezo voltage ratio depends on specific sample parameter~see
text!, the horizontal axis had to be rescaled for some curves for clarity.
n
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high stability of the MCB setup; the curves were alwa
reproduced 2–4 times to check their validity. All thre
curves of Fig. 3a display a perfect exponential behavior
the tunnel resistance over about seven orders of magnit
at bias voltages of 1 mV below, and 100 mV above,RT

51010 V. The fact in itself that it is possible to record pe
fect exponential behavior strongly supports the assump
of a linearz(y) dependence, because it is very unlikely th
some nonlinear relation betweeny and the tip-tip distance
can be compensated so perfectly by effects of the shape
or interactions between, the two electrodes. An exponen
RT(z) dependence can be the result of a tunnel geometr
a sharp tip above a flat surface, for it was shown tha
geometry of a hemispherical tip above a flat surface does
lead to notable deviations from exponential behavior,13 and
furthermore, attractive Van der Walls forces are negligib
for sharp conical tips.14 The applied bias voltages are suffi
ciently low to avoid effects of power dissipation7 and elec-
trostatic forces.10 We also recordedRT(z)-curves at bias
voltages up to 300 mV, and found no significant chang
compared to the measurements at lower biases.

When all precautions are taken, theRT(z)-curves mea-
sured when scanningz from a large distance almost up to th
jump-to-contact point, and then scanning back, practica
coincide. The very small deviation between the ‘‘upward
and ‘‘downwards’’ recorded curves, which is due to the hy
teresis of the piezo driver, is hardly visible.~The loops could
be reproduced several times, so the deviations cannot be
to material flow.!

As stated before, it is not possible to calibrate the el
trode separation as a function of applied piezo voltage for
MCB-junction, because thez(y) depends on certain samp
parameters@e.g., the distanced between the gluing points
see formula~2!#. Indeed we found that the slope of log(RT(z))
as a function of piezo voltage may differ by a factor of tw
for different samples. However, using known values for t
work functionsw of specific materials for clean electrode
and a simple formula for the tunnel current as a function
tip-sample separation,1 it can be estimated that a one-deca
change in the value of the tunnel current~tunnel resistance!
corresponds roughly to a displacement of about 1 Å for the
materials discussed here~and also for a number of othe
materials!. This enables us to get a reasonable estimation
the experimentally obtained electrode displacements.
value is comparable to the ones that can be found from
periments with an Ir tip approaching a Ag surface7 ~1.7 Å per
decade!, an Ir tip moving towards an Ir surface10 ~1.0 Å/
decade!, and experiments using a Pt MCB junction12 ~0.6–
1.1 Å/decade!.

The curves in Fig. 3b display features which, to o
opinion, must be attributed to effects of tip-sample geo
etries. They show clear deviations from an exponential
pendence over the whole range that was scanned~more than
four orders of magnitude inRT , starting at 1 GV and ending
at '100–50 kV, where a jump to a one atom point conta
occurs!. This suggests that it is unlikely that we are deali
with effects stemming from tip-sample interactions, beca
these have been shown to extend over a much smaller r
close to contact, both theoretically~over one8,9 or two11
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decades! and experimentally~up to only 20–30 kV7,10 or 500
kV12!. The observed deviations from an exponential dep
dence were present in about five percent of all recor
curves. The curves displayed in Fig. 3b have been selecte
demonstrate clearly the observed deviations.

Curves1, 2 and4 in Fig. 3b display a gradual, continu
ous change of the slope over the whole range of displa
ment, starting at least 4–5 Å before the jump to contact. T
kind of behavior was predicted by Laloyauxet al.13 for a
geometry of a cylindrical tip facing a flat sample, where th
found a slow bending of log (I T(z)) over four orders of
magnitude of the tunnel current for a tip-sample displa
ment from 1 to 5 Å. Curve3 of Fig. 3b displays another typ
of RT(z)-dependence that we have observed. It is charac
ized by an alternately increasing and decreasing slope of
(RT(z)), and was observed for Al and Pt also. This type
curve was predicted by Laloyauxet al.13 for configurations
of a hemispherical tip~modeling a sharp tip! opposing a
gaussian dip or boss in or on a flat surface. Their calcula
log @ I T(z)# showed approximately the same, though som
what weaker, effects in the tip against dip geometry co
pared to the one of a tip facing a boss. Also, the tun
current decreased more slowly for the first geometry wh
compared to the latter~three or four, respectively, orders o
magnitude at a displacement from 1 to 5 Å!. We indeed did
observe that for the same sample mounting~so the same
y(z)-relation!, the change in piezo voltage required
changeRT from 1 GV to 100 kV could occasionally be up to
50% larger than usual for that specific mounting.

Qualitatively, the experimental results seem to supp
the theoretical work of Laloyauxet al.13 However, the actua
shapes of the electrodes were not known in these exp
ments.

For many tunneling experiments, and certainly for e
periments which intend to study effects of the electrode
ometry, it is useful to have at least some knowledge of
electrode surface topography. We therefore also perform
experiments where small pieces (53331 mm) of piezo ma-
terial were placed underneath the two anchoring points.
ing one piece that changes its thickness as a voltage is
plied, and one piece that gives a horizontal displacemen
its surfaces with respect to each other~shear piezo!, it was
possible to move the electrodes with respect to each o
laterally. The variation of the tunnel current can then be m
sured as the electrodes are moved around. The obtained
eral displacement at 4.2 K is estimated to be about 0.6 Å

The breaking process is likely to result in at least o
electrode being sharp, and using this electrode as a ti
three dimentional scan of the other~more blunt! electrode
can be obtained. A typical example is given in Fig. 4~see
also Ref. 15!. It show features that can be interpreted
atomically resolved images and demonstrates that the su
of the ~Au-! electrodes is rather rough, which can be e
pected for electrodes created in a breaking process.

The shear-piezo option was used to record log(RT(z))
curves for several different Pt samples at selected sites
as the ones indicated in Fig. 5. Assuming that a shear-p
scan like Fig. 5 represents a profile of the ‘‘blunt’’ electrod
while the other electrode acts as a sharp tip, the log@RT(z)#
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curves recorded at the selected sites are expected to c
spond to the theoretical situations13 of a tip opposing a boss
~Fig. 5, locationsA andB!, a dip ~E!, or a rather flat part of
the surface~C andD!. Figure 6 shows six log (RT(z)) curves
representing the behavior that was generally observed w
these curves were recorded at selected locations that
similar to the sitesA2F indicated in Fig. 5. Bended
log@RT(z)# curves were mostly only found for locations likeE
andF in Fig. 5, the bending being stronger forF, where the
‘‘tip’’ is approaching a very steep part of the ‘‘sample’’, an
several tip atoms may contribute to the electron tunnel
process. At locations likeA, B, C, and D, mainly straight
log@RT(z)# curves were obtained, the curves atD-type loca-
tions often being less steep than forA2C. Still bended
curves were sometimes observed for locationsB, C and D,
but for very sharp locations likeA, the log@RT(z)# curves
were almost always straight lines. These experimental res
do not correspond to the ones that were expected f
the work of Laloyauxet al.13 The experiment was repeate
using Al and Pt–Ir MCB junctions. In general, the sam

FIG. 4. Three-dimensional image of the foremost part of the surface of
bluntest Au electrode. All data below a certain value have been cut, a
horizontal plane has been introduced in the figure at this value. The fi
displays an area of about 15315 Å.

FIG. 5. Logarithmic plot of the tunnel resistance of a Pt MCB junction a
function of the shear-piezo voltage~T54.2 K, Vbias550 mV). The displace-
ment is estimated to be 0.5–1.0 Å/V. Assuming one of the electrodes t
atomically sharp, the curve can be interpreted as a line profile of the o
electrode, demonstrating that the surface is rather rough. The arrows
cate different types of selected locations at which log(RT(z)) were recorded
~see text!.
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discrepancy between theoretical predictions and experim
tal results was found. Since the experimental situation is
more complicated than the theoretical one, where planar
faces with cylindrically symmetric protrusions and inden
tions of a certain shape were considered, the model ge
etries may be too simple to describe adequately the tunne
between the rather rough electrode surfaces of an MCB ju
tion. Also, the information on the surface topography that
have is limited to only a single line; what seems to be a
part in our line scan, might turn out to be not flat at all if th
perpendicular direction would be scanned also. Additiona
one should bear in mind that the line scan of Fig. 5 canno
an exact image of the surface topography, because the s
of the curves differs for different locations, and because
log@RT(z)# curves are sometimes bended. Nevertheless, s
it is not likely that the shape and slope of the log@RT(z)#
curve changes abruptly somewhere along the scanned
and because these changes are much smaller than the
displayed in Fig. 5, the recorded line scan will still provide
reasonable image of the surface topography in one direc
The measurements at selected locations therefore show
at locations with different surface topographies, differe
log(RT(z)) relations may be found.

We also studied the jump to contact at locations likeA
2F of Fig. 5. The behavior of one-atom contacts has b
studied extensively by Kranset al.12 In experiments where
the contact size of MCB junctions, was slowly decreas
they found that Al and Cu tend to jump to tunneling from
conductance value close to 2e2/h, the conductance quantum
for a single conductance channel. Pt junctions, howe
were found to jump mostly from a 1.4–1.8 times larg
value, indicating that more than one conductance chan
was present shortly before the jump. This was explained
terms ofs- and d-like wave functions, constituting separa
conductance channels for Pt.

The line scan was used to do a site-selected investiga

FIG. 6. Logarithmic plot of the tunnel resistance of Pt MCB junctions a
function of z-piezo voltage~T54.2 K, Vbias55 mV). CurvesA2F are ex-
amples of the log(RT(z)) behavior that was mostly observed for differe
samples at selected locations comparable to the locationsA2F indicated in
Fig. 5.
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of the jump to contact for Pt MCB junctions. At location
comparable toE andF in Fig. 5, jumps to what seemed to b
multi-atom contacts usually occurred. At locations likeB and
C, there were mostly immediate jumps to a conductan
value of 1.5–2.0 conductance quanta~so comparable to the
results of Ref. 12!, while at D, there were jumps to a muc
broader range of resistance values, corresponding to 1.
more conductance quanta. The most remarkable result
found at very sharp locations likeA in Fig. 5. At such loca-
tions, a jump to a resistance value close toh/2e2 ~so only one
conductance channel present!, quickly followed by a jump to
about half the resistance value~two conductance channels!,
was observed for about 60% of all cases. An example of
type of behavior is the jump to contact of curveA in Fig. 6.
These results demonstrate that the specific electrode ge
etry also influences the way in which the first conductan
channels are formed when the electrodes are slowly brou
into contact.

4. CONCLUSION

In the above it has been shown experimentally that
tunnel resistance as a function of the electrode spacing
deviate strongly from the expected exponential behavior o
the whole experimental range of more than four orders
magnitude of the tunnel resistance. From comparison w
previous theoretical studies can be concluded that these
viations are not likely to be due to interactions between
electrodes, but can be attributed to effects of the tip-sam
geometry on the dependence of the tunnel current on
distance between the two electrodes. Qualitatively, the
sults correspond to the calculations of Laloyauxet al.; how-
ever, tunneling at selected locations using a line profile
one of the electrodes indicates that the rough surfaces o
MCB junction cannot be completely described by the rat
straightforward theoretical model.
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On dynamic properties of a two-dimensional degenerate electron gas
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A detailed theory of electron–electron scattering in two-dimensional degenerate systems in
heterostructures is constructed as a result of analysis and numerical computations. The conditions
are formulated and the values of characteristic parameters are obtained for which specific two-
dimensional effects predicted earlier from theoretical considerations can be observed. New
properties of scattering indicatrix, viz., a beam of electrons flying almost antiparallel to the
primary beam and a very narrow beam of holes flying in the forward direction, are found. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!00810-X#
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1. INTRODUCTION

It was shown earlier by us that the momentum relaxat
processes in perfect two-dimensional systems at low t
peratures differ qualitatively from those in a convention
three-dimensional metal. This is due to the fact that the c
straints imposed by a decrease in the dimensionality of sp
alter significantly the dynamic properties of a degenerate
of electrons colliding with one another during a transiti
from three to two dimensions. Since we are speaking of
~and not virtual! processes occurring in a small neighbo
hood of the Fermi surface, a transition from two dimensio
to one dimension takes place in the momentum space.

It follows from the energy and momentum conservati
laws ~as well as Pauli’s exclusion principle! that collisions
between electrons result in scattering at a small an
w}T/«F under the condition that the sum of momenta of t
initial states is not too small. The collisions between el
trons with nearly antiparallel momentap1 and p2 : pF

21up1

1p2u<T/«F are an exception: in this case, the scatter
angle may assume any valuew;1. ~Here,T is the tempera-
ture, pF and«F are the Fermi momentum and energy.! Sig-
nificantly, the probabilities of both types of processes
nearly identical in the case of two dimensions. Processe
the second type are quite effective in the case of relaxatio
even-momentum electron distribution, and the correspond
relaxation timetee;(«F /T)2 is of the same order of magn
tude as in a three-dimensional metal. Both types of collisi
are ineffective for relaxation of odd distributions~in particu-
lar, of the current states!. For collisions of the second type
this is explained by the fact that the rotation of a pair
electrons with strictly antiparallel momenta (p11p250)
through an arbitrary anglew does not have any effect on od
distribution.1–3
7371063-777X/98/24(10)/5/$15.00
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The regularities described above are of quite general
ture as they are associated only with the dimensionality
the system and the existence of Fermi degeneracy in it.
main purpose of this research is to obtain a detailed pic
of electron–electron scattering in the two-dimensional c
for different values of the degeneracy parameterT/«F!1. In
the general case, the characteristic energy of nonequilibr
electrons should be taken in this inequality instead ofT,
counted from the Fermi level.

2. COLLISION INTEGRAL. RESPONSE FUNCTION

Let f be the nonequilibrium part of the electron distrib
tion. The integral of electron–electron collisions, lineariz
in f , can be presented in the form

Î f 52n f p1E d2p8npp8 f p8[2n f 1K̂ f . ~1!

Here,

n5n~p![E d2p8np8p , ~2!

npp85E d2p1d2p2H 2Wpp1p8p2

n~«!

n~«8!
n~«1!@12n~«2!#

3d~p1p12p82p2!d~«1«12«82«2!

2Wpp8p1p2

12n~«!

n~«8!
n~«1!n~«2!

3d~p1p82p12p2!d~«1«82«12«2!J .

The quantityWpp8p1p2
is proportional to the square of th

matrix element of interaction,«[«p ; «8[«p8 ; «1[«p1
;

© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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«2[«p2
; «p is the energy of an electron with momentump,

andn(«) is the equilibrium Fermi distribution.
Note that the kernelnpp0

of the operatorK̂ has the mean-
ing of a response function: it describes the change in
number of nonequilibrium quasiparticles in the statep due to
the presence of a nonequilibrium electron in the statep0 ~in
formula ~1!, f p8 should be replaced byd(p82p0)). The re-
sponse function~as well as the effect of the actionK̃ on any
function! consists of two parts, viz., the ‘‘hole’’~negative!
part describing the emergence of a nonequilibrium hole
the statep, and the ‘‘electron’’~positive definite! part:

npp0
52npp0

2 1npp0

1 , n2,n1.0. ~3!

For the sake of simplicity, we assume that«5p2/2m
~which is the exact energy–momentum relation for GaA
AlGaAs-based heterostructures! and disregard the relativel
weak dependence of the quantityW on its variables.~Nu-
merical calculations, which we shall not present here, sh
that the result does not change qualitatively if we use a m
realistic model forW.) In this case, we obtain from~2! («0

[«p0
)

npp0

2 5
n~«!

12n~«0!
WE d«2@««0 sin2 w2~«2«0!

3~«22«0!#21/2@12n~«2!#@12n~«01«2«2!#

3Q~«1«02«2!Q@««0 sin2 w2~«2«0!~«22«0!#,

~4!

npp0

1 5
12n~«!

12n~«0!
2WE d«2@««0 sin2 w2~«01«

22A««0 cosw!~«22«!#21/2n~«2!@12n~«01«2

2«!#Q~«01«22«!Q@««0 sin2 w2~«01«

22A««0 cosw!~«22«!#. ~5!

Here,w is the angle betweenp andp0 ~‘‘scattering angle’’!.
The ‘‘electron’’ part of npp0

is presented in terms of th
special functions Li1/2 ~polylogarithmic function to the bas
1/2):

npp0

1 52W
12n~«!

12n~«0! FexpS «02«

T D21G21

3H Li1/2F2expS 2
«2D2«F

T D G
2Li1/2F2expS 2

«02D2«F

T D G J , ~6!

where

D5
2m««0 sin2 w

up02pu2
. ~7!

It can be shown thatnpp0
is a sharp function of the angl

w in the case whenT,«02«F!«F . It follows from formulas
~4!–~7! that, in spite of the smallness ofT/«F and e0 , the
nonanalytic dependence ofnpp0

on these parameters makes
e

n

/

w
re

impossible to obtain a single asymptotic form for the r
sponse function in the entire range of the parameters« andw.
However, in a wide interval of anglesw, p2w@AT/«F,
Ae0, Ae, where«5(«2«F)/«F , e05(«02«F)/«F , we can
easily obtain an approximate expression:

npp0
.

W

pF
3 sin w H 2~«02«!@12n~«!#FexpS «02«

T D21G21

2~«01«22«F!n~«!FexpS «01«22«F

T D21G21J .

~8!

Thus, in the main approximation, the distribution of sc
tered electrons is found to be an even function ofp, i.e.,
invariant to the substitutionw→p2w ~by definition, the
anglew varies in the interval@0,p#!. Hence, in accordance
with the requirement of the momentum conservation for c
liding particles, the odd component ofnpp0

is concentrated in

the interval of anglesw, p2w<AT/«F, Ae0. This conclu-
sion is confirmed by numerical computations.

3. HIGH-ENERGY APPROXIMATION

For «02«F@T, the Fermi functions in the expressio
for npp0

can be replaced by appropriate step-functions. In t
case, the expression for the response function can be
sented in an explicit form:

npp0

2 5WQ~«01«22«F!Q~A~«02«!214««0 sin2 w

2«02«12«F!arcsin
«01«22«F

@~«02«!214«0« sin2 w#1/2,

~9!

npp0

1 54WQ~«2«F!
1

up02pu $Q~«F1D2«!A«F1D2«

2Q~«F1D2«0!A«F1D2«0%. ~10!

Figure 1 shows the dependence of the functionnpp0
on

the energy« and anglew, calculated by using formulas~9!
and ~10!, for different values ofe050.1 ~Fig. 1a! and
e050.32~Fig. 1b!. A comparison of the figures shows that
the parametere0 increases, the regions of enhanced conc
tration of holes in the vicinity ofw,p2w.0 become
broader.

Integratingnpp0
with respect to energy, we obtain th

scattering indicatrix

g0~w!5n21~e0!mE d«npp0
~11!

with an asymptotic behavior3:

g0~w!}sin21 w, w,p2w@Ae0. ~12!

For the normalization*dwg0(w)51 used in this case, the
quantity ug0(w)udw gives the probability of emergence of
nonequilibrium electron in the intervaldw for g0.0, or a
nonequilibrium hole forg0,0.
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The specific features of 2D relaxation can be see
clearly from the plots for scattering indicatrix shown in Fi
2a. Calculations were made by using formulas~9!–~11! for
different values of the parametere0 : 0.01 ~curve 1!, 0.1
~curve2!, and 1~curve3!. For the sake of comparison wit
the 3D case, curve4 shows the dependence obtained
Callaway’s method4 for the case when the odd part ofg0 is
simply proportional to cosw, and the even part is a constan

g0~w!5c1 cosw1c2 .

Here, the constantsc1 andc2 are determined from the law
of conservation of momentum and the number of partic
during collisions. Callaway’s approximation corresponds
the assumption that drift distribution is established in
electron system after several collisions. From the qualita
point of view, this approximation is valid for 3D systems.
Note that in contrast to the 2D case, the angular dependen
of the 3D scattering indicatrix depends weakly on the p
rametere0 . This fact is reflected in Callaway’s approxima
tion.

It can be seen from Fig. 2a that two-dimensional effe
are manifested significantly even fore050.1. In the first

FIG. 1. Dependence of the response functionnpp0
on energy« and anglew

betweenp andp0 in the high-energy approximation:e050.1 ~a!; 0.32 ~b!.
s
o
n
e

-

s

place, these are narrow beams of electrons flying in the
ward direction, and of holes flying backwards. The ho
flying backwards are concentrated in a narrow interval
anglesp2w,0.32 ~in complete accord with the theoretica
estimate3: p2w,Ae0.0.33).

The weak broadening of thep-odd part of the distribu-
tion as compared to the even part is specifically also aD
effect. The odd part of the scattering indicatrix is shown
Fig. 2b. Fore0.0.1, over 90% of the states from the od
part of distribution are concentrated in the intervalw,Ae0

.0.33. The even part is more smooth, and only 35%
states from this part are concentrated in this interval. Co
putations show that this difference between the odd and e
parts will be enhanced upon a decrease ine0 .

Figure 2 also shows some peculiarities of the scatter

FIG. 2. ~a! Scattering indicatrix of high-energy electronsg0(w) for e0

50.01 ~1!, 0.1 ~2!, 1 ~3!. Curve4 shows the result obtained by using Ca
laway’s method. The inset shows the small-angle region. A narrow beam
holes can be seen in the figure.~b! Odd component of the scattering indica
trix g0(w) for e050.1 ~1!, 1 ~2!.
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indicatrix that have not been observed earlier: a second
beam of electrons forw'p22Ae0, and a hole valley at the
smallest anglesw,0.1e0

3/2. An additional electron peak ob
served at anglesw'p22Ae0 is a purely 2D effect since it
is associated with rotations of nearly antiparallel pairs wit
characteristic angle of departure from antiparalleli
c;Ae0. ~According to Ref. 3,cDw<e0 , whereDw is the
angle of rotation of the pair.! The emergence of ‘‘holes’’ a
anglesw,0.1e0

3/2 is a consequence of the conservation law
the electron may give away its surplus energy to equilibri
partners only upon scattering at a finite angle. This effec
weakened for 3D systems in parametere0!1.

Figure 3 shows the angular dependence of the distr
tion f 1 of scattered electrons for an initial Gaussian distrib
tion f 0 :

f 1~w!5n21~e0!mE d«K̂ f 0 ,

f 0~p!}d~«p2«p0
!exp~2w2/s2!.

The conventionally used values.0.3 is characteristic
for experiments with beams injected into a two-dimensio
electron gas.5,6

Calculations show that the peculiarities of tw
dimensional electron–electron relaxation predicted in Re
are manifested completely right up to excitation energ
0.2«F . Considerable differences from the 3D case are ob-
served even for excitation energies of the order of«F .

4. RELAXATION OF THERMALIZED DISTRIBUTIONS

Let us consider the evolution of equilibrium~thermal-
ized! distributions in energy. In this case, the relaxation o
curs only in the angular variable. The nonequilibrium part
the distribution function has the form

f 5S 2
]n

]« Dx~w!,

while the scattering indicatrix is defined as

FIG. 3. Dependence of scattered electrons for initial Gaussian distribu
s50.3, e050.1 ~1!, 1 ~2!.
ry
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gT~w!5mn21~T!E d«K̂ f 0 , f 05S 2
]n

]« D d~w!. ~13!

Analytically, we can only obtain the asymptotic form

gT~w!.
p2mWn21~T!

3 S T

«F
D 2

sin21 w,

w,p2w@AT/«F. ~14!

Figure 4 shows the curves for the functiongT(w) con-
structed by using formulas~3!, ~4! and ~13!. It can be seen
that the main properties of the angular relaxation of therm
ized distributions qualitatively repeat the properties of t
high-energy distributions. ~According to qualitative
considerations,2,3 the best agreement is obtained forT/«F

;e0/3.) However, there is no hole valley for the smalle
scattering angles. The number of holes increases upon a
crease inT. This is hard to observe in Fig. 4~curve1! since
holes are concentrated in an extremely narrow interval
anglesp2w,0.1. The number of holes may be determin
from the requirement of conservation of the momentu
component parallel to the beam:

E dw~12cosw!gT~w!50.

We also considered the general case of finite temp
tures and an arbitrary initial electron energy«0 . A transition
from the high-energy limit to the temperature limit occurs
T;(«02«F)/3.

5. ONE-COLLISION APPROXIMATION

The results obtained above describe directly the evo
tion of electron distributions~beams! in the momentum
space during time periods that are small in comparison w
the characteristic timetee of electron–electron collisions. In
the one-collision approximation, the solution of the kine
equation

] f

]t
5 Î f , f ~ t50,p!5 f 0~p!, t!n21 ~15!

n,

FIG. 4. Scattering indicatrixgT(w) for thermalized electrons forT/«F

50.005~1!, 0.2 ~2!.
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has the form

f 5exp~2t Î ! f 0'~12tn! f 01tK̂ f 0 . ~16!

Note that, for high-energy beams with a characteris
energy («02«F)@T, the probability of a secondary collisio
is about an order of magnitude higher than the primary c
lision probability.2,3 This is due to the fact that the energy
the initial electron is redistributed between three partnersē
.321e0 , n( ē).322n(e0) @here ē5( «̄2«F)/«F , «̄ is the
characteristic energy of scattered electrons#. This allows us
to consider timest.n21(e0). From Eq.~16!, we obtain

f 5 f 02t~n2K̂ ! f 01
t2

2!
~n2K̂ !2f 02... . ~17!

Considering that

K̂n f 0;n~e0!K̂ f 0@nK̂ f 0;n~ē !K̂ f 0 , ~18!

we obtain in the main approximation intn( ē)!1

f .e2tn~e0! f 01~12e2tn~e0!!n21~e0!K̂ f 0 . ~19!

Obviously, for larger values of time when multiple co
lisions are significant, the role of two-dimensional effec
can only be enhanced. During a few collisions, the even
of the initial distributionf 0 becomes isotropic while the re
laxation of the odd part will occur during transport times th
are characteristic of small-angle processes.2,3

The one-collision approximation can also be used
considering problems about the variation of profile of a n
row beam as it departs from the injector to distances m
smaller thanl ee5vFtee. For a detailed comparison with th
experiment, however, we must consider a number of circu
stances that are beyond the scope of the present work~in
particular, the reflection of electrons and holes at
boundaries!.7 The results of preliminary calculations do n
contradict the experimental results.5,6

6. CONCLUSION

The main specific features of relaxation of electron d
tributions in a two-dimensional degenerate gas of electr
colliding with one another can be summarized as follows
c

l-

rt

t

r
-
h

-

e

-
s

~1! A weak broadening of the antisymmetric part of th
beam; emission of narrow beams of electrons flying
most parallel to the initial beam, and of holes flying
the opposite direction. These effects are manifested
e0<0.2 for the case of high energies, or forT/e0<0.1
for thermalized distributions. However, the effects r
main noticeable even fore0;T/«F;1.

~2! A ‘‘secondary beam’’ of electrons at angles close top
22Ae0. This effect can be observed either in quite hig
energy beams for values of parameters 3T/«F,e0

,0.2, or for thermalized distributions at very low tem
peraturesT/«F,0.1.

~3! A beam of holes flying in the forward direction at th
smallest angles (w,0.1e0

3/2). This effect is observed
only in high-energy beams fore0.3T/«F .
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Electron-impact desorption of metastable particles from CO films
H. Shi, P. Cloutier, and L. Sanche
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The impact of monochromatic low-energy electrons~4–52 eV! is found to induce desorption of
metastable particles~MP! from multilayer films formed by condensing CO gas on a
Pt~111! substrate held at 20 K. The results are compared with metastable production from
gaseous CO. Metastable CO (CO* ) is identified as the major desorbed species, its desorption is
discussed in terms of intramolecular to molecule-surface vibrational energy transfer.
Primary electronic excitation proceeds via the states,a83S1, d3D, e3S2, I 1S2, andD1D
which contribute to MP desorption directly or by first decaying in high vibrational levels of the
a3P configuration. The energy threshold of 8.0 eV for CO* desorption indicates that CO
in low vibrational levels of thea3P state does not desorb. Electronic excitation occurs either near
the surface of the CO film or in the bulk. In the latter case, excitonic motion to the surface
can be followed by CO* desorption. ©1998 American Institute of Physics.
@S1063-777X~98!00910-4#
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1. INTRODUCTION

Desorption from surfaces induced by electronic tran
tions ~i.e., DIET! is a complex process which procee
through a variety of steps including primary excitation, ev
lution of electronic excitation~propagation, localization, an
on-site evolution, etc.! and coupling of the electronic excita
tion to nuclear motion.1 While rather detailed knowledg
about DIET from rare gas solids has been obtained,1 DIET of
neutrals from molecular solids is not so well documented
to the additional channels involving coupling of rovibration
internal energy to the translational energy of the desorb
particle.

It is known that molecules are commonly produced a
desorbed by electronic excitation on grains in interstellar m
dia as well as on comet.2 CO is a common molecule in th
interstellar medium and a significant component in ste
and planetary atmospheres and comets.3 CO is chosen here
in our effort to understand DIET of cryogenic molecular s
ids. The selective detection of metastable particles~MP! pro-
vides a possibility for isolating particular processes. We
port high-resolution excitation functions and time-of-flig
~TOF! distributions of MP desorbed from low-temperatu
CO films by electron impact, with comparison to metasta
production of gaseous CO, in order to determine the ini
electronic excitation, the desorption species and their kin
energy. It is suggested that several vibrational excited C*
states contribute to the measured MP signal through intra
lecular to molecule-surface vibrational energy transfer.

2. EXPERIMENT

The experiment was performed in an ultra-high-vacu
system reaching a base pressure of210210 Torr. The
7421063-777X/98/24(10)/6/$15.00
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apparatus has been described in detail previously.4 A well-
collimated low-energy~0–52 eV, DE560 meV) electron
beam impinges on a Pt~111! single-crystal at 18° with re-
spect to the surface normal; the desorbed charged part
are repelled by concentric grids, whereas UV photons
desorbed MP passing through the grids are measured w
large area micro-channel plate array superimposed o
position-sensitive anode. The electronic energy threshold
the MP detection is estimated to lie slightly below 6 e
from the fact that N2* in the A3Su

1 and CO* in the aa3P
states can be detected by the micro-channel plates.4,5 The
energy of the vacuum level is calibrated60.3 eV by mea-
suring the onset of the target current as the voltage betw
the electron source and the target is slowly increased.
crystal, which is mounted on the tip of a closed-cycle heliu
cryostat, can be cooled to 20 K and cleaned by electr
heating and Ar bombardment. The target films are grown
the Pt~111! surface by dosing CO gas with a purity o
99.99%. The CO thickness is determined with an uncerta
of 650% and a reproductivity of610%.4

TOF measurements are performed by switching on
electron beam on for 10ms and subsequently recording th
arrival time of those particles which trigger the micr
channel plates. Emission of UV photons produces a pea
t50 followed by the arrival of the MP. The path length~d!
between the target and the detector is 5.260.1 cm. This pa-
rameter is related to the kinetic energyE(t) of the metastable
particles by the relation

E~ t !5
M

2 S d

t D
2

~1!
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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whereM is the mass of the metastable-particle~28 amu for
CO! andt is the time of flight. From this relation, we find th
resolution in translational energy

DE~ t !5
Md

t2 S Dd1
d

t
Dt D . ~2!

3. PREVIOUS WORK ON METASTABLE PRODUCTION
FROM CO

Our present knowledge on metastable production fr
CO by electron impact has been obtained essentially f
gas-phase experiments. A summary of these studies is g
here to facilitate the interpretation and discussion of our
sults in the next section. Our approach can be rationalize
the general similarities between the gas phase and
solid.6,7 Electron impact excitation of CO in CO films show
that the band positions are shifted to the red by only a
tenth meV, and the intensity distributions in the progressi
are well represented by the gas phase Franck-Con
factors.7 This is also true of CO excitation in light rare ga
~Ne, Ar! matrices.6 Lifetimes of excited CO states are sho
ened in Ne matrices due to nonradiative relaxation,6 but they
are not far from the radiative lifetimes in the gas phase.

Gas phase lifetimes of some CO excited states are li
in Table I. The lowest electronic excited state (a3P) has a
lifetime of 1 to 60 ms.8,9 This state has been found to provid
the dominant contribution to the total cross section for p
duction of metastable CO by electron impact.15 The X1S1

→a3P transition is a spin-forbidden transition and thea3P
state is excited by an electron exchange process or/and
cading from higher excited states.a3P production has a
threshold at about 6 eV, goes over a maximum located at
10 eV, and then decreases continuously with elect
energy.8,15–17 By direct observation of the Cameron Ban
system, Ajello reported that the maximum electron-imp
cross section fora3P at about 11 eV has a value of 1.
310216 cm2.16 The value of the peak cross section was
analyzed and raised to 1.5310216 cm2.17 Excitation of the
a83S1 andd3D states, with lifetimes of severalms,10 as well
as theb3S1 state can contribute to the metastable excitat
function via thea3P state;15 i.e., througha83S1→a3P,
Asundi bands,d3D→a3P triplet bands andb3S1→a3P,
the third positive band.

A higher metastable state lying around 10 eV has b
observed by several investigators.8,12,13,18–20Olmstedet al.,18

using a silver-magnesium alloy surface detector, observe
strongly rising cross section with an onset at 10.5 eV a

TABLE I. Lifetimes of some CO excited states in the gas phase.

CO
state

a3P a83S1 d3D e3S2 b3S1 I 1S2 and
D1D

Life-
time

1–60 msa 4–10msb 3–7 msb 3–8 msb 60 nsc
80 or 97msd

up to 1se

aFrom Refs. 8 and 9;
bfrom Ref. 10;
cfrom Ref. 11;
dfrom Refs. 12 and 13;
efrom Ref. 14.
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estimated the lifetime of this metastable states to be of
order of 100ms. They proposed that this might be theb3S1

state. Using Penning-ionization detection, Cermak20 estab-
lished the existence of two metastable states, one with
energy in the range 9.2–10.2 eV and the other with an
ergy >10.2 eV. Borst and Zipf8 derived the excitation cros
section of the higher lying state by subtracting from the to
excitation cross section the cross section of thea3P state,
observed by Ajello,16 giving a threshold at 10.4 eV. The
estimated the lifetime to be 150ms, and precluded theb3S1

state, which has a lifetime of 60 ns.11 Later, Wellset al.12

located the threshold at 9.5 eV and determined the sta
lifetime to be 97ms at 15 eV. They also deduced an electr
impact cross section of 3310218 cm2 at 15 eV and proposed
the D1D and I 1S2 states as possible metastable states.

Mason and Newell13 isolated the higher lying metastab
state from the influence of thea3P state by using a channe
electron multiplier having a work function of about 8 eV
The threshold excitation energy was determined to be 9
eV and the lifetime was deduced to be 80ms for incident
energies between threshold and 35 eV which slightly
creases to 70ms at electron energies above 40 eV. Maximu
cross section was evaluated to be 3310218 cm2 at 16 eV.
They assigned the MP production to direct excitation of
I 1S2 state.

Electron impact on CO can also result in the formati
of metastable carbon and oxygen atoms from dissocia
excitation. Wells et al.21 observed metastable fragmen
composed of long-lived high-Rydberg carbon and oxyg
atoms and O(5S0) atoms with kinetic energies ranging from
0 to 25 eV, for impact energies in the range of 0 to 300 e
Eight discernible TOF peaks were observed. The lowest
pearance potential was found at 20 eV. An electron-imp
cross section of 2310218 cm2 at 190 eV was deduced fo
the production of metastable fragments assuming that* ,
C* , and O(5S0) have equal cross sections. Barnettet al.22

found only one peak in kinetic energy distributions for t
metastable oxygen fragments from carbon monoxide. T
peak kinetic energy increases from 3.75 at 40 eV to 4.69
60 eV. LeClair et al.23 detected O(1S) production with a
threshold at 16 eV and a maximum cross section
5310219 cm2 at 100 eV.

Becker et al.24 investigated Cameron bands lumine
cence from CO-doped solid Ar using synchrotron radiat
and thermally stimulated luminescence. They observed w
lines at 8 eV in the excitation spectrum which corresponds
direct photoexcitation of the matrix isolated CO by spi
allowed singlet transitionsX 1S1→A 1P. Electronic exci-
tation of CO by energy transfer from excitons of the mat
was seen between 12–14 eV. They attributed the strong
crease in luminescence just above 21 eV as due
CO* (a3P) production by inelastic scattering of low-energ
photoelectrons. In the same system, Bahrdtet al.25 found a
CO metastable state at about 11 eV with a lifetime of ab
15 ms. It was assigned to a CO quintet state populated n
radiatively after excitation of a Rydberg state.

Thresholds for electron stimulated desorption~ESD! of
neutral (ground-state1metastable) molecules from sever
molecular solid films, including solid CO, were reported
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Rakhovskaiaet al.26 Desorption thresholds appeared at d
tinct electron energies: for CO it was about 6 eV and
signed to excitation of thea3P state. ESD signals below th
electronic excitation threshold were smaller by a factor
250. The desorption mechanism is believed to be conver
of electronic to vibrational and finally to translational ener
via radiationless decay. More recently, Scheueret al.27 and
Wurm et al.28 investigated the correlation of internal excit
tions and substrate-adsorbate coupling for CO molecules
sorbed from metallic and Xe surfaces by 150 eV elect
impact. They attributed the strong yield of desorbed grou
state CO in high vibrational states to quenching, by the m
substrate, of CO* molecules which are dissociative with re
spect to both the C-O bond and the molecule-surface bo

Desorption of ground-state neutrals from solid CO a
has also been investigated by excitation with energ
ions;29,30the yield was found to have a quadratic depende
on the electronic stopping power of the incident particl
Chriseyet al.30 concluded that this dependence is intrinsic
the electronic energy conversion process in CO, i.e., intrin
to the energy transfer process which sets molecules in
tion. However, they did not identify the molecular state
volved.

Low energy electron stimulated MP desorption has b
investigated in our laboratory for various condens
films.4,31–33In the case of CO, only the yield function of M
desorption for a 50 monolayer~ML ! film has been reported
between 5 and 19 eV.32 In this paper, we report the results o
experiments performed on the thickness dependence o
MP yield within the 4–52 eV electron energy range, a
those obtained from the TOF distributions recorded at diff
ent impact energies within that range.

4. RESULTS

The metastable yield functions of CO films are shown
Fig. 1 for various CO thicknesses. The curves are simila
shape for film thicknesses larger than 2 ML. For all C
thicknesses, there is a common MP desorption threshol
8.0 eV, and the yield increases continuously with elect
energy, exhibiting a broad peak at about 16 eV. These res
are in agreement with those previously reported for 5–19
electrons impinging on a 50-ML CO film.32

TOF distributions of desorbed MP were measured w
different incident electron energy within the 10 to 50 e
range. Apart from the small but sharp peak att50 due to
UV photon emission, each distribution exhibits a single TO
peak; the line shape of all distribution curves are very sim
to each other. In Fig. 2, TOF results are shown for a 50-M
CO film for incident energies of 11, 15 and 50 eV, while t
integrated peak area is plotted in the insert as a function
electron energy. The later reproduces very well the shap
the metastable yield functions recorded for thicknesses la
than 2 ML shown in Fig. 1. The MP distribution peak
about 4565 ms corresponds to a kinetic energy of 19
650 meV for CO* . With increasing electron energy, there
a slight shift in the rising slope of TOF distributions whic
indicates that higher energy MP are being fed into the dis
bution with increasing electron energy. The yield of CO* as
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a function of film thickness is shown in Fig. 3 for inciden
electron energies of 26 and 46 eV.

5. DISCUSSION

Below the electron energy of 20 eV, any detected M
signal should arise from metastable carbon monox
(CO* ). Although LeClairet al.23 detected an onset for th
production of O(1S) at 16 eV, the internal energy of thi
state of 4.17 eV is too low to trigger our MP detector. T
O(5S0) state possesses an excitation energy of 9.14 eV a

FIG. 1. Metastable carbon monoxide (CO* ) desorption yields induced by
4–52 eV electrons impinging on CO films of different thicknesses indica
in monolayers~ML !.

FIG. 2. Normalized time of flight~TOF! distributions of CO* desorbed by
the impact of 11-, 15-, and 50-eV electrons on a 50-ML CO film. T
integrated TOF peak area are shown in the insert as a function of inci
electron energy.
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lifetime of 180ms, but it is not produced below 20 eV.21 The
threshold energy of 8 eV shown in Fig. 1 is higher than t
of 6 eV for the metastable (a3P) production for gaseous
CO.8,15 It indicates that no significant quantities of CO in th
a3P state desorb from a CO film for impact energies b
tween 6–8 eV. Thus, the threshold corresponding toa3P
excitation reported by Rakhovskaiaet al.26 in the neutral CO
desorption yield from solid CO must arise essentially fro
CO molecules in their groundstate.

At low electron-impact energies, the desorption proc
must be simple since ionization, desorption of dissociat
fragments, and desorption via collision cascade can be
cluded. There are only three possibilities for the desorpt
of excited molecules from a molecular solid at low energi
In one case, the excited molecule at the surface has an en
higher than in the gas phase. Motion along a repuls
molecule-surface potential-energy curve can lead to acce
tion and desorption of the excited molecule. This is cal
the cavity expulsion mechanism. In crystals with a posit
electron affinity, the excited particle is not expelled owing
the attractive interaction of the excited-orbit electron clo
with the neighboring atoms. Solid CO has a positive elect
affinity34 which rules out MP desorption through cavi
expulsion.35 Another possibility is local repulsive CO*-CO
interaction near the film surface which could lead to CO*
ejection in vacuum~dimeric ejection!. This is impossible at
low energies for CO because all of the valence CO exc
states lie at lower energies in condensed CO than in gas
CO.7 The only possibility left is desorption via intramolecu
lar to molecule-surface vibrational energy transfer. Direct
citation to thea3P state only produces low intramolecula
vibrational quanta (n50 – 4)7 which may not allow suffi-
cient energy transfer to the molecule-surface bond during

FIG. 3. CO* signal intensity as a function of CO thickness, deduced fr
Fig. 1.
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lifetime of the state to induce desorption.36 This may ex-
plains the lack of CO* desorption in the 6–8 eV range.

For a given electronic transition, the vibrational popu
tion of the CO molecules is determined by the Franc
Condon factors. From potential-energy diagrams of CO a
known molecular constants,37 excitation to thea83S1, d3D,
e3S2, I 1S2, andD1D states is expected to be in high v
brational levels. Rosenkranz and Kirby14 calculated the
Franck–Condon overlaps which peak atn514 and 15 for the
I andD states, respectively. For thea83S1 state, vibrational
levels n57 – 24 lie within the Franck–Condon region, th
n58 level corresponds to our threshold of 8 eV for me
stable CO desorption observed in the present experim
According to the near-threshold excitation spectrum of C
multilayers,7 thea83S1 state is the only one produced with
non-negligible amplitude by 8–10-eV electrons. We the
fore ascribe the MP yield in the range 8–10 eV to init
excitation to that state. Above 10 eV, thed3D, e3S2, I 1S2,
and D1D states can also be excited by electron impact a
therefore they are expected to be involved in MP desorpt

The CO* molecules may desorb directly in these sta
or first decay into high vibrational levels of thea3P configu-
ration, depending on the rate of energy transferred from
tramolecular vibration to the molecule-surface bond. T
energy transfer is thus strongly dependent on the lifetime
the initial excited state,38,39 but also on the amount of libra
tional motion and vibrational energy of the excite
molecule36 and the surface temperature. CO with its hi
vibrational frequencies and small rotational constants
long vibrational relaxation times in the ground state, rang
from milliseconds to seconds depending on environment
other parameters.40 Since the nonradiative contribution to th
relaxation process is multiphonon,41 we may expect energy
transfer to molecular-surface bond to have similar tim
scales. However, in the excited states, the higher vibratio
energy content and the stronger molecule-surface bond
lead to shorter times for such a transfer. In fact, recent th
dimensional quantum calculations on CO physisorbed o
NaCl~100! rigid surfaces36 show that significant desorptio
of the molecule can occur within picosecond times for init
librational quanta as small as 2, provided translational m
tion due to temperature is taken into account. Unfortunat
no such calculation exists for the case of CO on CO at cr
genic temperatures which would allow to determine if t
lifetimes given in Table are sufficient for desorption of CO*
before decay to thea3P state, when all the factors prev
ously mentioned are taken into account. Although it is w
established that CO desorption can occur as the resu
energy transfer from intramolecular to molecule surface
sorption modes, we cannot with present experimental
theoretical evidence determine the state of desorption
CO* . We therefore limit our discussion to the configuratio
which are initially excited by electron impact. In any cas
CO* is likely to reach our detector in thea3P configuration.
The other triplet states, having lifetimes of severalms,10 can
be radiatively de-excited into the low-lyinga3P state during
the TOF. The lifetimes forI 1S2 andD1D states were mea
sured to be 80 or 97ms, respectively,12,13but the lifetimes of
the low-lying vibrational levels of these states are very lo
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~up to 1 s! due to the small transition energies to theA1P
state.14 Since the desorption by vibrational energy trans
lowers the vibrational levels of desorbed CO* , it may be
possible that the desorbed metastables inI andD states live
sufficiently long ~presumably several hundredms! to arrive
at the detector.

Using the R-matrix method, Morgan and Tennyso42

have calculated electron-impact excitation cross sections
the lowest seven electronically excited states of CO in
energy range 6–18 eV. A sharp electron resonance fea
(2P) is found at 10.4 eV for thea83S1 configuration, and
thed3D results show a shoulder at about 11 eV due to a2F
resonance.42 For energy above 12 eV, the cross sections
the a83S1, d3D, ande3S2 states are of the same order
magnitude while for theI 1S2 andD1D states, they are abou
5 times smaller. Interestingly, they have compared the e
tation of the higher metastablesI 1S2 and D1D states with
the measurement of Mason and Newell13 and found roughly
the same shape, with a maximum located near 16 eV. C
sections for the excitation of all metastables, i.e., thea, a8, d,
e, I, and D states, exhibits a maximum at 9 eV due to t
major contribution from thea3P state and a second max
mum at about 15.5 eV.42 The first maximum is not expecte
to be observed in our experiments since it is dominated
direct excitation of thea3P state which does not directl
contribute to MP desorption from CO films. However, co
sidering that the near-threshold electron-impact excita
spectrum of CO is similar in both phases,7 we expect the
energy dependence sum of the calculated cross section
the a83S1, d3D, e3S2, I 1S2, and D1D states to have
roughly the same shape~except the resonance features f
the a83S1 andd3D states! as that of the MP yield function
for CO films below 20 eV. We therefore ascribe the bro
peak at 16 eV in Fig. 1 to contributions from initial excita
tion of these states. Above 16 eV, MP yield from a CO fi
increases further while it decreases for gaseous CO.
difference for solid and gas phase excitation possibly ar
from multiple inelastic scattering of electrons in solids.

There is a slight shift in the TOF distributions in Fig.
with increasing electron energy. This is not expected from
CO* signal originating from a single electronically excite
state. Thus, the MP signal is believed to arise from an
mixture of CO* configurations whose relative contributio
changes slightly with electron energy, assuming that the
yield at 50 eV is still dominated by molecular desorptio
This is in agreement with our discussion that the sta
a83S1, d3D, e3S2, I 1S2, and D1D are all possibly in-
volved.

Above 20 eV, metastable carbon and oxygen atoms
observed in CO excitation in the gas phase.21–23 If produced
in highly excited states~e.g., oxygen in the5S0 state! these
fragments could be detected in our experiments. Since
are created with eV’s of kinetic energy they are expected
produce a signal between 8–15ms ~4–1 eV! in the TOF
distributions, a time domain where the magnitude of the M
yield is minimal. Hence, we suggest that highly excited
oms do not contribute significantly to the MP yields fro
condensed CO~i.e., the MP signal, produced by incide
energy up to 50 eV, is essentially due to CO* desorption!. In
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the gas phase, however, the cross section for the produc
of atomic MP is of the order of 10218 cm2, which is compa-
rable to that of the production of CO* in I and D
states.12,13,21–23The fact that we do not observe noticeab
atomic MP desorption may be caused by preferential de
citation of highly excited C and/or O atoms in the bulk a
near the surface or deexcitation of dissociative states
bound states before complete separation of the C and O
oms, as suggested by Scheueret al.27 Deexcitation of meta-
stable atoms can occur by recombination, by excitation
ergy transfer between the atomic MP and the CO molecu
as well as other radiationless decay and radiative transiti
Some of these processes may involve kinetic energy
induce collision cascade sputtering of neutral~ground-state!
CO or desorption of ground state carbon and oxygen ato
which we cannot detect.

On the other hand, molecular CO* produced in the bulk
is expected to contribute to the MP desorption by exci
motion. Analysis of the data in Fig. 1 indicates that, with
the 10–52 eV range, the MP signal increases more or
linearly with CO thickness between 2 and 10 ML; above
ML, the rate of increase reduces with a tendency tow
saturation above 20 ML. This behavior is shown in Fig. 3
incident energies of 26 and 46 eV.

Using the mathematical expression developed to exp
the dynamics of MP desorption from N2 films,33 we obtain
for a given incident electron energy the following express
for the CO* yield (Yd) of a film of thicknessT ~expressed in
ML !:

Yd}Pd(
L51

T

$PCO* @M ,I e~L !# f ~L !%, ~3!

wherePd is the desorption probability of CO* at the surface
during a given time interval;PCO* is the probability to form
CO* , which is a function of the electronic excitation matr
elementsM and electron beam intensityI e at a distanceL
from the surface;f (L) is the exciton-motion function which
reflects the probability of an exciton to move to the surfa
Comparing the results of Fig. 3 to Eq.~3!, we see thatYd

increases withT, indicating a contribution to the MP yield
from CO excitation in the bulk.f (L) is necessarily non-zero
for CO thicknesses up to 50 ML. Furthermore, these res
can be interpreted as due to a CO* yield directly propor-
tional to the summation of CO layers in Eq.~3!, with PCO*
and f (L) being independent of thickness in the range 2<T
<10 ML. The slower increase above 10 ML is probably t
results of electron-beam attenuation, which reducesPCO* ,
and/or a reduction off (L).

6. CONCLUSION

Low-energy electron stimulated desorption of metasta
particles from CO multilayer films exhibits a threshold at
eV which suggests direct excitation of thea83S1 state fol-
lowed by desorption in either thea8 or a3P state via in-
tramolecular to molecular-surface vibrational energy tra
fer. Similarly, the statesd3D, e3S2, I 1S2, and D1D, are
believed to be the first excited and contribute to the M
signal by the same energy-transfer mechanism. In this c
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desorption may also be preceded by decay into high vib
tional levels of thea3P state. Excitation of CO* in the bulk
also results in MP desorption through exciton motion. D
sorption of metastable atoms in highly excited states is n
ligible in the electron energy range 0–52 eV. Finally, w
note that, besides their interest to DIET processes, inves
tions such as the present one, may also be of value in
interpretation of luminescence data generated by photo43

or charged particles44 of sufficient energy to produce low
energy electrons.

This work was sponsored by the Medical Resea
Council of Canada.
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Surface and quasi-surface phonons and transformation waves in a hexagonal crystal
A. M. Kosevich and S. E. Savotchenko
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A simple model of the dynamics of a layered crystal having a hexagonal lattice with weak
interaction of atoms in neighboring basal planes is formulated. Vibrations propagating in
the basal plane with displacement vectors lying in the same plane are investigated.
Energy–momentum relations are obtained for low-frequency~Rayleigh type! as well as high-
frequency~gap-mode! vibrations localized at the free surface. The region of existence
of quasi-surface phonons, whose boundaries are determined to a considerable extent by the shape
of constant-frequency surfaces for two branches of bulk vibrations is determined. It is
shown that peculiarities in the interaction of elastic waves with the crystal surface appear in the
bulk spectrum at certain frequencies. The dispersion curves for surface vibrations separated
from the continuous spectrum have a continuation in this spectrum in the form of dependences
corresponding to transformation of a transverse wave into a longitudinal one. The effect of
a surface monolayer of impurity atom on localized and pseudolocalized vibrations is investigated.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01010-X#
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INTRODUCTION

Many applications of multilayered crystal system
formed on the basal of resonant properties require infor
tion on peculiarities in the vibrational spectrum associa
with planar defects. The simplest 2D defect in a crystal is its
surface with alien atoms absorbed on it. It is well known th
localized waves of the Rayleigh type, whose penetrat
depth into the bulk of the crystal is usually small, can eme
near the crystal surface. The position of possible frequen
of localized waves is determined to a considerable exten
the spectrum of bulk vibrations of the crystal.

Surface waves in continuous media~in the long-wave
approximation! and in the crystal lattice were studied b
many authors. We shall mention here only the publi
tions1–8 close in content to the present paper.

This research aims at a detailed analysis of the spect
of surface and pseudosurface waves emerging in an an
tropic crystal near the surface as well as various types
transformation waves with peculiar frequency dependen
in the spectrum of bulk vibrations. The term pseudosurfac
applied to two-partial elastic vibrations near the surface w
basically different behavior of the two components~parts!.
One of them~pseudolongitudinal part! is localized near the
surface, while the other~pseudotransverse part! has the form
of a standing wave existing in the entire half-space. T
interest in such vibrations grew when it was found that th
determine the resonant properties of scattering of a tra
verse wave by the planar defect. The ‘‘transformation
7481063-777X/98/24(10)/9/$15.00
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waves’’ includes conditionally the scattering of elastic wav
at the crystal surface, during which an incident transve
wave, for example, is reflected in the form of a purely lo
gitudinal wave. Another example is a process in which
incident transverse~longitudinal! wave is reflected in the
form of a purely transverse~longitudinal! wave. Since elastic
vibrational modes which are independence in the bulk
interrelated at the surface in the case of standard scatte
processes, the above-mentioned ‘‘transformation’’ can oc
only under special conditions connecting frequency with
wave vector of the wave.

We consider a crystal with a simple hexagonal lattice
which the interactions of atoms in the basal planexz and
along the sixth-order symmetry axisy are different, the
atomic interaction in thexz plane being assumed to be co
siderably stronger than the interaction between atoms
neighboring basal planes. We shall describe vibrations po
ized in the basal plane by using a model in which the stro
interaction between only the nearest neighbors in thexz
plane is taken into account, while the interaction betwe
atoms in neighboring basal planes is not manifested
plane wave propagates in a direction perpendicular to
sixth-order axis.

Thus, the model of an anisotropic crystal applied in
analysis of vibrations polarized in a basal plane and pro
gating in the same plane can be reduced to the model
two-dimensional hexagonal lattice with central interacti
between nearest neighbors. The surface bounding the cr
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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contains a sixth-order axis and is perpendicular to the b
plane.

The analysis includes the effect of a monolayer of ato
absorbed at the surface on the spectrum of surface and
nant vibration of the crystal.

1. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND ENERGY–MOMENTUM
RELATION FOR BULK VIBRATIONS

We consider a two-dimensional hexagonal lattice w
atomic spacingd ~Fig. 1!. Each site in such a lattice contain
a sixth-order symmetry axis. The positions of atoms
characterized by the coordinatesx and z, the x-axis being
directed towards the nearest neighbor. The interaction
tween all nearest atoms is the same and is characterize
the force constanta. We choose an atom located at the orig
~0,0! whose six nearest neighbors have the following coo
nates~we assume for simplicity thatd51!:

h15~1,0!, h25S 1

2
,
)

2 D , h35S 2
1

2

)

2 D ,

h45~21,0!, h55S 2
1

2
,2
)

2 D , h65S 1

2
,2
)

2 D .

In this case, the potential energy of interaction between
chosen atom and its nearest neighbors can be written in
form

U5
a

2 (
n

@d l ~n!#2, ~1!

where the elongation is

d l ~x,z!5A@x1Dux~x,z!#21@z1Duz~x,z!#221;

the incrementDui(x,z)5ui(x,z)2ui(0,0), and the summa
tion is carried out over all the nearest neighbors. With
potential energy in the form~1!, we can easily write the
equation of motion for harmonic vibrations of atoms:

FIG. 1. Choice of nearest neighbors in the basal plane of a hexag
crystal.
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H m

a

]2ux

]t2 523ux~0,0!1
1

4
@ux~h2!1ux~h3!1ux~h6!

1ux~h5!#1
)

4
@uz~h2!1uz~h6!2uz~h5!

2uz~h3!#1ux~h1!1ux~h4!,
~2!

m

a

]2uz

]t2 523uz~0,0!1
3

4
@uz~h2!1uz~h3!1uz~h6!

1uz~h5!#1
)

4
@ux~h2!1ux~h6!

2ux~h3!2ux~h5!#.

We begin with an analysis of intrinsic bulk vibrations o
a perfect lattice. We choose the displacement of interes
the form

u~x,z!5u0ei ~kx1qz2vt !. ~3!

Substituting~3! into the equations of motion~2!, we obtain a
system of homogeneous algebraic equations in compon
of the vectoru0 ~the subscript ‘‘0’’ will be omitted in order
to simplify notation!:

H uxS l2514 cos2
k

2
1cos

k

2
cos
)q

2 D
2uz) sin

k

2
sin
)q

2
50,

~4!

ux) sin
k

2
sin
)q

2
2uzS l2313 cos

k

2
cos
)q

2 D50,

where l5mv2/a. Relations~4! lead to the characteristic
equation

~l2514a21ab!~l2313ab!53~12a2!~12b2!,
~5!

wherea[cos(k/2), b[cos()q/2). Equation~5! quadratic in
l defines two independent branches of bulk vibratio
which will be henceforth referred to a the pseudolongitudi
~upper branchl ! and pseudotransverse~lower branch t!
branches.

The continuous spectrum of bulk vibrations consists
two partially overlapping branches, whose energ
momentum relations can be found from the characteri
equation~5!:

l l ,t~k,q!52@22a~a1b!#6AD,
~6!

D54@22a~a1b!#223@423a21b222ab~322a2!#,

where the plus and minus signs correspond to thel -branch
and t-branch, respectively.

It is convenient to choose the principal Brillouin zon
for the hexagonal lattice under investigation as follow
2(2p/)),q,(2p/)), 22p,k,2p. The frequency
spectra of bulk harmonic vibrations~6! as functions of the
wave vectork in the limits 0,k,p and 0,q,2p/) are
shown in Fig. 2~hatched regions!. Curve 1 is the lower
boundary of the continuous spectrum, which is the envel

al
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of the curvesl5l(k,q) corresponding to minimum value
of l for eachk. Curves2 and3 denote the upper boundary o
the pseudotransverse branch corresponding toq52p/).
Curve4 marks the lower boundary of the pseudolongitudin
branch, while curve5 is the upper boundary of th
pseudolongitudinal branch, which is also an envelope co
sponding to the maximum values ofl for eachk.

The continuous spectrum of bulk vibrations has a hig
frequency gap adjoining the Brillouin zone boundary a
formed by the intersection of the lower boundary curve
the pseudolongitudinal branch and the upper boundary c
for the pseudotransverse branch at the pointl0(k0)53(1
1))/2 for k052 arccos@()21)/2#.

Since each site of the hexagonal lattice lies on the six
order symmetry axis, all equations of motion, and hence
energy–momentum relations in the range of small value
wave numbers~long-wave approximation! must be trans-
formed into the equations of the theory of elasticity for
isotropic solid. Indeed, expanding expression~6! for k!1,
we can obtain long-wave energy–momentum relations
bulk vibrations, which readily lead to the velocityc5v/k of
transverse and longitudinal acoustic waves propagating
the bulk of the crystal:

ct
25

3a

8m
, cl

25
9a

8m
. ~7!

Thus, the relation between the longitudinal and transve
velocities of sound in the model under consideration iscl

5)ct . In other words, the vibrations of the hexagonal cry
tal under consideration are equivalent to vibrations of
isotropic solid with the Lame´ coefficients l5m53a/8,
which corresponds to the Poisson coefficients5l/@2(l
1m)#51/4.

FIG. 2. Frequency spectra of bulk vibrations~hatched regions!, of surface
wavesS1andS2, and of transformation wavesB1, B2, B3 andB4 as func-
tions of the wave vectork. The vertical hatching corresponds to pseud
ransverse branch, while the slanted hatching corresponds to the ps
longitudinal branch.
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2. EFFECT OF FREE SURFACE ON THE CONTINUOUS
FREQUENCY SPECTRUM OF BULK VIBRATIONS
OF CRYSTAL

Let us suppose that a crystal fills the half-spacez>0. In
this case, we simulate the free surface by the break in
interaction between atoms of the boundary layerz50 and
the nearest layer withz,0. The equations of motion fo
atoms in the boundary layer which play the role of t
boundary conditions to the bulk equations~2! in the problem
under consideration have the form

H m

a

]2ux

]t2 52
3

2
ux~0,0!1ux~h1!1ux~h4!1

1

4
@ux~h2!

1ux~h3!#1
)

4
@uz~h2!2uz~h3!#,

~8!
m

a

]2uz

]t2 52
3

2
uz~0,0!1

3

4
@uz~h2!1uz~h3!#

1
)

4
@ux~h2!2ux~h3!#.

Since two waves can propagate in the crystal latt
along thex-axis, the displacement vector can be written
the form

ux~x,z!5~ute
iqtz1ule

iqlz!ei ~kx2vt !,
~9!

ux~x,z!5~G t t
ute

iqtz1G lule
iqlz!ei ~kx2vt !,

where the eigenvectors of the bulk equations~4! are given by

Gm5
uzm

uxm
5

l2514a21abm

A3~12a2!~12bm
2 !

5
A3~12a2!~12bm

2 !

l2313abm
,

~10!

m5 l ,t, and the roots of the characteristic equation~5! for the
corresponding vibrational branches are

bm5
1

3
$a@922~l13a2!#6Ad%,

~11!

d5a2@922~l13a2!#223@l214l~a222!13~423a2!#.

Substituting the expressions for the components of
displacement vector~9! into the boundary equations~8!, we
obtain the system of homogeneous algebraic equations in
vibrational amplitudes in the surface wave:

(
m5 l ,t

uuCj m50, ~ j 51,2!, ~12!

where the matrix elementsCj m (m5 l ,t) have the form

C1m5
9

2
2l24a22

1

2
@a1 iGmA3~12a2!#~bm

1Abm
2 21!, ~13!

do-
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C2m5H 3

2
@a~bm1Abm

2 21!21#1lJ Gm

2 i
1

2
A3~12a2!~bm1Abm

2 21!.

The conditions of solvability of the system of equations~12!
lead to the following equation for finding possible values
l:

C1tC2l2C1lC2t50. ~14!

In the long-wave limit, the dispersion equation~14! is trans-
formed into the well-known equation for the phase veloc
(c5v/k) of a Rayleigh wave in the isotropic half-space2:

4k tk l5S 22
c2

ct
2D 2

k2, ~15!

wherekm5kA12c2/cm
2 , m5 l ,t. The parametersk l andk t

characterize the rates of decrease of the longitudinal
transverse mode respectively:um(x,z)5um

0 exp(2kmz)eikx.
Equation~15! defines the phase velocity of an ordinary Ra
leigh wave localized at the free surface of an isotropic so
and having a velocitycR whose square is given by

cR
25ct

22S 12
1

)
D .

A similar result was obtained for a two-dimensional squ
lattice in Ref. 12. The phase velocity of a surface wave w
arbitraryk cannot be written in explicit form. For any valu
of k, however, the energy–momentum relation for this s
face wave can be obtained by numerical methods. The c
corresponding to this relation is shown in Fig. 2~curveS1!.

It is well known that the type of spatial decrease of
localized wave is determined by the shape of the cross
tion of the constant-frequency surface.11 If the constant-
frequency sections are convex relative to the direction
propagation, the vibrations decrease monotonically towa
the bulk of the crystal, while in the case of nonconvex cro
sections the surface waves can only be ‘‘generalized.’’ D
placements in a generalized surface wave, which decr
towards the bulk, oscillate with a certain characteristic wa
length determined by the shape of the nonconvex const
frequency surface.

For k,p/2, the waveS1decreases monotonically, whil
in the intervalp/2,k,p the decrease of vibrations inS1
oscillates since the wave numbersqm have both real and
imaginary components, and the wave becomes a genera
Rayleigh wave.

The limiting value of frequency of surface vibrations f
this low-frequency wave at the boundary of the Brillou
zone (k5p) is given byls

(low)(p)532).
Apart from the wave of the Rayleigh type, a localize

high-frequency gap waveS2also exists in the range of wav
numbers close to the Brillouin zone boundary~Fig. 2!. The
waveS2 is an ordinary surface wave attenuating monoto
cally from layer to layer. It was found that curveS2 origi-
nates at the pointl0(k0)53(11))/2 for k052 arccos@()
21)/2# of the continuous spectrum~the point of intersection
f

nd
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e
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ve
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f
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s
-
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-
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ed
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of the lower boundary of the pseudolongitudinal and the
per boundary of the pseudotransverse branches of bulk vi
tions! and terminates at the Brillouin zone boundary, whe
l2

(gap)(p)531).
In addition to the roots corresponding to real-valuedkm

~i.e., waves decreasing exponentially towards the bulk of
crystal!, Eq. ~15! has roots in the region of continuous spe
trum (c.cl), corresponding to imaginarykm . These roots
correspond tokm5 iqm under the necessary conditionqtql

,0 ~qt and ql must have opposite signs!. Such solutions
correspond, for example, to a process in which a pseu
ransverse wave exp(iqtz)e

2 ivt is incident on the surface
while the pseudolongitudinal wave exp(iqlz)e

(2 ivt) is re-
flected from it, or vice versa. Such a transformation of
wave into the one with the different polarization is known
the theory of elasticity as the wave transformation dur
reflection at the surface,8 and the corresponding dispersio
equation~15! in this case can be naturally referred to as t
transformation equation. Equation~15! has two solutions
corresponding to the velocity of propagation of waves be
transformed at the free surface towards the bulk of the c
tal:

c1
25ct

22S 11
1

)
D , c2

254ct
2. ~16!

This corresponds to velocity values for transformation wa
in an isotropic half-space with a Poisson coefficie
s51/4.8

A wave propagating with the velocityc1 is incident on
the crystal surface at an angleu1t5arctan(112/))1/2 ~the
angle of incidence is defined as tanu5qm /k, m5 l ,t! and is
reflected at an angleu1t5arctan@1/3(2/)21)#1/2. A wave
propagating at a velocityc2 is incident on the surface at a
angleu2t5p/3 and is reflected at an angleu2l5p/6.

Naturally, the coefficient of reflection of a transverse~or
longitudinal! wave at the surface vanishes at the values
preferred frequenciesv15c1k and v25c2k. It should be
noted that the obtained results do not depend on the typ
the wave~transverse or longitudinal! incident on the surface
and reflected from it.

An analysis of the bulk energy–momentum relation~6!
shows that both branches contain regions in which const
frequency curves in thekq plane are convex~Fig. 3a! as well
as regions of a nonconvex shape, in which a given value
the wave vectork corresponds to more than two wave num
bers q corresponding to a certain vibrational bran
~Fig. 3b!. Consequently a transformation of waves involvin
a changet↔ l can take place in regions of the typeT1, while
in regions of the typeT2 waves are transformed withou
changing the branch:ql

(1)↔ql
(2) .

Figure 2 shows wave transformation curves for an ar
trary value of the wave vectork ~curvesB1 andB2!. It was
found that curveB1 arrives at the same pointl0(k0) of the
continuous spectrum at which the curveS2 of the surface
wave originates~the point of intersection of the lower bound
ary of the pseudolongitudinal and the upper boundary
pseudotransverse branches of bulk vibrations!.
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The energy–momentum relation for another spec
wave ~curveB2 in Fig. 2! ~in the long-wave approximation
v52ctk! also belongs to the range oft- and l -branches of
the continuous spectrum; as the wave number increase
approaches the upper boundary of the pseudotransv
mode at the pointv2

259a/(2m) for k52p/3.
Starting fromk.2p/3, curveB2 goes over to the rang

of only pseudolongitudinal bulk vibrations, in which anoth
type of transformation takes place. In this region of contin
ous spectrum, cross sections of constant-frequency surf
of bulk modes by thekq plane become nonconvex relative
the direction of propagation of the wave, and each wa
numberk at a fixed frequency corresponds to two pairs
wave numbers6q(1) and6q(2), describing the pseudolon
gitudinal branch~Fig. 3b!. A bulk wave undergoes inelasti
scattering at the free surface of the crystal without a cha

FIG. 3. Cross-section of constant-frequency surfaces by thekq plane:~a!-
low-frequency region (l50.1). Curve1 corresponds to the pseudotran
verse branch, while curve2 corresponds to the pseudolongitudinal branc
~b!-high-frequency region (l55.5) in which only pseudolongitudinal oscil
lations exist.
l

, it
rse

-
es

e
f

e

in the polarization, but with a change inq. It was found that
only a process of the typeq(1)↔q(2) is possible in this case
~Fig. 3b!.

Special bulk states formed along the curvesB1, B2, and
B3 due to the presence of the surface are characterized b
vanishing of the corresponding reflection coefficients at th
frequencies, i.e., peculiarities of this type are manifested d
ing scattering of bulk waves at the crystal surface.

3. QUASISURFACE PHONONS IN A SEMI-INFINITE CRYSTAL
AND ELASTIC VIBRATIONS NEAR A PLANAR DEFECT

The surface of a crystal can be responsible for the em
gence of a different type of vibrations whose frequenc
also belong to the continuous spectrum, but in the region
which only bulk pseudotransverse waves exist. Such vib
tions are called pseudolocal~or quasisurface! phonons.9,10

Waves of this type are two-partial waves and consist of
incident and a specularly reflectedt-waves~one component!
and thel -mode localized due to the presence of the surf
~the other component!:

ux~x,z!5@ut cos~qtz2w!1ule
2k l z#eik~x2ct!,

uz~x,z!5@ iutG t sin~qtz2w!1ulG le
2k l z#eik~x2ct!,

~17!

whereG t andG l are defined by formulas~10! as before, but
now bt[cos()qt/2), and bl[cosh()kl/2), and henceG l

are purely imaginary quantities. The phasew of the wave
characterizes the continuous change in frequency within
spectrum of pseudolocal vibrations.

Pseudolocalized vibrations can exist in the regi
of continuous spectrum below the lower bounda
of the pseudolongitudinal branchl l min(k)512cos(k/2)
14 sin2(k/2) ~curve 4 in Fig. 2! and above the frequencie
l t min(k)53(12cos(k/2)) of bulk vibrations corresponding to
q50 ~dashed curve in Fig. 2!. Fork,p/2, the latter curve is
the lower boundary of the pseudotransverse branch. Th
the region of continuous spectrum~similar to T1 in Fig. 3a!
in which cross sections of constant-frequency surfaces
bulk modes by thekq plane remain convex in the directio
of propagation of the wave, each wave numberk correspond-
ing to a pair of wave numbers6qt at a fixed frequency.

The energy–momentum relation calculated for
pseudotransverse wave propagating near the surfac
shown in Fig. 2 for all values of the wave numberk within
the Brillouin zone~curveB4!.

Since long-wave oscillations polarized in the basal pla
of a layered hexagonal crystal are equivalent to vibrations
an isotropic medium, the frequency dependence of pseud
cal oscillations in this limit is transformed into the energy
momentum relation described in Refs. 9 and 10. The ph
velocitiesc(w) of such waves lie between the velocities~7!
of transverse and longitudinal acoustic waves (ct,c(w)
,cl), and the dependencec5c(w) is defined by the relation

tan w54
@~c2/ct

221!~12c2/cl
2!#1/2

~c2/ct
222!2 . ~18!

;
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An analysis of this relation shows that the crystal c
confine simultaneously two pseudolocalized waves for
same value of phase. Asw→0, the velocity of the pseudolo
cal wave tends to the limiting velocitiesct and cl of bulk
waves~Fig. 4!. For w5p/2, only a wave with the velocity
c05&ct corresponding to the velocity of a transverse wa

FIG. 4. Phase dependence of the pseudolocalized wave velocity.
tio
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s
In
a
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e

e

undergoing specular reflection at an angleu5p/4 at the free
surface can propagate~the process of wave transformatio
into itself!.

The possibility to a transition to an isotropic medium f
kd!1 suggests the possibility of a long-wave description
peculiarities of localized and pseudolocalized vibrations a
planar defect of a more general type in the bulk of the cr
tal.

Let us suppose that the planez50 lies in the bulk of the
crystal and coincides with the surface of a certain stack
fault. We assume that the interaction of atoms in the la
with z50 with atoms belonging to a higher-lying layer
characterized by the parametera as before, while the inter-
action with atoms in a lower-lying layerz52)d/2 is char-
acterized by the parameterb of force interaction, which dif-
fers froma. Similarly, the interaction of atoms in the laye
z52)d/2 with atoms from a lower-lying layer is describe
by the parametera ~while describing a free surface, we a
sumed thatb50!. We can easily obtain the boundary co
ditions for dynamic equations for vibrations presuming t
limiting transitionkd!1. We write the equations of motion
for atoms lying in two layers on both sides of the defect.
the layerz50, we denote by the vectorh0

15d(0,0) the co-
ordinates of an isolated atom and by the vectorh0

25(d/2)
3(1,2)) the coordinates of an isolated atom in a lowe
lying atom. In this case, we have
¦

m
]2ux~h0

6!

]t2 52
1

2
~5a1b!ux~h0

6!1a@ux~h0
61h1!1ux~h0

61h4!#

1
a

4
@ux~h0

66h2!1ux~h0
61h3!#6

)

4
a@uz~h0

66h2!2uz~h0
66h3!#

1
b

4 Fux~h0
66h5!1ux~h0

66h6!6
)

4
b@uz~h0

66h6!2uz~h0
66h5!;

m
]2uz~h0

6!

]t2 52
3

2
~a1b!uz~h0

6!1
3

4
a@uz~h0

66h2!1uz~h0
66h3!#

6
)

4
a@ux~h0

66h2!2ux~h0
66h3!#1

3

4
b@uz~h0

66h5!1uz~h0
66h6!#6

)

4
b@ux~h0

66h6!2ux~h0
66h5!#,

~19!
n

where the plus sign corresponds to the equations of mo
for an atom from the upper bank of the defect and the mi
sign to the same for the lower bank.

We expand the displacementsui(x,z) in ~19! into a
power series inhi ( i 51,2,3,4,5,6) for the chosen lattice site
h0

1 and h0
2 , confining ourselves only to the first terms.

this case, we can easily go over to the long-wave bound
conditions for the equations of elastic fields at a planar
fect:

s iz
12s iz

25
3

8
b

]

]x
~uz

22uz
1!, ~ i 5x,z!,
n
s

ry
-

sxz
1 1sxz

2 5
)

2

b

d

]

]x
~ux

12ux
2!1

3

8
b

]

]x
~uz

11uz
2!,

szz
11szz

25
3)

2

b

d

]

]x
~uz

12uz
2!1

3

8
b

]

]x
~ux

11ux
2!,

~20!

where ui
1 are displacements in the upper half-space~for

z50! andui
2 the displacements in the lower half-space~for

z52)d/2!. Hooke’s law for the model under investigatio
has the form
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sxz5mS ]ux

]z
1

]uz

]x D , szz5l
]ux

]x
1~l12m!

]uz

]x
,

and the corresponding elastic moduli arel5m53a/8. The
boundary conditions~20! obtained from the equations of la
tice dynamics coincide except for the notation of elas
moduli with the phenomenological boundary conditions d
rived in Ref. 10 from the equations in the theory of elastici
It was proved10 that pseudolocalized vibrations exist in
crystal with a planar defect in addition to localized vibr
tions. Elastic fields of such vibrations in the upper half-spa
ui

1(x,z) have the form~17!. The form of solutions in the
lower half-spaceui

2(x,z) is determined by their symmetry
It was found that vibrations can be classified as symme
for which uxm

2 (x,z)52uxm
1 (x,2z), uzm

2 (x,z)5uzm
1 (x,2z),

and antisymmetric, for which uxm
2 (x,z)5uxm

1 (x,2z),
uzm

2 (x,z)52uzm
1 (x,2z). The results obtained in Ref. 10 ca

be extended except for notation to the case of long-w
vibrations of the given model of a discrete lattice.

The spectra of long-wave vibrations of a crystal with
planar defect in the form of an intercalated basal plane
isotope atoms with a coupling between adjacent layers
fering from that in the unperturbed matrix were studied
Ivanov and Skripnik13 who carried out similar investigations
The results obtained by us differ from those in Ref. 13 in
different arrangement of the defect plane~which was parallel
to the basal plane of the crystal! and in the theoretical ap
proach. Nevertheless, the conclusions concerning the co
tions of formation of symmetric and antisymmetric loc
states as well as the dispersion curves of resonant mod
the continuous spectrum as a continuation of the freque
curves for local vibrations are qualitatively similar.

4. MONOLAYER OF ALIEN ATOMS ABSORBED AT THE
CRYSTAL SURFACE

An analysis of the spectra of vibrations localized at t
free surface shows that their frequencies can appear in
under the continuous spectrum also. It is well known that
the case of a ‘‘loaded’’ surface, the frequencies of local
brations can also appear above the spectrum of bulk vi
tions. Such energy–momentum relations were obtained
Allen et al.3 for an fcc crystal with a monolayer of atom
adsorbed at the surface, their atomic mass differing from
for internal layers. Kaplan4 studied the effect of an adsorbe
monolayer on the frequency spectrum of localized vibratio
in a two-dimensional square lattice in the long-wave lim
and for values ofk corresponding to the correspondin
boundary of the Brillouin zone.

Let us analyze the influence of a planar defect in
model of an anisotropic layered crystal under investigatio
in which the atoms from the surface layer have a massM
differing from the atomic massm for internal layers. In this
case, the equations of motion for the boundary layerz50 are
obtained from~8! by the substitutionm→M . Substituting
the solutions of the form~9!, relation ~10!, and the roots of
the characteristic equation~11! into these equations, we ob
tain a system of the form~12!, in which the coefficients are
given by
c
-
.

e

c,

e

f
f-
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e
s,

C1m5
9

2
2hl24a22

1

2
@a1 iGmA3~12a2!#

3~bm1Abm
2 21!,

~21!

C2m5H 3

2
@a~bm1Abm

2 21!21#1hlJ Gm

2 i
1

2
A3~12a2!~bm1Abm

2 21!,

whereh5M /m. The frequencies of different types of vibra
tions can be obtained numerically from the dispersion eq
tion ~14! with coefficients~21!.

Figure 5 presents energy–momentum relations for vib
tions in the presence of a heavy impurity withM52m. It
can be seen that the frequency of a surface waveSR of the
Rayleigh type is lower than the frequency of the Rayleig
type waveS1 at the surface forM.m. It was found that
additional localized transverse vibrationsST can also
emerge. The frequencies of waves of this type split from
lower boundary of the continuous spectrum forM.3m/2.
For values of atomic mass of the surface layerM53m/2,
the frequency of theST wave coincides with the frequenc
of the lower boundary of the pseudotransverse branch at
Brillouin zone boundarylST(p)5l t min(p)52. Vibrations
of this type are localized in the surface layers for values
the wave numberk from the intervalk* (h),k,p. For
k,k* , the frequencies of theSTwave fall in the continuous
spectrum and are continued in it in the form of an isola

FIG. 5. Energy–momentum relations for a localized low-frequen
Rayleigh-type waveSR and the transverse modeST in the presence of a
monolayer of heavy atoms (M52m) on the surface.S1andB4 are a wave
of the Rayleigh type and a transformation wave, respectively, in the cas
a defect-free surface. The hatched region corresponds to the contin
spectrum of frequencies of bulk vibrations.
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line corresponding to frequencies of a transverse wave
dergoing specular reflection at the surface~in the case of a
free surface, this is a wave of theB4 type!.

An analysis of the dispersion equation shows that
mass defectM /m in the long-wave spectral region leads
weak dispersion of the velocity of the wave.

Low-frequency wavesSRof the Rayleigh type can als
exist in the presence of a light impurity, when the mass
surface-layer atoms is smaller than the mass of atoms f
inner layers of the crystal:M,m. The frequencies of a wav
of the SR type become higher than the frequencies of
surface waveS1 localized at the free surface with decreasi
ratio M /m, and the frequency of theSRwave forM5m/2 at
the boundary of the Brillouin zone coincides with the fr
quency of the lower boundary of the continuous spectru
As the mass decreases further, the point at which this w
touches the continuous spectrum moves towards lower
ues ofk.

The presence of a light impurity leads to the emerge
of localized vibrations whose frequencies lie above the c
tinuous spectrum~Fig. 6!. Such high-frequency surface v
brations exist in the range of wave numbersk close to the
boundary of the Brillouin zone. The first surface waveSO1
appears for anyM,m. Such a splitting for a small pertur
bation in the parameterum2M u/m!1 is associated with the
fact that an isolated frequency curve for the transformat
waveB3 for M5m ~free surface! arrives at the upper edge o
the pseudolongitudinal branch at the pointl l max(p)56.
When the difference between the mass of atoms from
surface layer and the mass of atoms from inner layer
infinitely small, the frequencies of waves of theB3 type
leave the continuous spectrum, and vibrations are local
in the surface layers.

FIG. 6. High-frequency surface wavesSO1and SO2 in the presence of a
light impurity (M50.4 m) at the crystal surface. The hatched region cor
sponds to the continuous spectrum of frequencies of bulk vibrations.
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For M,m/2, the second high-frequency surface wa
SO2, whose frequency decreases withk is formed and ar-
rives at the continuous spectrum for a certain value ofk1*
5k1* (h), at which it is continued in the form of a pseudo
surface wave reflected specularly by the surface. Figur
shows the dispersion curves obtained numerically for
SO1and SO2waves in the case of a light impurity for th
valueM50.4 m.

In the gap of the continuous spectrum, surface waves
exist in the case of a light as well as a heavy impurity. F
M.9m/10, a waveSG is formed~Fig. 7a!, and the frequen-
cies of theSG wave decrease with increasingh. For h51,
the energy–momentum relation for such a wave is tra
formed to the energy–momentum relation ofS2waves local-
ized near the free surface.

-

FIG. 7. Gap surface waves of theSG type ~heavy impurity! with M
50.96m ~curve 1! and M51.25m ~curve 2! ~a!; and of theSI type ~light
impurity! with M50.3m ~curve1! andM50.4m ~curve2! ~b!.
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In the case of a light impurity in the gap forM,m/2, a
gap waveSI of another type is formed~Fig. 7b!. This wave
splits from the upper boundary of thet-branch of the con-
tinuous spectrum of bulk vibrations~lower edge of the gap!.

It should be noted in conclusion that the presence of
surface leads to the emergence of new types of waves pr
gating in the crystal. Local frequencies entering the conti
ous spectrum are continued in the form of selected ener
momentum relations for bulk vibrations corresponding
transformation waves of various types. Pseudolocal vib
tions in the form of local vibrations coupled through th
boundary and split from the upper bulk branchl can also be
formed near the surface along with waves of the lower b
brancht. The difference between the masses of atoms fr
the surface layer and from the inner layers of the crys
leads to the emergence of high-frequency surface wa
above the continuous spectrum forM,m and to the emer-
gence of the second local mode in this region forM,m/2.
Low-frequency vibrations of the Rayleigh type exist for a
M.m/2, and the second localized low-frequency mode
also formed forM.3m/2. It is also important that dynami
equations of crystal lattice with a planar defect lead to p
nomenological boundary conditions in the theory of elas
ity for limiting transition kd!1.
e
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Attenuation of low-frequency acoustic energy in Bi-based superconductors
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The attenuation of low-frequency acoustic energy in stripes of the low-temperature tetragonal
phase of Bi-2212 ceramics is studied taking into account thedx22y2-symmetry of the
superconducting order parameter~SOP! and the dynamic analog of phase separation. The
contribution to the energy density of the strain–order parameter coupling leads to a finite value
of attenuation in superconductors with a peculiar SOP. The frequency and temperature
dependences of attenuation are analyzed and compared with the available experimental results. It
is shown that these data are an indirect evidence of the SOP symmetry: thedx22y2-symmetry
for the Bi-2212 phase and thes-symmetry for the Bi–2223 phase. The existence of an ordered low-
temperature state responsible for the low-frequency attenuation peak and other anomalies in
the properties of Bi-based ceramics in the temperature range 20–40 K is proposed. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01110-4#
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INTRODUCTION

Peculiarities in the attenuation of acoustic energy
HTSC have been studied by many authors.1–6 The results
obtained in Refs. 3, 4 proved that the temperature dep
dence of the attenuation coefficientd(T) in Bi-based super-
conductors in general does not contradict the assumptio
the pairing of charge carriers in the BCS theory. Howev
some aspects such as the nonexponential dependenced(T) in
the superconducting state, the existence of one or two p
on this dependence,3–6 and the absence of a noticeable fr
quency dependenced~v! ~a change in frequency from 0.
Hz3,4 to a few kilohertz5,6 leads to an insignificant change
d; Fig. 1! remain unclear. It was noted in Ref. 4 that in ord
to determine the attenuationd of sound at frequency 0.8 Hz
the diffusive displacement of points of fixation of a movin
dislocation and the separation of dislocations7 must be taken
into consideration.

At the present time, the following two important pec
liarities of the superconducting state in Bi-2212 can be
garded as established reliably. One of these peculiarities
dynamic analog of ‘‘phase separation’’ into stripe phases
CuO planes (ab) ~the stripes of low-temperature tetragon
~LTT! insulating phase and those of low-temperature ort
rhombic ~LTO! conducting phase with widthsW52a and
L52.65a, respectively, wherea is twice the distance be
tween oxygen positions in this plane!. These stripes were
discovered in Bi-2212 in experiments on long-range fi
structure of x-ray absorption~EXAFS!.8 The other important
peculiarity of this compound, i.e., thedx22y2-symmetry of
the superconducting order parameterh, was established quite
recently.9 Taking these peculiarities of the superconduct
state of Bi-2212 into account, we shall analyze here the t
perature and frequency dependences of the low-freque
7571063-777X/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
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acoustic attenuation coefficient and compare the results
the experimental data obtained in Refs. 3–6.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY ATTENUATION IN STRIPES OF THE
LTT PHASE

Let us consider the attenuation of low-frequency aco
tic energy in stripes of the LTT phase in a Bi-2212 samp
In analogy with the procedure used in Ref. 10 for plan
defects, these stripes can be regarded as elastic membr
The wavelength of a low-frequency acoustic wave is mu
larger than the widthW of the LTT phase stripe, and henc
the strains induced by the acoustic wave can be regarde
practically uniform for a large number of stripes. The acou
tic attenuation coefficient can be calculated from the eq
tion of motion for the strain tensor« and the stress tensors :

]2s i j

]xj
2 5r

]2« i j

]t2 , ~1!

s i j 5
] f

]« i j
, ~2!

wherer is the sample density andf the energy density taking
into account the coupling between uniform strain and
superconducting order parameter~SOP! h,11

f 5
1

2 (
g

B~g!«2~g!1
1

alW (
g

DV~g,h!«~g!

3E zdS1
e0

2alW E ~¹x,yj!2dS. ~3!

Heree0 is the energy of formation of an LTT phase stripe
length l equal to the sample length along theb-axis, z are
small deviations of the stripe of the LTT phase in the (ab)
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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plane,B(g) are elastic constants,DV(g,h) is the difference
in forms quadratic inh ~with all the basis functions of irre
ducible representationsg of the point groups correspondin
to the crystal symmetry! for the nearest superconductin
stripes whose order parameter is coupled with the str
«~g!. The attenuation of sound is finite ifDV(g,h)Þ0. For
superconductors with thes-wave symmetry of the SOP, thi
quantity is equal to zero,12 and the coupling of uniform strain
with SOP does not lead to acoustic energy attenuation.

For a longitudinal acoustic wave propagating along
z-axis, we have

s5szz, «5«zz.

For attenuating motion with a drag coefficientG for
which the kinetic energy of a stripe can be neglected,
equation of motion for displacementsz from the equilibrium
position has the form

G
]z~x,y,t !

]t
52

] f

]z
. ~4!

Supplementing the system of equations~1!, and~2! with the
equation of motion~4! and writing the solution in the form

s~z,t !5s0 exp@2d~v!z1 iv~ t2z/v !#, ~5!

for a mode with the lowest frequency

v15
p2e0

G lW

we obtain

d~v!5
4v2

p2arGv0
3~v21v1

2! (
g

uDV~g,h!u2, ~6!

wherev0 is the velocity of sound.
While estimating the temperature dependenced(T), we

can assume that only the order parameterh}(T2Tc)
1/2 (Tc

is the superconducting transition temperature! and the sur-
face energye0 are functions of temperature. Thee0(T) de-
pendence can be determined by multiplying the volume

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of attenuation of low-frequency soun
three different Bi-based samples: Bi-2223~curves1 and3 from Refs. 6, 3!
and 90% Bi-2223–10% Bi-2212~curve2 from Ref. 4!. The positions of the
low-temperature peakP1 and the peakP2 are marked by arrows.
s

e

e

-

ergy, which is proportional touhu4, by the coherence
length12 ;uhu21:

e02uhu32~T2Tc!
3/2.

Equation~6! for d(T) can be used to determine a tempe
ture dependence similar to that obtained by Sigrist a
Ueda12 for attenuation of ultrasound by domain walls in a
anisotropic superconductor with a multicomponent order
rameter:

d~T!;
v2h4

v21v̂2e0
2 ;

v2uT2Tcu2

v21v̂2uT2Tcu3
. ~7!

Herev̂ is the temperature-independent coefficient in the
pression forv1 . Equation~7! shows that thed(T) depen-
dence in the superconducting state has a peak atT,Tc , and
attenuation decreases with temperature in proportion
uT2Tcu21. The frequency dependenced~v! is determined by
the relation between the terms in the denominator of~7!:
attenuation does not depend on frequency forv;v̂.

DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Unfortunately, we are not aware of any results on lo
frequency acoustic energy absorption in Bi-2212 type sup
conductors for which charge ordering as well as t
dx22y2-symmetry of the SOP have been established.
shall compare the results obtained above with the result
measurements of the attenuation coefficient for lo
frequency sound in Bi2Sr2Ca2Cu3Ox ~Bi-2223! supercon-
ductors, pure samples~Bi-1 and Bi-3! and those containing
an impurity of the 2212 phase~Bi-2 sample!. Figure 1 shows
the d(T) dependence for these samples:

Bi-1: Tc5104 K, DTc.2.9 K,6

Bi-3: Tc5106 K, DTc.3 K,3

Bi-2: 90% 2223 phase and 10% 2212 phase,
Tc5106 K, DTc.3.5 K4

(DTc is the superconducting transition width!.
In the measurements ofd(T), the frequency was 0.8 Hz

for Bi-2 and Bi-3 samples and 0.81 kHz for Bi-1 sample,
can be seen from Fig. 1 that the shape of thed(T) curve is
almost independent of frequency and the method of sam
preparation: the attenuation does not differ by more th
14–20%. The samples Bi-3 and Bi-2 exhibit a low
temperature peakP1 at T.30 K, while the two-phase
sample Bi-2 has a second peakP2 in the region 69–75 K
below the transition temperatureT2c586 K for the 2212
phase. It was proposed in Refs. 3, 4 that both peaks
associated with the depairing effect at dislocation velocit
higher than the critical value. In the absence of the result
measurements of the velocity of dislocations moving
HTSC, we can assume that the peakP2 is associated with the
attenuation~7! of sound in the stripes of the LTT phase
Bi-2212 atT,T2c considered above.

To our knowledge, there are no data on phase separa
and a peculiar symmetry of the SOP for Bi-2223. The a
sence of a peak similar toP2 near the superconducting tran
sition temperatureTc of the 2223 phase in Bi-1 and Bi-3
samples is in accord with thes-wave symmetry of the SOP
of this phase: the existence of fluctuation stripes of the L

in
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phase atT.T2c for ans-wave type superconductor does n
lead to such an effect.12 Additional studies are required i
order to determine the origin of the low-temperature peakP1

whose height increases by two orders of magnitude in a m
netic field of 950 Oe.13 The coincidence of low-temperatur
anomalies in mechanical,3–6 magnetomechanical,13 and mag-
netic measurements~discontinuity of the melting curve fo
the flux line lattice14 and a sharp jump in the temperatu
dependence of the remanent magnetization15! for Bi-based
superconductors is not accidental. It can be assumed th
low-temperature ordered state exists withTc0.35 K and the
order parameter differing from the SOP of the main pha
This can be either a superconducting state with a differ
symmetry of the SOP, or an antiferromagnetically orde
state of the stripes of the LTT phase. It was proved in Ref.
that the coexistence of a superconducting phase and an
ordered state leads to a peak on thed(T) curve atT,Tc0 .

Thus, the comparison of the experimental results w
the theoretical dependenced(T) ~7! leads to the conclusion
that the results of measurements of attenuation of lo
frequency acoustic energy can be used as an indirect
dence of the symmetry of the SOP.
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Reentrant spinels Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 with x50.9 and 1.2 display peaks on the temperature
dependences of heat capacityC at T1513.4 K (x50.9) and 14.2 K (x51.2) respectively, which
are typical of a first-order phase transition. This transition is identified with the
transformation of the collinear ferrimagnetic structure into a noncollinear structure preceding on
the temperature scale the state of ferrimagnetic spin glass existing in the temperature range
0 K<T<Tf , where transition temperaturesTf are 9 K (x50.9) and 12 K (x51.2). © 1998
American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01210-9#
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We report here on the results of investigation of te
perature dependences of heat capacityC for reentrant ferri-
magnets Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 with x50.9 and 1.2, which were
carried out to study a sequence of magnetic transformat
occurring in this concentration range upon a change in t
perature. The objects of investigations are Heisenberg m
nets with a short-range exchange. Studies of the evolutio
magnetic states of these materials upon an increase in
extent of dilution x as well as upon cooling~with x
5const) continue to attract the attraction of researchers.
problem is that the exchange mechanism of formation
disordered states of the spin glass~SG! type in such systems
remains disputable since the results of computer simula
~the absence of a spin-glass transition atTf.0 K)2,3 contra-
dict the available experimental data,1,4,5 and a consisten
theory has not been developed so far. On the other hand
experimentalx–T–H phase diagrams for Heisenberg sy
tems with a short-range exchange match on the whole w
the general canonical type typical of classical spin-glass
tems of the type of Cu–Mn, Au–Fe, etc.1,4,5 This allows us
to use~with certain reservations! the mean-field theory with
an infinitely large interaction range for an analysis of sp
glass systems with a short-range interaction also.

Gabay and Toulouse6 proved by using the mean-fiel
approach that thex–T diagram for Heisenberg systems co
tains a reentrant region in which the magnetic states
transformed upon cooling according to the following s
quence: PM→FM→M1→M2, where PM and FM are para
and ferromagnetic states, respectively, and M1 and M2 are
noncollinear states with preserved long-range order. In a
ogy with the transition PM→SG ~‘‘pure’’ spin glass!, the
transition M1→M2 is manifested in the form of spontaneo
breaking of the replica symmetry at temperatureTf . In all
cases,Tf is detected experimentally from the clearly man
fested SG properties, e.g., the existence of long-lived lo
rithmic relaxation of nonequilibrium magnetizationsZFC at
7601063-777X/98/24(10)/2/$15.00
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T<Tf .1,4,5 For this reason, M2 is usually identified with the
state of ferromagnetic spin glass~FSG!, in which two types
of magnetic order~i.e., ferromagnetic and spin-glass orde
ing! coexist atT,Tf .1,4,7 The form of the transformation
M1→M2 and the very fact of its existence were subjects
numerous experimental investigations which, howev
failed to clarify the situation completely.1,4,7

It should be noted that in the previous investigations
the transformation M1→M2, main attention was paid, as
rule, to the ‘‘spin-glass’’ aspect of the problem. Analyzin
experimental data~including those obtained for Li–Ga
spinels!,5,8 we proposed that the formation of long-range co
relations between transverse spin components in the1

phase considered by Gabay and Toulouse6 is associated with
the formation of an ordered noncollinear FM structure~fer-
rimagnetic FM* structure in the case of Li–Ga spinel!
rather than with the formation of a certain spin-glass st
other than M2. In such a case, FM→M1 or FM*→M1 tran-
sitions must exhibit features of a thermodynamic pha
transition.9 The results of verification of this proposition wi
be considered below.

An analysis of temperature dependences of the heat
pacity C for Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 samples withx50.9 and 1.2
in the temperature range 12–16 K was carried out by us
the same technique as the one used earlier for the temp
ture interval 2–20 K.8 The obtained results are presented
Fig. 1.

It was found earlier10 that the phonon contribution to th
heat capacity of Li–Ga spinels can be assumed to be equ
the heat capacity of the isostructural nonmagnetic lithi
gallate Li0.5Ga2.5O4. At T515 K, its magnitude does not ex
ceed 2.5%, and theC(T) dependence has no singularitie
and obeys theT3 law.8,10On the other hand, magnetic spine
exhibit clearly manifested narrow symmetric peaks
T513.4 K (x50.9) and 14.2 K (x51.2). In addition, accord-
ing to preliminary results, the heat capacityC(T) exhibits a
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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hysteresis in the vicinity of these temperatures. All the
facts allow us to attribute the observed phase transition
first-order phase transitions~PT1!.11 It is important to note
that in both cases the values of temperatures correspon
to the peak on theC(T) curve and denoted henceforth b
T1(x) are higher than the values ofTf which are;9 K for
x50.9 and;12 K for x51.2.5,12 It was reported in Ref. 8
that the magnetic contribution to heat capacity belowTf

changes linearly with temperature (Cm}T), which is re-
garded as an indication of disordered states of the FSG
SG types.1,3,7,10Thus, according to our results, the FSG st
in Li–Ga spinels withx50.9 and 1.2 is preceded on th
temperature scale by a noncollinear ordered state.

Taking into account the results of previou
investigations,5,8,12we can present the following sequence
magnetic transformations induced by cooling in the reentr
region of thex–T diagram of the Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 system
for the concentration range under investigation (0.9<x
<1.2): Pm→ collinear ferrimagnetic (FM* ) structure→
locally noncollinear FM* structure→ noncollinear ordered
FM* structure→ FSG. This sequence of transformatio
contains two peculiar thermodynamic PT: a second-or
transition atTc ~PM →FM* ) and a first-order transition a
T1 between the collinear and noncollinear FM* structures
identified on the macroscopic scale. The transition to
FSG state atT5Tf is detected, as usual, from the emergen
of spin-glass properties and from the peak on the tempera
dependence of the imaginary componentx9(T) of the mag-
netic susceptibility.5,12

The results of the present communication can be co
pared with the results of computer simulation in whi
low concentrations of nonmagnetic ions are usua
considered.1–3 In most cases, computer experiments
Heisenberg systems with short-range interaction lead to o

FIG. 1. Temperature dependencesC(T) of heat capacity in dilute spinels
Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 with x50.9 ~curve1! and 1.2~curve2!.
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two types of states, namely, the collinear FM state atT
<Tc and the locally noncollinear FM state~the FM structure
collinear in the macroscopic sense with imperfections in
form of local noncollinearity regions! upon a further cooling
down to T50 K.2,3 We can assume that the existence o
PT1 observed by us atTf,T1,Tc , like a transition to the
SG state atTf.0 K,13 cannot exist in isotropic Heisenber
systems with short-range exchange. However, real obj
are virtually always anisotropic, which affects to a certa
extent the formation of noncollinear spin structures of va
ous types.14–16 For example, according to the results
neutron-diffraction experiments and symmetry analys
Li–Ga spinels in the concentration range under investiga
can contain a noncollinear ordered ferrimagnetic structure
the umbrella type.17 However, the structures of this type a
formed only in anisotropic materials.16

Thus, the results of analysis of heat capacityC(T) in
dilute spinels Li0.5Fe2.52xGaxO4 with x50.9 and 1.2, indicat-
ing the existence of a first-order phase transition of
order–order type atT1(x) @Tf(x),T1,Tc(x)#, supplement
considerably the prevailing concepts of temperature evo
tion of magnetic states in the reentrant region of thex–T
diagrams of real spin-glass Heisenberg systems with a sh
range exchange. According to these results, the phase
gram of such systems must contain an additional cu
T1(x). A continuation of these investigations together w
the results obtained by us and those obtained in Ref. 18
allow us to determine exactly the position of theT1(x) curve
on thex–T diagram for Li–Ga spinels.
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The existence of additional transverse electric~TE! and magnetic~TM! surface polaritons formed
as a result of high-frequency magnetoelectric interaction in a ferroelectric is predicted. The
spectrum of the new type of surface polaritons is analyzed for transverse orientation of the electric
polarization relative to the crystal surface. These polaritons are different in ferroelectric
domains with opposite directions of spontaneous electric polarization. Thus, TE surface polaritons
exist only in domains with electric polarization directed into the medium. Besides,
magnetoelectric interaction induces effects like birefringence and anomalous dispersion of TM
polaritons. Moreover, it is found that TM polaritons can exist in those types of
ferroelectrics in which their existence was forbidden earlier. The same effects must also exist not
only in ferroelectrics, but also in ordinary dielectrics in a constant electric field at right
angles to the crystal surface. The above-mentioned asymmetry of the effects, including their
switching on/off, must be observed upon a change in the direction of the applied electric field.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01310-3#
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The interest of researchers in ferroelectric crystals
grown considerably in recent years following the discove
of new aspects of their technical applications. Since thin-fi
structures are used frequently in devices, it is importan
study phenomena occurring at the surface of a ferroelec
e.g., surface waves.

The theoretical studies of the influence of magnetoe
tric ~ME! interaction on surface waves in crystals were c
ried out recently in antiferromagnets with a linear M
effect.1 Although such an effect is not observed in ferroele
trics, it was shown by us earlier2 that a varying electromag
netic field induces in a ferroelectric a high-frequency line
ME susceptibility proportional to the frequency and mag
tude of the spontaneous electric polarization. This lin
high-frequency effect is of dynamic origin~see below! and is
not subjected to any constraints concerning the symmetr
the crystal.

In this work, we analyze the influence of dynamic M
interaction on surface polaritons in a ferroelectric. It
shown that TE and TM surface excitations can exist un
conditions in which their existence was forbidden earli
New effects like birefringence, anomalous dispersion and
existence of forbidden spectral regions are predicted.
domain structure is reflected for the first time in the prop
ties of surface waves.

For the sake of definiteness~although this is not signifi-
cant in the following analysis!, we consider a uniaxial ferro
electric ~Z is the easy axis! occupying the halfspacez.0.
Using the phenomenological description of a ferroelectric
terms of the densities of electric polarizationP~r ! and mo-
mentumP~r !, we can represent the Hamiltonian of the sy
tem in a varying electromagnetic fielde, h, disregarding the
spatial dispersion~ack!1, ac being the lattice constant!, in
the form
7621063-777X/98/24(10)/5/$15.00
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Ĥ5E S 2
c1

2
P̂z

21
c2

2
~ P̂x

21 P̂y
2!1

d

4
P̂z

42e•P1
P̂2

2r

1jP̂•@P̂•h# D dV. ~1!

Here the first three terms are the potential ferroelectric
ergy operators,P̂2/2r the kinetic ferroelectric energy opera
tor, andr the density of the medium. The last term corr
sponds to the energy of electric polarization in the elec
field E produced by the motion of ions~electrons! with a
velocity v under the action of a magnetic fieldh, E5(1/c)
3@h•V#. Sincev5VcP/m ~Vc is the unit cell volume andm
the particle mass!, the constantj5Vc(mc)21 ~c is the ve-
locity of light!. In contrast to the ME energies consider
earlier~see, for example, Ref. 3 as well as Ref. 1!, which are
potential energies and hence depend on the symmetry o
system, the ME energy in formula~1! is of dynamic origin.
This is a scalar which appears in the expression for the
ergy of a ferroelectric of any symmetry.

The linear response of the system to an electromagn
field ~e, h! can be described in terms of the electric (xe) and
magnetoelectric (xme) susceptibilities whose Fourier compo
nents are defined by the relations

Pi5x ik
e ek1x ik

emhk .

Disregarding the attenuation for the Hamiltonian~1! in the
ferroelectric state, we can represent the nonzero compon
of susceptibility in the form2

xxx
e 5xyy

e 5
v̄0

2

v0
22v2 , xzz

e 5
v̄0

2

ve
22v2 ,
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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xxy
em5~xyx

me!* 5
ivgP0

v22v0
2 , v̄0

25
z2

rVc
2 ,

v0
25v̄0

2c2 , ve
25v̄0

22c1 , g5
z

mc
, P0

25
c1

d
. ~2!

In these formulas,z is the magnitude of the charge of an io
~or electron, if the incident electromagnetic field has hi
frequencies which effectively excite the electronic part of
electric polarization!, g is the gyromagnetic ratio for the io
~or the electron!, P05P0z is the equilibrium value of the
electric polarization which is assumed to be directed alo
theZ-axis, and the constantsc1 , c2 andd are assumed to b
positive.

The electric~d! and magnetic~b! inductions of the me-
dium are connected with the electric and magnetic fie
through the relations

di5« ikek1g ikhk , bi5m ikhk1gki* ek ,

where

«xx5«yy5«15114pxxx
e , «zz5«25114pxzz

e ,

m ik5d ik , gxy5gyx* 52 ig, g54p ixxy
em ~3!

in the case considered by us.
A distinguishing feature of the case considered by

here is the existence of the nondiagonal componentxxy
em of

the ME susceptibility, which indicates the ME effect of in
duction of transverse~with respect to spontaneous polariz
tion! componentspx and py of electric polarization by the
varying magnetic field of the incident wave. This effe
emerges only in a varying field (xxy

em}v) and in the presence
of spontaneous polarization (xem}P0). Note that if the ex-
istence of a varying field is a necessary condition, the elec
field may play the role of the spontaneous polarizati
Hence all the effects considered below will also be obser
in normal dielectrics in a constant electric fieldE0 . In this
case,P0 should be replaced byE0 in the final expressions.

In order to obtain the energy-momentum relations for
surface polaritons, we must solve Maxwell’s equations t
ing into account formula~3! and the boundary conditions fo
the continuity of the tangential components of the elec
and magnetic fields as well as the normal components of
electric and magnetic inductions at the interface (z50) be-
tween vacuum (z,0) and a ferroelectric (z.0).

The solution is sought in the form of a wave travelin
along theX-axis:

e,h}H exp~2 ivt1 ikx1 k̃0z!, z,0, k̃0.0,

exp~2 ivt1 ikx2k0z!, z.0, k0.0. ~4!

In the geometry chosen by us, polaritons of TE and T
types propagate along the surface. Maxwell’s equations~3!

and~4! lead to the following expressions for the quantitiesk̃0

andk0 which are reciprocals of the penetrations depths of
waves in vacuum and in the ferroelectric, respectively:
e

g

s

s

ic
.
d

e
-

c
e

e

k̃0
25k22

v2

c2 ~TE,TM!,

k0
25k22

v2

c2 ~«12g2! ~TE!, ~5!

k0
25

«1

«2
k22

v2

c2 ~«12g2! ~TM!.

It will be expedient to carry out the subsequent analy
separately for TE and TM types of waves.

1. TRANSVERSE ELECTRIC POLARITONS

The nonzero components of the fields for a TE wave
ey , hx , andhz . The boundary conditions lead to the equal

k̃05g
v

c
2k0 . ~6!

It can be seen from this relation thatk05 k̃050 for g50. In
other words, the surface polaritons do not exist at all in
geometry considered here unless the dynamic ME interac
is taken into consideration. Formula~6! and other relations
between the variables lead to the conditions

vg.0, 0,k0,g
v

c
, v2,c2k2,

c2k2.v2~«12g2!, 112g2.«1.1.
~7!

For example, the conditionvg.0 follows from ~6! by con-
sidering thatk0 and k̃0 are positive. The quantityg @see
formulas~2! and ~3!# depends on frequency through the r
lation

g5
4pvgP0

v0
22v2 . ~8!

Conditionsvg.0 and«1.1 @see formulas~2! and~3!#
lead to the necessary conditionP0.0, i.e., the surface po
laritons exist only in domains in which the electric polariz
tion is directed into the bulk of the ferroelectric. This is du
to the following reason: Eq.~6! is the boundary condition for
the fieldhx . For g50, hx has opposite signs in vacuum an
in a ferroelectric, the continuity condition is not observe
and TE waves do not exist. The dynamic ME effectgÞ0
indicates that the excitation of electric polarizationpy in a
direction perpendicular to the spontaneous polarizationP0

induces an additional fieldhx}gv}P0v2 in the ferroelec-
tric. If the sign of this induced field is the same as in vacuu
condition~6! is satisfied and TE polaritons can emerge in t
system. Otherwise~in a domain withP0,0!, the induced
field does not help in the fulfillment of the boundary cond
tions. In essence, the ME energy in formula~1!, which con-
nects P05Pz , Px(y)}px(y) and hy(x) , describes the high-
frequency analog of the Hall effect.

An analysis of conditions~7! taking into account the
frequency dependences ofg and«1 shows that the TE wave
exist in the interval

vL,v,v0 , vL5v0v̄0~v̄0
218pvg

2!21/2, ~9!
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where we have introduced the notationvg5gP0 . The
energy-momentum relationv(k)5v(2k) and the quantities
k̃0 , k0 , which are reciprocals of penetration depths, are
fined as follows:

v5S c2k22
v̄0

4

4vg
2D 1/2

, k̃05
v̄0

2

2cvg
,

~10!

k05
v̄0

2v0
2~v22vL

2!

2cvgvL
2~v0

22v2!
.

It can be seen from formulas~9! and~10! that the TE polari-
tons are virtual, i.e. exist only if the delay is taken into co
sideration. Their penetration depthk̃0

21 in vacuum is con-
stant, while the penetration depthk0

21 in a ferroelectric
depends on the frequency@see~10!#: k0

215` for v5vL and
k0

2150 for v5v0 , i.e., the wave does not penetrate t
ferroelectric.

The frequency interval~9! in which TE type surface po
laritons exist depends on the gyromagnetic ratiog which is
inversely proportional to the particle mass@see Eqs.~2!#. At
frequenciesv;1015 rad•s21, when the electrons are pre
dominately polarized, the value ofg;107 cm/g1/2. Assum-
ing that P0;104– 105 CGSE units, we obtain vg

;1011– 1012 rad•s21. At IR frequenciesv;1013 rad•s21,
the ionic gyromagnetic ratiog;103 cm/g1/2. Hence vg

;107– 108 rad•s21. In any case, the ratiovg /v0!1 in for-
mulas ~9! and ~10!, so that the interval~9! is narrow:Dv
5v02vL'4pv0vg

2/v̄0
2.

2. TRANSVERSE MAGNETIC POLARITONS

The nonzero components of the fields for a TM wave
ex , ez , andhy . For z50, the boundary conditions lead t
the equality

k01 k̃0«11g
v

c
50. ~11!

For positive values ofk0 and k̃0 , we arrive at the conditions

v2,k2c2, «1k̃01g
v

c
,0,

«1

«2
k22

v2

c2 ~«12g2!.0, ~12!

where «15«1(v), «25«2(v), g5g(v) according to for-
mulas~2!, ~3!, and~8!.

The energy-momentum relation for TM polaritons c
be presented in the form

v2

c2 5
«1k22«2k0

2

«1«22g2«2
. ~13!

We shall carry out a detailed analysis of the conditions~11!–
~13! for the existence of TM polaritons.

In the absence of dynamic ME interaction~i.e., for
g50!, TM polaritons exist in the frequency interval
-

-

e

v0,v,vS , vS
25

1

2
~Ve

21v0
2!,

Ve
25ve

214pv̄0
2.

~14!

This leads to the conditionVe.V0 . Ferroelectrics whose
parameters satisfy this condition will be termed B-type f
roelectrics, while ferroelectrics for whichVe,v0 will be
termed A-type ferroelectrics. So far, surface TM polarito
were known to exist only in B-type ferroelectrics~see, for
example, Ref. 4!. The inclusion of dynamic ME interaction
makes it possible for TM polaritons to exist in B- as well
A-type ferroelectrics.

The obtained results can be presented in a conven
manner separately for different types of ferroelectrics. Th
results also depend on the orientation of the electric po
ization vector in a domain. We denote the domain with el
tric polarizationP0 directed into the bulk of the crystal byp,
and the domain with opposite direction ofP0 by n.

2.1. A-type ferroelectrics

In n-domains, the surface polaritons exist in the follow
ing intervals of frequencies and wave vectors~Fig. 1!:

kn<k<
v0

c
, vn<v<v0 ,

km<k<kv , v0<v<vm ,

where we have used the notation

kn5
v

c F12b2S 12
3

2

Ve
2

v0
2 D G ,

vn
25v0

223b2~v0
22Ve

2!,

km5
v

c F11b2S 12
Ve

2

2v0
2D G , ~15!

vm
2 5v0

21b2~v0
22Ve

2!,

kv5
v

c
~122b2!, b5uvguv0 /v̄0

2!1.

FIG. 1. Energy-momentum relations for surface TM polaritons in A-ty
ferroelectrics. Lettersp and n indicate the segments of the dispersion d
pendences forp- andn-domains.
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In p-domains, TM polaritons are characterized by wa
vectors in the interval@v0 /c,kv#.

The energy-momentum relations for TM polaritons
Fig. 1 are described by the relation

k2c2

v2 511b2~x61!2, ~16!

where

x5F11
v0

22v2

b2~v0
22Ve

2!G
1/2

.

The dispersion curve in the interval@kn ,km# corresponds to
minus sign, while the curve in the interval@km ,kv# corre-
sponds to plus sign in formula~16!. At the pointk5v0 /c,
the straight linev5ck touches the dispersion curve, and t
equalitydv/dk50 is satisfied at the pointk5km .

The quantityk0 , which is reciprocal to the wave pen
etration depth in a ferroelectric, is defined by the relation

k05H 2
v

c
g~22x!, v,v0 ,

v

c
gx, v.v0 ,

~17!

in the n-domain, and by

k052
v

c
g~26x!, ~18!

in the p-domain. The choice of the signs is the same as
Eqs.~16!.

It can be seen from Fig. 1 that the TM polaritons in t
p-domain are distinguished by the presence ofbirefringence.
In this domain, waves with positive and negative dispersi
i.e., with opposite group velocitiesdv/dk, propagate with
the same frequency.

The distinguishing feature of TM waves in then-domain
is the existence of forbidden wavelengths in the freque
interval @v0 ,vm# for the values of wave vectors in the inte
val v0 /c<k<km .

The qualitative behavior of the penetration depth
waves in a ferroelectric (k0) and in vacuum (k̃0) is shown in
Figs. 2a and 2b.

In the n-domain, the penetration depth in ferroelectri
at the boundariesvn and vm of the frequency intervals is
equal to infinity, i.e., the wave becomes a bulk wave.
however,v5v0 , waves do not penetrate the crystal (k0

21

50), and propagate in vacuum (k̃0
215`).

In thep-domain, the penetration depth in a ferrroelect
is equal to zero forv5v0 and attains its peak forv5vm .

The surface TM polaritons in an A-type ferrroelectric a
virtual.

2.2. B-type ferroelectrics

TM polaritons exist in these ferroelectrics even witho
the ME interaction, and the range of their existence is qu
wide. This interval is slightly altered when the ME intera
e

r

,

y

f

,

t
e

tion is taken into account, narrow frequency regions
added to the range of TM polaritons, and a new effect~bire-
fringence! is observed.

Figure 3 shows the qualitative form of the dispersi
curves for n- and p-domains. Starting from the valu

FIG. 2. Penetration depth of TM polaritons in an A-type ferroelectric~a!
and in vacuum~b!.

FIG. 3. Energy-momentum relations for TM polaritons in B-type ferr
electrics.
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k5v0 /c,v5v0 , the dashed curve is the dispersion cur
for TM polaritons in the absence of ME interaction. The M
interaction slightly extends the frequency interv
downwards for then-domains, the broadening of the interv
being @vm ,v0#. On the other hand, the frequency interv
for bothn- andp-domains increases to the valuev* , where

v* 5v~k* !5vSF11b2
Ve

22vS
2

2v0
2 G1/2

, k* 5
v̄0

2

cvg
. ~19!

The domain-related singularities in the dispersion
manifested only in the vicinity ofv0 .

Apart from the additional frequency interval@vm ,v0#,
the n-domain also has a forbidden band of wave vect
@v0 /c,min(kn ,kv)#. For thep-domain, there are no forbidde
values ofk in the entire frequency interval@v0 ,v* #. Bire-
fringence appears in then-domain for waves withk>kn ,
while for the p-domain it exists in the entire frequenc
range.

Except for the interval@vm ,v0#, the TM polaritons are
real.

The dispersion curves in Fig. 3 are described by
general relation

k2c2

v2 5.11
1

E2
2 ~Ag22E1E22E2

26g!2, ~20!

E15«121, E25
12«1«2

«2
,

in which the above-mentioned conditions~12! must be taken
into consideration. The choice of signs in formula~20! for
various segments of the dependencev(k) is indicated in
Fig. 3.

The penetration depth of TM waves in a ferroelectric
v→v0 tends to zero. In then-domain ~for v.vn!, k0

21

5→` for v→vn , i.e., the wave becomes a bulk wave.
both domains, the penetration depth for TM waves in a fer
electric tends to zero fork→` andv→vS .

CONCLUSION

The above analysis shows that a consideration of
namic magnetoelectric energy in a ferroelectric leads t
number of qualitatively new results.
l

l

e

s

e

r

-

-
a

The existence of a domain structure in a ferroelectric
manifested for the first time in the properties of surfa
waves: it is found that the surface TE polaritons can a
exist in ferroelectrics. An interesting feature of these pola
tons is that they can exist only in domains with the elect
polarization directed into the bulk of the crystal. This asy
metry may turn out to be useful for studying the doma
structure of ferroelectrics.

Magnetoelectric interaction leads to the emergence
TM polaritons in A-type ferroelectrics, in which their exis
tence was forbidden earlier. ME interaction also induces n
effects like birefringence of surface TM polaritons and th
anomalous dispersion.

Moreover, spectral regions of excitations appear for T
polaritons, their existence being possible only in certain
mains. Thus, TM polaritons with wave vectors@v0 /c,km#
cannot appear in then-domain for A-type ferroelectrics~Fig.
1!, while TM polaritons with values ofk in the interval
@v0 /c,min(kn ,kv)# cannot appear for B-type ferroelectric
~Fig. 3!.

The domain nonreciprocity of TE and TM excitation
mentioned above is a spatial analog of the non-reciprocit
time for optical phenomena, which is used quite extensiv
in modern optical electronics.

In conclusion, it should be remarked that the abov
mentioned effects will occur not only in ferroelectrics, b
also in normal dielectrics in a constant electric field. In th
case, the existence of certain surface excitations could
controlled by changing the direction of the applied elect
field.
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Magnetic flux locking in two weakly coupled superconducting rings
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We have analyzed the quantum interference effects in the macroscopic ‘‘superconducting
molecule.’’ The composite system consists of two massive superconducting rings, each interrupted
by a Josephson junction, which are at the same time weakly coupled with one another. The
special case of coupling via the Josephson four-terminal junction is considered. The structure of the
macroscopic quantum states in an applied magnetic field is calculated. It is shown that,
depending on the values of the magnetic fluxes through each ring, the system displays two groups
of states, the ‘‘orthostates’’ with both induced currents going in the same direction, and the
‘‘parastates’’ with the opposite currents and with the total induced flux locked to zero value. The
transition to the flux locked state with changing of the total applied flux is sudden and is
preserved in a certain interval which is determined by the difference of the fluxes applied through
each ring. It makes the system sensitive to small gradients of the external magnetic field.
© 1998 American Institute of Physics.@S1063-777X~98!01410-8#
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The system that we studied is shown in Fig. 1 and c
sists of two bulk superconducting rings, coupled via the
terminal Josephson junction.1,2 The 4-terminal Josephso
junction is a system of two microbridges, 1–2 and 3–4, h
ing the common center ‘‘0’’. The interference in the cro
section ‘‘0’’ of macroscopic wave functionsC j of the j th
terminal (j 51,...,4) leads to nonlinear coupling and cons
quently to interference between the current states in e
ring. The resulting current state of the whole system can
regulated by the difference of the magnetic fluxes app
through the rings, in analogy with the phase difference
tween two weakly coupled bulk superconductors. The stu
ing of the macroscopic quantum states of such ‘‘sup
conducting molecule’’ is the subject of the present paper

The free energyU of our system in an applied magnet
field contains the magnetic energyUm and the Josephso
coupling energyUJ . The energyUm has the form:3

Um5
~F1

e2F1!2L2

2~L1L22L12
2 !

1
~F2

e2F2!2L1

2~L1L22L12
2 !

2
L12

~L1L22L12
2 !

~F1
e2F1!~F2

e2F2!, ~1!

whereF1,2
e are the external magnetic fluxes applied to t

rings 1, 2 andF1,2 are the resulting fluxes embraced by t
rings; L1,2 andL12 are the ring self-inductances and the m
tual inductance (L12

2 ,L1L2). The coupling energyUJ ~in
7671063-777X/98/24(10)/3/$15.00
-
-

-

-
ch
e
d
-

y-
r-
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dimensionless units! is expressed in terms of phasew j ( j
51,...,4) of the superconducting order parameter in thej th
terminal:2

UJ52k2 cos2
f1

2
2cos2

f2

2

22k cos
f1

2
cos

f2

2
cosx, ~2!

if we introduce the phase differences across the weak link
the rings

f15w12w2 , f25w32w4

and the ‘‘total’’ phase difference between the rings

x5
w11w2

2
2

w31w4

2
.

The coupling constantk in ~2! is the ratio of critical currents
of the weak links 1–2 and 3–4. In the following for simplic
ity we will consider the case of identical rings withL15L2

5L and the symmetrical couplingk51 (I c,125I c,345I c).
The phase differencesf1,2 are related to the magneti

fluxesF1,2 by: w1,2522eF1,2/\. Thus, the total energy in
reduced units of the two coupled rings as function of t
embraced magnetic fluxes at given values of the app
fluxes is defined as
© 1998 American Institute of Physics
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U~F1 ,F2 ,xuF1
e ,F2

e!5
~F1

e2F1!2

2L
1

~F2
e2F2!2

2L

2
l

L
~F1

e2F1!~F2
e2F2!

2cos2
F1

2
2cos2

F2

2

22 cos
F1

2
cos

F2

2
cosx, ~3!

where l 5L12/L is the normalized mutual inductancel
,1), L5(2eIc /\)L(12 l 2)-the dimensionless effectiv
self-inductance; the magnetic fluxes are measured in u
\/2e. Note the dependence of the potentialU on the phasex.
As we shall see, in the stable steady state the phasex can
take only the value 0 orp, which corresponds the existenc
of two groups of states with different symmetry.

The minima of the potentialU ~3! with respect to vari-
ablesF1 ,F2 ,x at given external fluxesF1

e and F2
e deter-

mine the stable steady states of our system. The minim
tion of U with respect tox gives that the phasex takes the
value 0 orp, depending on the equilibrium values ofF1 and
F2

cosx5signS cos
F1

2
cos

F2

2 D . ~4!

In the steady state]U/]F15]U/]F250, or:

F1
e2 lF2

e5F12 lF21L sin
F1

2 Fcos
F1

2
1cosx cos

F2

2 G ,
~5!

F2
e2 lF1

e5F22 lF11L sin
F2

2 Fcos
F2

2
1cosx cos

F1

2 G ,
~6!

with cosx defined by the condition~4!.
The solutions of Eqs.~5! and~6! $F1 ,F2% which corre-

spond to the minima of the potentialU must satisfy the re-
quirements:

]2U

]F1
2.0,

]2U

]F2
2.0,

]2U

]F1
2

]2U

]F2
2 2S ]2U

]F1]F2
D 2

.0. ~7!

It can be shown that the conditions~7! are fulfilled for all
values ofF1 andF2 if L1 l ,1. In the following we shall

FIG. 1. The two bulk superconducting rings, coupled via the 4-term
Josephson junction~the region closed by the dashed lines, of which the a
is of the order of the coherence length squared!.
its

a-

consider the case when the inductancesL and l are small
enough to satisfy this inequality. Thus, all solutio
$F1 ,F2% of the Eqs.~4!, ~5! and ~6! determine the possible
stable or metastable states of the system. The circula
ringcurrentsI 1,2 in state$F1 ,F2% are:

I 152
1

2
sin F12sin

F1

2
signS cos

F1

2 D Ucos
F2

2 U, ~8!

I 252
1

2
sin F22sin

F2

2
signS cos

F2

2 D Ucos
F1

2 U ~9!

in units of I c .
The value of cosx in Eqs.~5! and~6!, which equals61,

determines two possible ‘‘binding’’ of the current states
individual rings. The group of states$F1 ,F2 ,x50% we
shall call symmetric, or ‘‘ortho’’, states and the group
states $F1 ,F2 ,x5p%—antisymmetric, or ‘‘para’’; states
As we shall see, the first one corresponds to the indu
ring-currents going in the same direction, and the sec
one—to the currents going opposite.

We shall study the behavior of our system in an appl
magnetic field as the response on the total applied magn
flux Fe5F1

e1F2
e at given differencede5F1

e2F2
e of the

fluxes through each ring. The state of the system as who
determined by the total embraced magnetic fluxF5F1

1F2 , or by the total orbital magnetic momentM, which is
proportional to the sum of the induced ringcurrents,I 5I 1

1I 2 . Note, that the positive~negative! sign of I corresponds
to the parallel~antiparallel! direction ofM with respect to the
external magnetic fieldH. From the~4!–~6! we obtain:

Fe5F1
L

12 l
sin

F

2 Fcos
d

2
1cosxG , ~10!

de5d1
L

11 l
sin

d

2 Fcos
F

2
1cosxG , ~11!

cosx5signS cos
F

2
1cos

d

2D , ~12!

whered5F12F2 .
Let us start from the case of small inductancesl, L

!1. If de50, from the Eqs.~11! and ~12! follows that d
50 andx50. For F(Fe) we have the usual equationFe

5F12L sin(F/2) for the case of decoupled rings,4 each
interrupted by a Josephson junction. AtdeÞ0 and conse-
quently dÞ0, the solutions withx5p are possible in the
vicinity of F'2p. In the limit L→0 for the total induced
magnetic fluxF(Fe,de) we have the expression

F5Fe2L sin
Fe

2 Fcos
de

2
1signS cos

Fe

2
1cos

de

2 D G .
~13!

In the case of smallde!1 it becomes:

F5H Fe22L sin
Fe

2
if uFe22pu.udeu

Fe if uFe22pu,udeu.
~14!

Thus, for given value ofde with changing of the total
applied fluxFe the system switches from the state withx

l
a
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50 to the state withx5p. In the interval 2p2de,Fe

,2p1de the total induced fluxF2Fe equals zero for
de!1. We call such behavior magnetic flux locking. It
emphasized that the transition to the flux locked state is s
den and is preserved in a certain interval of the applied m
netic flux. For the sum of the induced ringcurrentsI 5I 1

1I 2 , in the limit L→0 we have

I ~Fe,de!52sin
Fe

2 Fcos
de

2
1signS cos

Fe

2
1cos

de

2 D G .
~15!

In the flux locked state the total currentI equals to zero in
correspondence with~14!. Thus the ringcurrentsI 1,2 are go-
ing in opposite directions and compensate each other, o
system is in the ‘‘para’’ state. The complete compensat
takes place forde!1, with the corrections to zero value be
ing of the order of (de)2. In Fig. 2 we plot the dependence o
I (Fe) ~15! for the flux differencede52p/10, or in dimen-
sion units 1/10 of a flux quantumh/2e. The dashed line is
the sum of the currents in the same, but decoupled, r
with the same applied fluxesF1

e5(1/2)(Fe1de) and F1
e

5(1/2)(Fe2de). The magnetic susceptibility of the syste
as whole is proportional to2]I /]Fe and will reflect the
behavior of the induced currents.

For finite, but small, values of the inductances, the
havior described above will be qualitatively the same. O
instead of the sharp switches hysteretic regions appea
which the width is proportional toL. In Fig. 3 the depen-
denceF(Fe) for L50.25, l 50 and de51 is shown, as
follows from the numerical solution of the Eqs.~10!–~12!.
Naturally, these hysteretic regions will be smeared by th
mal fluctuations~see the analysis of the influence of noise
the similar system, the so called 4-terminal SQUID, in R
5!.

In conclusion, we have studied the macroscopic quan
states in the system of two weakly coupled superconduc
rings. The nonlinear coupling leads to interference betw
the current states in each ring. It is manifested as the co
erative behavior of the rings in some region of the appl
magnetic fluxes, which we call magnetic flux locking. W
would like to remark that our macroscopic approach is
restricted by the special kind of the coupling through t

FIG. 2. The total induced current as a function of the total applied flux
given difference of applied fluxes through each ringde52p/10 ~or 1/10 of
a flux quantumh/2e). L50. The dashed line is the corresponding depe
dence in the case of decoupled rings.
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crossed superconducting bridges. In fact, any mesoscop
terminal weak link will produce a coupling similar to theUJ

~2!. For example, it can be the experimental setup descri
in Ref. 6, namely the two-dimensional normal layer which
connected with four terminals instead of the two ones
studied in Ref. 7.
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FIG. 3. The dependence of the total magnetic fluxF on the total external
flux Fe for de51, L50.25,l 50. The arrows indicate the jumps of the flu
from metastable to stable states. The dashed line isF5Fe.
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